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1. INTRODUCTION

This publication continues the series of soil survey
reports for Saskatchewan initiated on an R.M. basis in 1984 .
This series ofpublications is a continuation of the basic soil
survey program in the Province, initiated in 1958; however,
the publication format has been substantially changed to
include more interpretive information on an R.M. basis .

The main purpose ofasoil survey is to inventory the soil
resources ofan area, providing a description of the soils and
showing their extentand distribution . Ithas becomeincreas
ingly apparent, however, that many users require additional
interpretive information for the resolution of production,
conservation andotherproblems related to aparticular set of
soil conditions. To that end, this report also presents a
number of interpretations based on the soil inventory infor-
mation .

In order to gain the most information about any particu-
lar area within the municipality, both the soil map and report
must be used together.

1.1 USING THE SOIL MAP AND
REPORT

Each delineation on the soil map contains a map symbol
and a unique number which are described and illustrated
below.

The Soil Map Symbol

The map symbol is made up ofa soil association code, a
map unit number, and in some cases a substrate modifier

Figure 1 . Sequence of Symbols.

Delineation Number and Soil
Interpretations
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code, along with a surface texture code in the numeratorand
a code composed of numbers and letters indicating the slope
class and surface form of the landscape in the denominator .
Abriefexplanation ofeach ofthese map symbol components
is provided in the legend on the side of the map . The legend
describes the general type of soil development, the geologic
material in which each soil has developed, and in complex
areas, where each geologic material occurs in the landscape,
as well as the kinds of soils comprising each map unit.

Each map delineation contains a unique number which is
used to reference additional soils and interpretive informa-
tion in Section6 ofthe report . This section provides atabular
listing of interpretive symbols for each delineation . An
explanation of these symbols is provided under the appropri-
ate subsection in Section 4 entitled "Soil Interpretations."

Example

If one wanted to know the agricultural capability classifica-
tion for area 146 (usedin the example below), turn to Section
6 and look up the number 146 listed in the left-hand column
undertheheading,"AreaNo.", thenreadacross to thesymbols
listed in the column headed, "Agricultural Capability".
There, thesymbols indicatingthe agriculturalcapabilityofthe
soil occur. Then, turn to Subsection 4.4, entitled, "Soil
Capability for Agriculture", for an explanation ofthese sym-
bols .

Slope Class : 3
(2-5% slopes)

Surface Form : u
(undulating)

Substrate Modifier: T
(glacial till)

n
(fine sandy loam)



2. INTRODUCTION TO
SOILS

The nature and agriculturally important properties of
the soils of the area are described in succeeding sections
of this report. The present section, largely adapted from
H.C. Moss, in A Guide to Understanding Saskatchewan
Soils, deals mainly with features common to most prairie
soils .

2.1 THE SOUL. PROFILE

A soil is a natural body that occupies a relatively thin
section (usually less than a meter) of theearth's surfaceand
consists of several layers or horizons which differ in
appearance and composition from the underlying material .
Its formation from the original geological deposit involves
various physical, chemical and biological processes which
result in the formation of individual layers or horizons,
extending from the surface downwards, that have specific
characteristics . The whole succession of layers down to
and including the original geological deposit is called the
soil profile . Each individual layer is called a soil horizon .
A particular soil is recognized and separated from other
soils by identifying the various

	

layers or horizons which
make up its profile . The recognitionofsoil profiles forms the
basis of soil classification and mapping .

The soils of Saskatchewan are classified according to
a national system of soil classification and the names given
to the soils are derived, in part, from this system . For
example, an orthic profile is a soil whose characteristics are
defined as an Orthic Chemozemic soil of the National
system .

In profiles of mineral soils, three main horizons are
recognized . From the surface downward, these are desig-
nated by the letters A, B, and C. The A horizon forms all or
part of the surface soil. It may be dark colored representing
an accumulation of humus, or it may be a light-colored
horizon from which clay, humus and other materials have
been removed. The B horizon occurs immediately below the
A horizon . Itmay have an accumulation ofclayand mayhave
been altered to give a change in color or structure. The C
horizon occupies the lower portion of the soil profile and
usually represents the parent material . It is relatively unaf-
fected by soil forming processes operative in the A and B
horizon .

2.2 THE SOIL MAP

Ideally, the arearepresentedby each soil profile should
be shown on the map . This, however, is onlypossible where
large, uniformareas of a single soil occur, orin detailed soil
surveys where small areas can be separated on the map.
Since, on the semi-detailed maps, it is rarely possible to
delineate areas of a single soil, it is almost always necessary
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to combine small areas of several soils into a larger area.
These larger areas are represented on the map by a map
unit that identifies the kinds and distribution of the compo-
nent soil profiles.

The soil association is used to show the relationship
between map units that have formed on a similar
geological deposit withina particular soil zone . The Oxbow
Association, forinstance, is thename given toa group ofsoil
profiles formed on loamy glacial till occurring in the black
soil zone. The various map units of the Oxbow Association
reflect variations in the kind and distribution ofOxbow soils
from one area to the next .

Where two geological deposits occur within a deline-
ated area on the map, two associations are used. As an
example, Meota-Oxbow is the name given to a group of
soils of the Meota and Oxbow soil associations. Different
map units ofthis complexareused toreflectvariations in the
kind and distribution of Meota and Oxbow soils from one
area to the next . As an exception, areas in which several
geological deposits occur in a somewhat chaotic and
unpredictable pattern throughout the landscape are often
given a single association name. Forexample, Keppel is the
name given to soils formed in a highly complex mixture of
loamy glacial 611, silty water-modified glacial till and silty
glaciolacustrine materials .

It is possible also to find soils reflecting the character-
istics of two soil zones within a local area. Under these
circumstances, two associations are used to reflect these
different soil properties. For example, Black and DarkGray
soils that occur together are mapped in the Oxbow-White-
wood complex, the Oxbow referring to the Black soils and
Whitewood to the Dark Gray soils.

The soil map, then, attempts to portray the kinds and
distribution of various soil profiles throughout the munici-
pality . The symbols on the map identify the soil map unit,
the soil texture, the slope class and surface form . The map
legend provides a brief description of these features . More
complete descriptions of individual soil associations and
their component soil types are providedin the Description of
Soils section of the report. Descriptions of the types of
geological deposits which comprise the parent materials of
the various soil associations and the surface forms orshapeof
the land are described below .

2.3 SURFACE DEPOSITS

Alluvial Deposits - Alluvial deposits are materials
laid down by streams and rivers, in valley bottoms and
collection basins, since glaciation. These deposits are strati
fied and often contain beds or layers that are oblique to the
main planes of stratification, indicative of their river or
stream origin .

Eolian Deposits - Eolian deposits are sandy or silty
deposits thathavebeen moved and redeposited by the wind,
often in the form of sand dunes or silty loessial veneers or
blankets . Eolian deposits are well-sorted, poorly compacted
and may contain beds or layers .
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Fluvial Deposits - Fluvial deposits are materials laid
down in rivers and streams carrying glacial meltwater .
They are usually sandy or gravelly and, like the alluvial
deposits described above, may contain beds or layers that are
inclined or oblique to the mainplanes ofstratification . These
deposits are usually thick but may be thin, like a veneer, and
underlainby glacial till . Materials laid down in direct contact
with the glacier are termed glacio}luvial.

Lacustrine Deposits - Lacustrine deposits are materi-
als laid down in a glacial lake . These deposits are often
stratified and characterized by dark- and light-colored beds
or layers reflectingsummer and winter depositional cycles
in a glacial lake. Lacustrine deposits usually have a high
content of very fine sand-, silt- or clay-sized particles.
Those dominated by sand-sized particles are termed loamy
lacustrine while those dominated by silt- and clay-sized
particles are termed silty and clayey lacustrine, respec-
tively. They are usually thick but may be thin, likea veneer,
and underlain by glacial till orgravel . Materials laid down in
close contact with the glacier are termed glaciolacustrine
deposits .

Morainal Deposits - Morainal deposits, often re-
ferred to as glacial till, are materials laid down by the glacial
ice. These deposits are generally comprised of stones and
gravels embedded in a matrix of sand-, silt- and clay-sized
materials. When this matrix contains nearly equal amounts
ofsand, silt andclay they arecalled loamy morainaldeposits .
When there is a preponderance of sand or silt, they are
referred to as sandy morainal or silty morainal deposits,
respectively . Usually, there are fewer stones and gravels
present in silty morainal deposits than in sandy or loamy
types. Morainal deposits characterized by an abundance of
surface stones are called bouldery morainal deposits .

Organic Deposits - Organic deposits are materials
laid down by the accumulation of plant remains . They are
generally 40 cm thick or greater and are comprisedof either
the remains of mosses or sedges and grasses and often have
inclusions of woody materials . When the organic materials
are largely undecomposed, so that there is a large amount
of well-preserved fiber that is readily identifiable as to
botanical origin, they are calledfibric organic deposits.

Undifferentiated Deposits - Areas where the origin
of the materials for the purpose of mapping has not been
specified are termed undifferentiated deposits . These
deposits, usually consisting of several materials (morainal,
fluvial, lacustrine, or others) occur in areas of steeply
sloping land such as coulees and valley sides .

2.4 SURFACE FORMS

Aprons and Fans - A fan is a gently sloping fan-
shaped area, usually occurring at the base of a valley wall,
resulting from the accumulation of sediments brought down
by a stream descending through a steep ravine. A series of
adjacent, coalescing fans is called an apron .

Hummocky - Landscapes with a complex pattern of
generally short, steep slopes extending from prominent
knolls to somewhat rounded depressions or kettles are
termed hummocky. They are called hummocky dissected
where shallow gullies join one low area orkettle to the next
and hummocky gullied

	

where

	

numerous, parallel or
subparallel, narrow ravines interrupt

	

the

	

hummocky
features of the landscape. Occasionally, areas have a
complex ofridged and hummocky features . They are called
hummocky-ridged.

Inclined - Landscapes in which the general slope is in
one direction onlyarecalled inclined . Where shallow gullies
occur along the slope, the areas are called inclined dis
sected, where a series of parallel or subparallel, deep
gullies or ravines occur, they are called inclined gullied .

Level - Landscapes that are flat or have very gently
sloping surfaces are said to be level . Along floodplains of
rivers and streams where the level surface is broken by
abandoned river channels they are called level channelled.

Ridged - Landscapes that havealinear pattern, usually
ofshort and straight parallel ridges but sometimes a single,
sinuous ridge or a series of intersecting ridges are termed
ridged .

Rolling - Landscapes that are characterized by a se-
quence of long (often 1 .6 km or greater), moderate to strong
slopes extending from rounded, sometimes confined depres
sions to broad, rounded knolls, that impart a wave-like
pattern to the land surface are called rolling. They are called
dissectedrolling where shallow gullies join one low area or
kettle to the next.

Terraced - Areas, usually along a valley, that have a
steep, short scarp slope and a horizontal or gently inclined
surface above it are called terraced .

Undulating - Landscapes that are characterized by a
sequence of gentle slopes extending from smooth rises to
gentle hollows, that impart a wavelike pattern to the land
surface are called undulating . Where shallow gullies extend
from one low area to the next in these landscapes they are
called undulating dissected and where the undulating sur-
face is broken by abandoned river channels they are called
undulating channelled.



Amulet soils are Dark Brown soils that have formed in
slightly stony, clay loam glacial till modified by Upper
Cretaceous clays and shales. Amulet soils commonly occur
on undulating and hummocky landscapes with slopes rang-
ing from gentle to steep . Surface textures range from loam
to clay loam.
Amulet soils frequently occur in complex with soils ofother
associations . In thesecomplexestheAmuletsoils mostoften
occur on mid- and upper slopes .

Kinds of Amulet Soils

Orthic Amulet - The orthic Amulet soil occurs in all
landscape positions. It is a well-drained soil with a dark-
brown A horizon, 9 to 16 cm thick, underlain by a brownish
colored B horizon, and a grayish-colored moderately calcar-
eous C horizon .

Calcareous Amulet - The calcareous Amulet soil oc-
curs on locally dry upper slopes and knolls where runoff
reduces the amount of water entering the soil ; some of the A
horizon has been lost due to erosion . This results in a thinner
soil with less organic matter than the orthic Amuletsoil. The
calcareous Amulet soil is a well-drained soil with a thin,
usually calcareous A horizon,7 to 13 cm thick,and mayhave
a thin, calcareous B horizon overlying a grayish-colored,
moderately calcareous C horizon .

Agricultural Properties of Amulet Soils

Amulet soils are fairagricultural soils ofcapability class
3 . The main agricultural limitation of these soils is a
moderate moisture deficit, imparted by the semi-arid re
gional climateandamoderatewater-holding capacity. These
soils may be further downrated based on other soil and
landscape limitations (i.e . salinity, wetness, topography,
stones, etc .) that are peculiar to specific soil delineations .
Ratings for each delineation are listed under the heading
"Agricultural Capability" in the Interpretive Data Tables
section of this report .

Amulet soils have a moderate amount of organic matter
in the A horizon . They are low in available phosphorus and
high in available potassium . Although the orthic Amulet
soils have few agricultural limitations, otherAmuletsoils are
lessproductive ormore difficult to farm . The calcareous and
erodedAmulet soils on knolls are locally drybecause ofrapid
runoff, and havelow nutrient reserves, particularlyphospho-
rus .

3. DESCRIPTION OF
SOILS

Amulet soils have a low susceptibility to windand water
erosion when they occur on gentle landscapes ; those soils
that occur on landscapes with long, steep slopes have a high
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susceptibility to water erosion . It is recommended that soil
conservation practices such as maintenance of crop residues
through reduced tillage or leaving stubble standing, strip
cropping, grassing ofmajorwater runways, cultivation across
dissected slopes, and shelterbelts be utilized to control soil
erosion .

Various amounts of stones can be expected in different
Amulet soil areas, with the number of clearing operations
required varying accordingly .

Alluvium soils are amixture ofsoils formed in variable-
textured alluvial materials, associated with stream flood-
plains and drainage channels. These soils have formed in
materials derived from a variety of sources and thus vary
markedly in color, texture, and composition . Surface tex-
tures range from sand to clay .

Alluvium soils are usually stone free, but may be under-
lain by stony deposits . Eroded streambeds within Alluvium
areas, for example, may be very stony . Alluvium soils
usually occur on level or undulating landscapes with very
gentle to gentle slopes .

Alluvium soils occur in complex with soils of other
associations and, in most of these complexes, the Alluvium
soils occur on the lower slopes in the landscape.

Kinds of Alluvium Soils

Orthic Alluvium - The orthic Alluvium soil can occur
on all slope positions in some landscapes, especially in areas
ofcoarse-textured materials and good drainage . It is a well
drained soil characterized by a dark-colored A horizon, 10 to
20 cm thick, underlain by a brown B horizon and a light-
colored, calcareous C horizon .

CalcareousAlluvium - The calcareous Alluvium soil
can occur on all slopepositions in some landscapes, particu-
larlyin areas offiner-textured materials . It is awell-drained
soil characterized by a dark-colored, usually calcareous A
horizon, 10 to 20 cm thick, underlain by a thin, brownish-
colored, calcareous B horizon or a light-colored, calcareous
C horizon .

Weakly Developed Alluvium - The weakly devel-
oped Alluvium soil occurs on mid- and upper slopes, how-
ever, it can extend onto lower slopes in some landscapes . If
present, the A horizon is very thin, overlying a light-colored,
calcareous C horizon . These soils generally occur on river
flood-plains where soil formation is restricted by periodic
deposition of stream sediments .

Solonetzic Alluvium - The solonetzic Alluvium soil
occurs most often on lower slopes, although on nearly level
landscapes it can occur on all slope positions. It is a well
drained soil characterized by a thin A horizon and a dense,
clayey B horizon that is very hard when dry . Saline subsoils
are common in these areas .

Carbonated Alluvium - The carbonatedAlluvium soil
occurs on lower slopes, surrounding poorly drained depres-
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sions andabandoned stream meanders ; however, it can occur
on all slope positions in some landscapes . This soil is
affected to varying degrees by imperfect soil drainage and,
often,by thepresence of soluble saltswithin therooting zone.
It ischaracterizedby a highly calcareous Ahorizon underlain
bya highly calcareous B or C horizon . The B andC horizons
often have drab colors and reddish spots and stains, indica-
tive of imperfect soil drainage.

Saline Alluvium - The saline Alluvium soil occurs on
lower slopes, often associated with poorly drained depres-
sionsandabandoned stream meanders; however, itcan occur
on all slope positions in some landscapes . It is characterized
by the presence of soluble salts, usually within 50 cm of the
surface. The salts occur as a white surface crust or as small,
white specks within the soil, although salts may not always
be visible . Dull colors and reddish spots and stains, indica-
tive of imperfect soil drainage, are often present in the
subsoil . It frequently occurs intermixed with carbonated
Alluvium soils .

Poorly Drained Alluvium - Poorly drained Alluvium
soilsrepresent avariety ofwet soils . Theyoccurin undrained
depressional areas that are subject to flooding and in un
drained areas associated with abandoned stream meanders .
They often have thick, dark-colored A horizons and drab
subsurface colors that are dotted with reddish spots and
streaks . Some of these soils have a very light-gray leached
horizon belowthe dark A horizon . They aregenerally wet for
all ora significant portionofthe growing season and are often
flooded . Most poorly drained Alluvium soils are not culti-
vated unlessdrained, althoughsome maybecomedry enough
to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought . In some
areas, these soils may be saline and/or carbonated.

Agricultural Properties of Alluvium Soils

The agricultural capability of Alluvium soils ranges
from class 2, good agricultural soils, to class 7, soils with no
capability for arable agriculture or permanent pasture . This
wide range in agricultural capability is mainly the result of
varying degrees of salinity and excess wetness . Where
salinity and wetness are not a problem and where the soil
texture provides an adequate water-holding capacity, they
are often good agricultural soils. Alluvium soils are often
domnrated based on soil and landscape limitations (i .e .
salinity, excess wetness, erosion, etc .) that are peculiar to
individual delineations . Limitations for each delineation are
listed under the heading "Agricultural Capability" in the
Interpretive Data Tables section of this report.

Alluvium soils generally have a moderate amount of
organic matter in the A horizon, resulting in reasonable
fertility and good tilth . Because of the association of these
soils with lower portions of the landscape and their occur-
rence in narrow bands in valley bottoms, wind erosion is not
usuallya serious problem . They are, however, susceptible to
water erosion and to flooding because of their association
with low landscape positions and drainage channels which
receive runoffwaterin the spring orduring periods ofintense

rainfall . They usually occur on favorable topography but
areas are often small and irregular and cut by erosion chan-
nels, making cultivation difficult or impractical .

Stones are not generally a problem, however, annual
clearing may be required along eroded stream beds . Areas
dominatedby saline or poorly drained Alluvium soils gener
ally have little potential forcropland and are suitable mainly
forforageproduction orpasture . Ifdrainage can beimproved
and if salinity and accessibility do not pose serious limita-
tions, some of these areas can be brought into agricultural
production.

Belanger soils are Dark Brown soils formed in clay- to
clay loam-textured, moderately calcareous glacial till that
has been modified by Tertiary materials and late Upper
Cretaceous shales . The glacial till is often dark-colored and
contains variable amounts of stones and pebbles, at times
containing very few, in which case it very much resembles a
clayey lacustrine material . Belanger soils commonly occur
on hummocky landscapes with slopes ranging from gentle to
strong . Surface textures are commonly clay loam orclay, but
may be as light as loam or as heavy as heavy clay.

Kinds of Belanger Soils

Orthic Belanger - The orthic Belangersoil can occur
in all landscape positions . It is a well-drained soil with a
dark-brown A horizon, 9 to 15 cm thick, underlain by a
brownish-colored B horizon, and a grayish-colored, moder-
ately calcareous C horizon .

Poorly Drained Soils - Poorly drained soils represent
a variety of wet soils . They occur mainly in sloughs, and
occasionally, on the bottom of small drainage channels and
low-lying depressional areas . They occurin areasthatcollect
runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain
wet for much of the growing season . Theyoften have thick,
dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that
includereddish spots andstreaks . Manyofthese soils are not
cultivated, unless drained, although some may become dry
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought.
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils
have become saline and/or carbonated.

Agricultural Properties of Belanger Soils

Belanger soils are good agricultural soils of capability
class 2. A slight moisture deficit, imparted by the semi-arid
regional climate and a moderate to high water-holding ca
pacity, is the main agricultural limitation of these soils .
These soils may be furtherdomnrated based on other soil and
landscape limitations (salinity, wetness, topography, stones)
that are peculiar to individual delineations. Ratings for each
delineation are listed under the heading "Agricultural Capa-
bility" in the Interpretive Data Tables section of this report.



Belanger soils have a moderate amount of organic
matterin the A horizon. They are low in available phospho-
rus and high in available potassium . Although the orthic
Belanger soils have few agricultural limitations, other
Belanger soils are less productive or more difficult to farm .

These soils have a low susceptibility to wind and water
erosion when they occur on gently sloping landscapes, but
become increasingly susceptible to erosion as the slopes
become steeper or longer .

Brooking soils are Dark Brown Solonetzic soils that
have formed in clay loam glacial till. They generally occur
on lower slopes in rough landscapes but may occupy nearly
the entire landscape where slopes are gentle. These soils are
slightly stony and commonly have clay loam or loam surface
textures.

Brooking soils frequently occurin complex with soils of
other associations . When Brooking soils occur in complex
with Dark Brown soils that are formed in glacial till, the
Brooking soils will occur on mid- to lower slopes, however
when in combination with soils formed in silty or sandy
lacustrine materials, the Brooking soils occur on mid- to
upper slopes .

Kinds of Brooking Soils

Solonetz Brooking - The solonetzic Brooking soil
occurs on mid- to lower slopes . It is well-drained and has a
dark-brown A horizon, overlying a hard B horizon and a
slightly to moderately saline, and moderately calcareous C
horizon . The B horizon is commonly darkly stained with
organic matter that has been leached out of the A horizon .

Solodized Solonetz Brooking - The solodized solo-
netz Brooking soil occurs on mid- to lower slopes. It is well-
drained and has a dark-brown A horizon, overlying a hard B
horizon and a slightly to moderately saline, and moderately
calcareous C horizon . The distinguishing features of the
solodized solonetz soil is a grayish, platy layer between the
A and B horizons, and a B horizon that is hard to extremely
hard when dry; the B horizon usually has white- or gray-
capped columnar structures which are darkly stained with
organic matter leached out of the A horizon .

Solod Brooking - The solod Brooking soil is well-
drained and has adark-brown A horizon underlain by a thick
gray layer from which clay and organic matter have been
leached and redeposited in the underlying B horizon . The B
horizon, which has been darkly stained by this leached
organic matter, breaks readily into small blocky structures
that are hard to very hard when dry . The B horizon is
underlain by a weakly to moderately calcareous, grayish-
colored C horizon . Although this soil has formed in a parent
material that contained salts, it occurs in lower slope posi-
tions which tend to accumulate enough runoff that the salts
have been carried into the subsoil by infiltrating water.
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Weakly SolonetzicBrooking - Theweaklysolonetzic
Brooking soil is a well-drained soil that has a dark-brown A
horizon, 10 to 15 cm thick, overlying a slightly hard, clay
enriched B horizon. The lower B and C horizons often
contain salts . This soil generally occurs on mid- to lower
slopes .

Brooking Solonetzic - The term Brooking solonetzic
refers to a mixture of the solonetz, solodized solonetz, and
solod Brooking soils described above . It is used in areas
wherethese soils occurrandomly in the landscape, usually in
about equal proportions .

Agricultural Properties of Brooking Soils

Brooking soils are at best fair to poor agricultural soils
of capability classes 3 and 4 respectively . The main limita-
tions of these soils area hard B horizon and associated saline
soils . These soils may be further downrated based on other
soil and landscape limitations (i .e . salinity, topography,
stones, wetness, erosion) that are peculiar to individual
delineations . Limitations for each delineation are listed
under the heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpre-
tive Data Tables section of this report.

These soils havea moderate amount oforganic matter in
the A horizon . They are neutral to moderately acid in
reaction, low in available phosphorus and high in available
potassium . The hard B horizon and salinity, that occur in the
rooting zone, are the most limiting factors to production of
common field crops ; the hard B horizon prevents normal
water infiltration as well as root development and uptake of
moisture and nutrients ; saline soils have sufficient soluble
salts to interfere with the uptake of moisture and nutrients.
Together, these factors commonly result in depressed crop
yields in most years . Crops grown on these soils generally
have a wavy appearance at maturitycausedby relativelypoor
crop growth in those areas where the B horizon is most
strongly developed (hardest) .

Brooking soils have a very low susceptibility to wind
and water erosion . Theyare slightly to moderatelystony and
occasional clearing of stones may be necessary .

Birsay soils are Brown soils that have formed in loamy
lacustrine materials . Birsay soils are somewhat heavier in
texture (contain more clay) than the Hatton soils but are
lighter in texture than the Fox Valley soils. These soils
usually occur on undulating landscapes with very gentle to
moderate slopes . Surface textures frequently range from
sandy loam to very fine sandy loam.

Birsay soils frequently occur in complex with soils of
other associations. They tend to occuron upper slopes when
in complex with soils formed in finer-textured lacustrine
materials, and usually on lower slopes when in complex with
soils formed in coarser-textured fluvial materials or glacial
till .
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Kinds of Birsay Soils

Orthic Birsay - The orthic Birsay soil commonly oc-
curs throughout the entirelandscape where slopes are gentle
and on mid- to lower slopes on more steeply sloping land
scapes. It is a well-drained soil with an A horizon, 12 to 15
cm thick, underlain by a brown B horizon and a grayish-
colored, moderately calcareous C horizon .

Calcareous Birsay - The calcareous Birsay soil oc-
curs on locally dry upper slopes and knolls where runoff
reduces the amount of water entering the soil ; some of the A
horizon isusually lost due toerosion . This results in a thinner
soil with less organic matter than the orthic Birsay soil . The
calcareous Bnsay soil has an A horizon, 8 to 10 cm thick,
underlain by a thin calcareous B horizon, and a grayish-
colored, moderately calcareous C horizon .

Weakly Solonetzic Birsay - The weakly solonetzic
Birsay soil generally occurs in lower slope positions . It has
a brown A horizon, 10 to 15 cm thick, overlying a slightly
hard, clay-enriched B horizon . The lower B and C horizons
often contain salts.

Agricultural Properties of Birsay Soils

Birsay soils are poor agricultural soils ofcapabilityclass
4 . The main agricultural limitation of these soils is a
moderate moisture deficit, imparted by the subarid regional
climate and a moderate water-holding capacity. These soils
may be further downrated based on other soil and landscape
limitations (i .e . salinity, topography, stones, etc .) that are
peculiar to individual delineations. Ratings foreachdelinea-
tion are listed under the heading "Agricultural Capability" in
the Interpretive Data Tables section of this report.

Birsay soils have a low amount oforganic matter in the
A horizon . They are low in available phosphorusand high in
available potassium . Saline soils are present in someBirsay
soil areasand usually contain sufficient soluble salts thatwill
depress crop yields in most years .

Birsay soils have a weak cloddy structure that breaks
easily to finegranularand singlegrain ; these soils havea high
susceptibility to wind erosion and a low susceptibility to
water erosion . It is recommended that soil conservation
practices such asmaintenance of trash cover through reduced
tillage or leaving stubble standing, strip cropping, frequent
use of a forage in crop rotations and shelterbelts be utilized
to control soil erosion .

Caton Creek soils are Black soils that have formed in a
complex of materials ranging from glacial till that has been
highly modified by Late Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary
bedrock to in situ weathered bedrock in non-glaciated por-
tions of the Cypress Hills Upland . The parent material is
dominantly silty- and sandy-textured and often may be
extremely calcareous depending on the nature of the local
bedrock . These soils commonly occuron hummocky gullied

landscapes with gentle to steep slopes. Surface textures are
normally loam but may range from sand to clay loam .

Kinds of Caton Creek soils.

Orthic Caton Creek - The orthic Caton Creek soil
occurs throughout all slope positions in gentle landscapes
and on mid- to lower slopes in steeply sloping landscapes . It
is a well-drained soil with a black A horizon, 10 to 14 cm
thick, overlying a brownish B horizon and a C horizon in
whichpieces of sandstone, siltstone or shale may be evident .

Calcareous Caton Creek - The calcareous Caton
Creek soil occurs on locally dry upper slopes and knolls
where runoff reduces the amount of water entering the soil .
This results in a thinner soil with less organic matter than the
orthic Caton Creek soil . The calcareousCaton Creek soil has
a thin, usually calcareous A horizon, 8 to 12 cm thick, and
may have a thin calcareous B horizon . This soil is often
shallow and the C horizon may be entirely composed of
bedrock materials .

Agricultural Properties of Caton Creek Soils .

Caton Creek soils are generally poor to nonarable soils
ofcapability classes 4 to 6 . Minorareas ofCaton Creek soils
that are loam-textured and occur on favorable topography
may be fair agricultural soils ofcapability class 3 . However,
Caton Creek soils are often nonarabledue tothe natureof the
landscape on which they occur . They commonly occur on
hummocky landscapes thatare gullied and have moderate to
steep slopes that are highly susceptible to water erosion .
Most areas of Caton Creek soils have some value as pasture
or hay land . Ratings for each delineation are listed under the
heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpretive Data
Tables section of this report .

These soils have a moderate amountoforganic matter in
the A horizon. They are low in available phosphorus and
high in availablepotassium . A few stones can beexpected in
Caton Creek soil areas .

Chaplin soils are Brown soils that have formed in
gravelly fluvial materials . Their surface texture is gravelly
loamy sand or gravelly sandy loam.

Generally,Chaplin soilsoccuron undulating landscapes
with slopes ranging from very gentle to moderate .

Chaplin soils frequently occur in complex with soils of
other associations, often occurring on knolls or at random in
the landscape.

Kinds of Chaplin Soils

Orthic Chaplin - The orthic Chaplin soil commonly
occurs throughout the landscape, particularly where slopes
aregentle. It is arapidly drained soil with abrown Ahorizon,
10 to 15 cm thick, underlain by a brown B horizon and a
grayish-colored, moderately calcareous C horizon .



Agricultural Properties of Chaplin Soils

Chaplin soils are poor agricultural soils of capability
class 5. The main limitations of these soils are a strong
moisture deficit, imparted by a very low water-holding
capacity and the subarid regional climate, and a high suscep-
tibility to wind erosion . These soils are, at best, suited only
for improvedpasture. Ratings for each delineation are listed
under the heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpre-
tive Data Tables section of this report.

These soils are low in organic matter, low in available
phosphorus and maybe low in availablepotassium . Chaplin
soils can vary from slightly stony to very stony .

Cypress soils are Dark Brown soils that have formed in
materials ranging from loamy glacial till, highly modified by
cobbly Tertiary bedrock to residual cobbly bedrock . They
occuronlyin thesouthwestern portion ofSaskatchewan. The
uniquefeature of these soils is the predominance ofquartzite
and chert cobbles and gravels, usually on knolls of rougher
landscapes but often throughout all slope positions on more
gentle landscapes . Cypress soils range from excessively
stony on the quartzite covered knolls to slightly or nonstony
on mid-andlower slopeswherethe cobblesare often covered
by up to 30 cm ofsilty or loamy material. These soils occur
on a variety of surface forms, undulating and hummocky
being the most common, with slopes ranging from gentle to
strong . Surface textures may range from sandy loam to clay
loam but are frequently loam.

Cypress soils commonly occur in complex with soils of
other associations, often occurring on mid- to upper slopes .

Kinds of Cypress Soils

Orthic Cypress - The orthic Cypress soil commonly
occurs on all slope positions . It is a well- to rapidly drained
soil with a dark-brown A horizon, 12 to 16 cm thick,
underlain by a reddish brown-colored B horizon and a
grayish-colored, moderately calcareous C horizon .

Agricultural Properties of Cypress Soils

Cypress soils are fair to poor agricultural soils of capa-
bility classes 3 to 5, respectively . The main agricultural
limitation of these soils is the presence of enough stones or
cobbles to hinder cultivation and reduce the moisture-hold-
ing capacity of the soil . Areas that have only a few cobbles
and a loam texture may be rated as capability class 3, while
other areas having a lot of cobbles may be downgraded to
class 5 . Ratings for each delineation are listed under the
heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpretive Data
Tables section of this report .

Cypress soils have a moderate amountoforganic matter
in the A horizon . They are low in available phosphorus and
high in available potassium .
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These soils have a moderate susceptibility to wind
erosion and a low susceptibility to water erosion . Due to the
fact that the productivecapacity of these soils often relies on
a thin (less than 30 cm) layer of silty or loamy material
overlying cobbles, management practices designed to pre-
serve this thin layer should be utilized .

Cypress soils vary from moderately to exceedingly
stony . Usually the exceedingly stony Cypress soils occur on
knolls and consist almost entirely of cobbles with little
interstitial fine sediments .

Eastend soils are dominantly weakly developed soils
that have formed in fluvial and colluvial materials derived
from Tertiary, Upper Cretaceous and glacial materials and,
hence, are quite variable. These materials have been washed
into the valleys from adjacent areas and deposition is still
taking place in some areas . Theyoccurat thebase ofthesteep
sides of the Frenchman and Swift Current Creek, and other
glacial melt-water channels in southwestern Saskatchewan .
Surface textures vary widely ranging from sandy loam to
clay. These soils are usually stone free, however, a few
stones often occur near the base of the steep valley sides.
Landscapes are characterized by long, uniform, very gentle
to moderate slopes, extending from thebaseofthe valley side
to the center of the valley bottom . These slopes are often cut
by erosion channels that extend from the apex of the fan or
apron to the creek or river.

Kinds of Eastend Soils

Orthic Eastend - The orthic Eastend soil occurs on
mid- and lower slopes. It is a well-drained soil with a brown
to dark brown-colored A horizon, 8 to 15 cm thick, underlain
by a grayish-brown B horizon and a moderately calcareous
C horizon.

Calcareous Eastend - The calcareous Eastend soil is
well-drained with a thin, usually calcareous A horizon, 5 to
12 cm thick, and may have a thin calcareous B horizon
overlying a grayish-colored moderately calcareous C hori-
zon .

Weakly Developed Eastend - The weakly developed
Eastend soil occurs in areas in which deposition of eroded
material is still continuing. It is characterized byalackofsoil
development except for the formation of a dark-colored A
horizon, 10 to 14 cm thick . Often thissoil has a series of dark
layers in the top two meters, each separated bya light-colored
layer . These dark layers represent old surfaces which have
been buried by the deposition of newly eroded materials
during periods of high runoff.

Saline Weakly Developed Eastend - The saline
weakly developed Eastend soil occurs on lowerslopes . It is
characterizedby a lack of soil development except for athin,
dark-colored A horizon . Soluble salts are usually present
within 50 cm of the surface . The salts commonly occur as a
white surface crust or as small, white specks within the soil,
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however, salts may not always be visible . Saline weakly
developed Eastend soils often occur adjacent to areas of
Eastend solonetzic or poorly drained soils and may have
features indicative of poor soil drainage .

Eastend Solonetzic - The Eastend solonetzic soil oc-
curs on alluvial fans derived from saline, shaley materials .
On some nearly level areas the Eastend solonetzic soils may
occurover most ofthe landscape. They are moderately well-
drained and have thin A horizons, andclayey B horizons that
are hard when dry. Eroded micro-depressions are common
in noncultivated areas . Saline subsoils are also a common
feature in these soils .

Poorly Drained Soils - Poorly drained soils represent
a variety of wet soils . They occur mainly in sloughs, and
occasionally, on the bottom of small drainage channels and
low-lying depressional areas . They occur in areas thatcollect
runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain
wet for much of the growing season . They often have thick,
dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that
include reddish spotsand streaks . Many ofthese soils are not
cultivated, unless drained, although some may become dry
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought .
Due to their location in the landscape, some of these soils
have become saline and/or carbonated.

Agricultural Properties of Eastend Soils

The agricultural capability ofEastend soils is extremely
variable, dependent upon the texture, soil structure and
degree and extent of wetness and salinity . The best Eastend
soils, rated class 3, are well-drained and are clay to silty clay
loam in texture. These soils may be further downrated based
on other soil and landscape limitations (i .e. salinity, topogra-
phy, stones,etc .) thatare peculiar to individual delineations .
Ratings for each delineation are listed under the heading
"Agricultural Capability" in the Interpretive Data Tables
section of this report .

Wetness, salinity or poor soil structure are serious limi-
tations that characterize a significant portion of all Eastend
soil areas . Eastend soils usually occur in small irregular
shaped areas, sometimes with limited accessibility, due to
dissections or channels, which further detracts from the
suitability of these soils for cultivated crops . Most of these
soils are best suited to the production of forages, whether as
hayland or as improved pasture .

Echo soils are Brown Solonetzic soils that have formed
inclay-toclay loam-textured, moderatelycalcareous, glacial
till that has been modified by Upper Cretaceous shales and in
some areas by Tertiary materials as well . Occasionally, the
glacial till may be partially resorted by water, resulting in a
material that has few stones . The glacial till ranges in color
from very dark grayish brown to dark brown, and in some
areas toalmostblack, and is characterized by the presence of
white streaks and spots of carbonate, and in many places, by

the presence of gypsum crystals . Echo soils are usually
characterized by a shallow A horizon (< 20 cm thick) and
commonly occur on undulating landscapes that range from
nearly level in some areas to very gently and gently sloping
in otherareas . Surfacetexturesrangefrom clay loam toloam .

Echo soils frequently occur in complex with soils of
other associations . They tend to occur on mid- to lower
slopes when in complex with other Brown soils formed in
glacial till, and on mid- to upper slopes when in combination
with soils formed in lacustrine materials .

Kinds of Echo Soils

SolonetzEcho - The solonetzEcho soil usually occurs
in upper slope positions . It is a moderately well-drained soil
with abrownAhorizon, 5 to 10 cm thick, underlain byadark
brown colored B horizon that is characterized by a dense,
impervious structure . The B horizon is underlain by a dark-
colored, moderately calcareous, often saline C horizon .

Gleyed Solonetz Echo - The gleyed solonetz Echo
soil usually occurs in lower slope positions. It is an imper-
fectly-drained soil with a brown A horizon, 5 to 10 cm thick,
underlain by a dark-brown colored B horizon that is charac-
terized by a dense, impervious structure . The B horizon is
underlain by a dark-colored, moderately calcareous, often
saline C horizon . Dullcolors and reddish spots indicative of
imperfect soil drainage, characteristically occur in the sub-
soil.

Solodized Solonetz Echo - The solodized solonetz
Echo soil is themostcommonEcho soil . It occursmost often
in the upper-mid to lower slope positions . It is a moderately
well-drained soil with a brown A horizon, 5 to 12 cm thick,
underlain by a light grayish-colored leached horizon. The
leached horizon is in turn underlain by a dark-brown colored
B horizon that is characterized by a very dense, impervious,
column-like structure with distinctrounded tops . This struc-
ture is most evident in uncultivated areas as tillage often
destroys the rounded tops ofthe columns . However, in most
cultivated areas thevery dense, imperviousstructure of the B
horizon is still evident, particularly when the soil is dry . The
B horizon is underlain by adark-colored, moderately calcar-
eous, often saline C horizon.

Eroded Solodized Solonetz Echo - The eroded
solodized solonetz Echo soil is very similar to the solodized
solonetz soil except that erosion has removed most or all of
the A horizon, leaving the B horizon exposed at the surface.
It is an imperfectly- to well-drained soil that may have avery
light-gray, leached A horizon less than 5 cm thick, overlying
a dark-brown colored B horizon that is characterized by very
dense, impervious, columnarstructures with distinctrounded
tops . The B horizon is underlain by a dark-colored, moder-
ately calcareous, often saline C horizon . These soils are
easily identified in uncultivated pastures as they are usually
bare of vegetation and occupy small depressional areas .

Solod Echo - The solod Echo soil occurs in lower
landscape positions . It is a moderately well- to imperfectly
drained soil with a grayish-brown A horizon, 7 to 12 cm



thick, underlain by a light grayish-colored leached horizon .
The leached horizon is in turn underlain by a dark-brown
colored B horizon that is characterized by a very dense,
impervious,column-like structure thatis leachedin theupper
part . The B horizon is underlain by a dark-colored, moder-
ately calcareous, often saline C horizon .

Saline Echo - The saline Echo soil usually occurs on
lower slopes, often surrounding sloughs or poorly drained
depressional areas, and along drainage channels and gullies .
It is characterized by the presence of soluble salts, usually
within 50 cm ofthesurface . Thesalts occuras a whitesurface
crust or as small white specks within the soil, although salts
may not always be visible. Dull colors and reddish spots
indicative of imperfect soil drainage, areoften present in the
subsoil .

Poorly Drained Soils - Poorly drained soils represent
a variety of wet soils . They occur mainly in sloughs, and
occasionally, on the bottom of small drainage channels and
low-lying depressionalareas . Theyoccurin areasthat collect
runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain
wet for much of the growing season . They often have thick,
dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that
include reddish spots and streaks . Many of these soils are not
cultivated, unless drained, although some may become dry
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought .

Agricultural Properties of Echo Soils

Echo soils are poor agricultural soils of capability class
4 . Their main agricultural limitations are a moderate mois-
ture deficit, imparted by the subarid regional climate and a
moderate moisture holding capacity, and adverse soil struc-
ture that limits rootpenetration andwaterinfiltration . Where
the soil structure isparticularly severe these soils arerated as
agricultural capability class 5 .

Echo soils have a low amount of organic matter in the A
horizon . They are neutral to slightly alkaline in reaction but
surface horizons may be slightly acidic in areas that are
strongly leached. They are low in available phosphorus but
high in available potassium .

The solod Echo soils are the best of the Echo soils due
mainly to the increased depth of these soils and their occur-
rence in the more moist parts of the landscape . Crusting on
these soils may however, cause problems with seedling
emergence in some years. The solonetz Echo soils are
somewhat poorer due to the adverse structure and shallow
depth ofsoil . The eroded solodized solonetz are thepoorest
ofthe Echo soilsdue to their very adverse structure . Salinity
in these soils can also affect production to varying degrees.

These soils generally have a low to moderate suscepti-
bility to wind and water erosion . It is important, however,
that crop residues be conserved carefully through reduced
tillageor leaving stubble standing, and that othersoil conser-
vation practices such as strip cropping and shelterbelts be
utilized to provide dependable protection against erosion
particularly during a fallow year or extended dry periods .
These soils are generally slightly stony and occasional clear-
ing of stones will be required .

Esmesoils areBrownsoils thathave formed in materials
ranging from glacial till that has been highly modified by
UpperCretaceousandTertiarybedrock to glacially modified
Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary bedrock materials. These
soilscommonlyoccuron a varietyoflandscapes; hummocky
gullied, undulating, or undulating dissected, with slopes
ranging from gentle to steep. Surface textures are sandy loam
or loam.

Kinds of Esme Sails

Eroded Esme - The erodedEsme soil occurs on knolls
and upperslopes . Mostorall ofthe topsoil has beenremoved
by erosion resulting in a light-brown to grayish-colored
surface. The eroded Esme soil occurs most often on hum-
mocky landscapes with moderate to steep slopes .

Agricultural Properties of Esme Soils

Esme soils are poor to nonarable agricultural soils of
capability classes 4 to 6, respectively. These soils are often
nonarable due to the nature of the landscape on which they
occur . They commonly occuron hummocky landscapes that
are gullied and have moderate to steep slopes that are highly
susceptible to watererosion . Some Esme soils have value as
pasture or hay land . Ratings for. each delineation are listed
under the heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpre-
tive Data Tables section of this report .

These soils have a low amount of organic matter in the
A horizon, are low in available phosphorus, are high in
available potassium, and have few stones.

Exposure soils are generally a mixture of thin, weakly
developed soils and bedrock outcrops, generally occurring
on strong to very steep slopes, some of which may be
continually eroding .

Agricultural Properties of Exposure Soils
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Exposure soils are very poor agricultural soils of capa-
bility classes 6 and 7 . Even where thin soils do occur, they
are nonarable. A few areas may have a limited potential for
native grazing .

Fife Lake soils are Brown soils that have formed in
slightlystony, loamy glacial till that has been modifiedby the
incorporation of Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary bedrock
materials . The parent material of Fife Lake soils often
contains numerous specks ofcarbon, pieces oflignite coal or
pieces of sandstone or silty and clayey shales. However,
sometimes these materials are so strongly weathered that
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they are only identifiable as silty, clayey or sandy areas
within the till . Fife Lake soils are usually slightly stony
having a mix of glacially transported stones and rounded
Tertiary quartzite cobbles . These soils occur on a variety of
landforms, however, undulating landscapes with gentle to
moderate slopes and hummocky dissected landscapes with
moderate to strong slopes aredominant. Surface textures are
variable due to the variable nature of the bedrock materials
incorporated into the till, and range from fine sandy loam to
clay loam .

FifeLake soilscommonly occurincomplex with soilsof
othersoil associations . They tend to occur on mid- and upper
slopes when in complex with soils formed in loamy or silty
lacustrine materials ; when Fife Lake soils occur in complex
with soils formed in gravelly fluvial materials, the soils
formed in gravelly materials will either occur regularly on
knolls or randomly in the landscape .

Kinds of Fife Lake Soils

Orthic Fife Lake - TheorthicFifeLake soil occurs on
mid-to lower slopes . It is a well-drained soil with abrown A
horizon,8 to 14 cm thick, overlying a brownish Bhorizon and
a grayish, moderately calcareous C horizon .

Agricultural Properties of Fife Lake Soils

FifeLake soils with clay loam textures are fair agricul-
tural soils of capability class 3 . Their main agricultural
limitation is a moderate moisture deficit, imparted by the
subarid regional climate and a moderate water-holding ca-
pacity . These soils may be further downrated based on other
soil and landscape limitations (i .e . salinity, wetness, topog-
raphy, stones, etc .) that are peculiar to individual delinea-
tions . Ratings for each delineation are listed under the
heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpretive Data
Tables section of this report.

Fife Lake soils have a low amount of organic matter in
the A horizon . They are low in available phosphorus and
high in available potassium .

These soils aremoderately susceptible to watererosion,
particularly in dissected landscapes. It is recommended that
soil conservation practices, such as maintenance of crop
residues through reduced tillage, contour tillage on slopes
and grassing major water runs, be implemented to control
soil erosion .

These soils are slightly stony and as a consequence,
periodic clearing of stones is required .

Frontier soils are Brown soils that have formed in clay-
to clay loam-textured, moderately calcareous glacial till
occurring south of the Cypress Hills and the Frenchman
River. The parent material usually contains both shale,
which appears to be from the Bearpaw Formation, and coal
or carbon flecks which may be indicative of Tertiary modi-
fication . This material appears similar to the parent material

of theEcho association and is often mapped in complex with
it . The glacial till ranges in color from very dark grayish-
brown to dark brown, and is characterizedby the presence of
white streaks and spots of carbonate, and in some places, by
the presence of gypsum crystals . Frontier soils commonly
occur in combination with Echo soils, where they occupy
higherportionsofundulating and hummocky landscapes that
range from gently to moderately sloping. Surface textures
are generally clay loam but may range from loam to clay
loam .

Kinds of Frontier Soils

Orthic Frontier - The orthic Frontier soil can occurin
all landscape positions . Itis a well-drained soil with a brown
A horizon, 7 to 12 cm thick, underlain byabrownish-colored
B horizon, and a dark grayish-brown colored, moderately
calcareous C horizon .

Calcareous Frontier - The calcareous Frontier soil
occurs on upper slopes where runoff reduces the amount of
water entering the soil . This results in a thinner soil with less
organic matter than the orthic Frontier soil . The calcareous
Frontier soil hasathin calcareousA horizon, 5 to 10cm thick,
and may have a thin, calcareous B horizon, underlain by a
dark grayish-brown colored, moderately calcareous C hori-
zon . It may be affected by erosion to some degree .

Poorly Drained Soils - Poorly drained soils represent
a variety of wet soils. They occur mainly in sloughs, and
occasionally, on the bottom of small drainage channels and
low-lying depressional areas . They occurin areasthat collect
runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain
wet for much of the growing season . They often have thick,
dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that
include reddish spots and streaks . Many ofthese soils are not
cultivated, unless drained, although some may become dry
enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged drought .

Agricultural Properties of Frontier Soils

Frontier soils are fair agricultural soils of capability
class 3 where the surface texture is clay loam and capability
class 4 where the surface texture is loam . In the more and
portions of the area, all Frontier soils are rated as capability
class 4 . A moderatemoisturedeficit, imparted by thesubarid
regional climate and a moderate water-holding capacity, is
the main agricultural limitation of these soils . These soils
may be further downrated based on other soil and landscape
limitations (salinity, wetness, topography, stones) that are
peculiar to individual delineations . Ratings foreach delinea-
tion are listed underthe heading "Agricultural Capability" in
the Interpretive Data Tables section of this report.

Frontier soils have a lowamount of organic matterin the
A horizon . They are low in availablephosphorus and high in
available potassium .

Frontier soils that occur on landscapes with gentle
slopes have a moderate susceptibility to wind erosion and a
low susceptibility to water erosion ; those soils that occur on
landscapes with strong slopes have a high susceptibility to



water erosion . It is recommended that soil conservation
practices such as maintenance of crop residues through
reduced tillage or leaving stubble standing, strip cropping,
shelterbelts, and grassingofmajorwaterrunsand cultivation
across dissected slopes be utilized to control soil erosion
wherever practical .

Frontier soil areas vary from slightly to very stony ;
regular stone clearing can be expected

Fairwell soils are Black soils that occur only in the
southwestern partofSaskatchewan. Thesesoils haveformed
in materials ranging from loamy glacial till, highly modified
by cobbly Tertiary bedrock known as the Cypress Hills
Formation, to residual cobbly bedrock. The unique feature
of these soils is the predominance of quartzite and chert
cobbles and gravels, usually on knolls of the rougher land-
scapes, but often throughout all slope positions on more
gentle landscapes . Fairwell soils range from excessively
stony on quartzite covered knolls to slightly or nonstony on
mid-and lowerslopes where the cobbles areoftencovered by
up to 30 cm of silty or loamy material . These soils occur on
a variety of landscapes with slopes ranging from gentle to
strong . Surface textures may range from sandy loam to clay
loam but are frequently loam.

Kinds of Fairwell Soils

Orthic Fairwell - The orthic Fairwell soil occurs on
all slope positions . It is a well- to rapidly-drained soil with
a black A horizon, 12 to 16 cm thick, underlain by a reddish
brown-colored B horizon and a grayish-colored, moderately
calcareous C horizon.

Agricultural Properties of Fairwell Soils

Fairwell soils are fair to poor agricultural soils ofcapa-
bility classes 3 to 5, respectively. The main agricultural
limitation of these soils is the presence of enough stones or
cobbles to hinder cultivation and reduce the moisture-hold-
ing capacity of the soil . Some areas that have only a few
cobbles and a loam texture may be rated as capability class
3, while other areas having a lot of cobbles may be down-
graded to class 5 . Ratings for each delineation are listed
under the heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpre-
tive Data Tables section of this report.

Fairwell soils have a moderate amount oforganic matter
in the A horizon. They are neutral to moderately acid in
reaction, low in available phosphorus and high in available
potassium . Themain factor affecting the fertility ofFairwell
soils is surface acidity . Low Ph values, from 5.0 to 6.0, are
commonly encountered on the mid- and lower slope posi-
tions . The yields of grain crops are not seriously affected,
however, yields of alfalfa or sweet clover may be reduced
considerably . It may be necessary to lime some areas to
achieve maximum yields when growing legumes.
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These soils have a moderate susceptibility to wind
erosion . Due to the fact that the productive capacityofthese
soils often relies on a thin (less than 30 cm) layer of silty or
loamy material overlying cobbles, management practices
designed to preserve this thin layer should be utilized .

Fairwell soils vary from moderately to exceedingly
stony. Usually the exceedingly stonyFairwell soils occur on
knolls and consist of almost solid cobbles with little intersti-
tial fine sediments .

Fox Valley soils are Brown soils that have formed in
silty lacustrine materials . Fox Valley soils occur on hum-
mocky, undulating or undulating dissected landscapes with
very gentle to moderate slopes . Surface textures are loam or
silt loam .

Fox Valley soils frequently occur in complex with soils
of other associations . They tend to occur on upper slopes
when in complexwithsoilsformed in finer-texturedlacustrine
materials, andusually on lower slopes when in complex with
soils formed in coarser-textured fluvial materials or glacial
till .

Kinds ofFox Valley Soils

Orthic Fox Valley - The orthic Fox Valley soil ex-
tends from the mid-to upper slope positions in the landscape .
It is a well-drained soil with a brown A horizon, 9 to 15 cm
thick, overlying a brownish B horizon and a grayish, moder-
ately calcareous C horizon .

Calcareous Fox Valley - The calcareous Fox Valley
soil occurs on locally dry upper slopes and knolls where
runoffreduces the amount ofwaterentering the soil . In most
areas some ofthe A horizon has been removeddue to erosion
resulting in a thinner soil with less organic matter than the
orthic Fox Valley soil . It is a well-drained soil with a brown
A horizon, 9 to 13 cm thick, and may have a thin, calcareous
B horizon overlying a moderately calcareous, gray-colored
C horizon .

Weakly Solonetzic Fox Valley - The weakly solo-
netzic Fox Valley soil generally occurs in lower slope posi-
tions . It has abrown A horizon, 10 to 15 cm thick, overlying
a slightly hard, clayey B horizon . The lower B and C
horizons often contain salts.

Agricultural Properties of Fox Valley Soils

Fox Valley soils are fair agricultural soils of capability
class 3 . A moderatemoisturedeficit, imparted by the subarid
regional climate and a moderate water-holding capacity, is
the main agricultural limitation of these soils . These soils
may be further downrated based on other soil and landscape
limitations (i .e . salinity, topography, stones, etc .) that are
peculiarto individual delineations . Ratings for each delinea-
tion arelisted under the heading "Agricultural Capability" in
the Interpretive Data Tables section of this report.
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Fox Valley soils havea low amountof organic matter in
the A horizon . They are low in available phosphorus and
high in available potassium . Crop growth may be somewhat
reduced on solonetzic Fox Valley soils because of their
clayey B horizon which hinders infiltration ofwater, as well
as, the development and penetration of roots .

Fox Valley soils that occur on gentle slopes have a low
susceptibility to wind and water erosion . Relatively low
infiltration rates, when coupled with long slopes, can result
in high susceptibility to water erosion . It is recommended
that soil conservation practices such as maintenance ofcrop
residues through reduced tillage or leaving stubble standing,
strip cropping, grassing ofmajorwaterruns, and shelterbelts
be utilized to control soil erosion .

Grill Lake soils are a complex of poorly drained and
saline soils formed in clayey alluvial materials occurring in
depressional areas . Surface textures range from clay loam to
clay .

Kinds of Grill Lake Soils

Saline Grill Lake - The saline Grill Lake soil usually
occurs on lower slopes, often along the edges of poorly
drained depressional areas . It is characterized by the pres
ence ofsoluble salts, usually within 50 cm ofthe surface . The
salts occur as a white surface crust or as small white specks
within the soil,although salts may notalwaysbevisible. Dull
colors and reddish spots indicative of imperfect soil drain-
age, are often present in the subsoil .

Poorly Drained Soils - Poorly drained soils represent
a variety of wet soils . They occur in undrained depressional
areas that collect runofffrom heavy rains and snowmelt, and
usually remain wet for much of the growing season . They
often have thick, dark-colored A horizons and drab subsur-
face colors that include reddish spots and streaks. Many of
these soils are not cultivated, unless drained, although some
may become dry enough to cultivate during periods of
prolonged drought. Due to their location in the landscape,
some of these soils have become saline and/or carbonated .

Agricultural Properties of Grill Lake Soils

Grill Lake soils are fairto nonarable soils ofagricultural
capability class 3 to class 7, respectively, depending on the
degree ofwetness and salinity . Salt-tolerant forages thatcan
withstand some flooding may be grown in areas that are
moderately saline . Those areas of Grill Lake soils that are
strongly saline and poorly drained are not suitable for arable
agriculture and rarely have any value as pasture .

Gilroy soils are Brown Solonetzic soils that haveformed
in loamy lacustrine materials . These soils commonly occur

on undulating landscapes with gentle slopes . Their surface
texture is usually fine sandy loam.

Gilroy soils frequently occur in complex with soils of
other associations, often occurring on mid- to lower slopes.

Kinds of Gilroy Soils

Solodized Solonetz Gilroy - The solodized solonetz
Gilroy soil occurs on mid- to lower slopes . It is well-drained
and has a brown A horizon, 11 to 15 cm thick overlying a
hard, dense B horizon, and a slightly to moderately saline C
horizon . The distinguishing features of the solodized solo-
netz soil is a grayish, platy layer between the A and B
horizons, and a B horizon that is very hard when dry . The B
horizon usually has white or gray-capped columnar struc-
tures which are darkly stained with organic matter leached
out of the A horizon .

Solod Gilroy - The solod Gilroy is well-drained and
has a dark-brown A horizon underlain by a thick gray layer
from which clay and organic matter have been leached and
redeposited in the underlying B horizon . The B horizon,
which has been darklystainedbythis leached organic matter,
breaks readily into small blocky structures that are hard to
very hard when dry . The B horizon is underlain by a weakly
to moderately calcareous, grayish-colored C horizon . Al-
though this soil has formed in aparentmaterialthat contained
salts, it occurs in lower slope positions which tend to accu-
mulate enough runoffthat the salts have been carried into the
subsoil by infiltrating water.

Agricultural Properties of Gilroy Soils

Gilroysoils are pooragricultural soils ofcapabilityclass
4 . A hard B horizon and the presence of salts in the rooting
zone arethe main limitations to theproduction ofannual field
crops. These soils may be furtherdownrated based on other
soil and landscape limitations (i .e. salinity, topography,
stones, etc .) that are peculiar to individual delineations .
Ratings for each delineation are listed under the heading
"Agricultural Capability" in the Interpretive Data Tables
section of this report .

These soils have a low amount of organic matter in the
A horizon . They are low in available phosphorus and high in
available potassium . Infiltration of water and root develop
mentis hinderedby the dense B horizon which,togetherwith
salts, that may occur in the lower B or upper C horizons,
interfere with the uptake ofmoistureandnutrients. Together,
these factors commonly result in depressed crop yields in
most years.

Gilroy soils have a high susceptibility to wind erosion
and generally, a low susceptibility to water erosion . It is
recommended that soil conservation practices such as main
tenance of crop residues through reduced tillage or leaving
stubble standing, frequent inclusion of a forage in crop
rotations, and establishment of shelterbelts be utilized to
control soil erosion .



Haverhill soils are Brown soils that have formed in
slightly stony, loamy glacial till. They occur on undulating
and undulating dissected landscapes with very gentle and
gentle slopes, and on hummocky landscapes with strong and
steep slopes . Their surface texture is commonly loam .

Haverhill soils frequentlyoccurincomplex with soilsof
other associations, often occurring on mid- to upper slopes.

Kinds of Haverhill Soils

Orthic Haverhill - The orthic Haverhill soil often
occupies all slopepositions in gentle landscapes, and mid- to
lowerslopes in landscapes with moderate to strong slopes . It
is a well-drained soil with a brown A horizon, 8 to 14 cm
thick, underlain by a brown B horizon and a gray-colored,
moderately calcareous C horizon .

Calcareous Haverhill - The calcareous Haverhill soil
occurs on upper slopes and knolls which are locally dry due
to runoffwhich reduces the amount of waterentering the soil.
In most areas, some of the A horizon has been removed by
erosion, resulting in a thinner soil with less organic matter
than the orthic Haverhill soil . It is a well-drained soil with a
brown to grayish-brown Ahorizon,7to 13 cm thick, and may
have a thin, calcareous B horizon overlying a grayish-
colored, moderately calcareous C horizon .

Poorly Drained Soils - Poorly drained soils represent
a variety of wet soils . They occur mainly in sloughs, and
occasionally, on the bottom of small drainage channels and
low-lying depressionalareas. Theyoccurin areas thatcollect
runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and usually remain
wet for much of the growing season . They often have thick,
dark-colored A horizons and drab subsurface colors that
include reddish spots and streaks . Manyofthesesoils arenot
cultivated, unless drained, although some may become dry
enough to cultivate during periods ofprolonged drought.

Agricultural Properties of Haverhill Soils

Haverhill soils are poor agricultural soils of capability
class 4. These soils are considered marginal for the produc-
tion of annual fieldcrops . Their main agricultural limitation
is a moderately severe moisture deficit, imparted by the
subarid regional climate and a moderate to low water-
holding capacity. These soils may be further downrated
based on other soil and landscape limitations (i .e . salinity,
topography, stones, etc .) that arepeculiar toindividual delin-
eations. Ratings for each delineation are listed under the
heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpretive Data
Tables section of this report.

Haverhill soils have a low amount of organic matter in
the A horizon. They are low in available phosphorus and
high in available potassium .

Haverhill soils that occur on landscapes with gentle
slopes have a low susceptibility to wind and water erosion .
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However, it is common for Haverhill soils to occur on
landscapes with slopesranging from moderate to steep ; these
soils have a moderate to very high susceptibility to water
erosion. It is recommended that soil conservation practices
such as maintenance ofcropresidues through reducedtillage
orleaving stubble standing, stripcropping, grassing ofmajor
water-runs, establishment of forages on steep slopes, and
shelterbelts be utilized to control erosion on these soils .

A few stones can be expected on these soils and occa-
sional to regular clearing is required .

Hatton soils are Brown soils that have formed in sandy
fluvial materials . These soils occur most frequently on
undulating landscapes with gentle slopes and less frequently
on hummocky landscapes with moderate to strong slopes.
Surface textures range from very fine sandy loam to loamy
sand.

Hatton soils frequently occur in complex with soils of
other soil associations . They tend to occuron mid-and upper
slopes when in complex with soils formed in finer-textured
fluvial or lacustrine materials, and either on mid- and lower
slopes or at random when in complex with soils formed in
coarse-textured fluvial materials or glacial till .

Kinds of Hatton Soils

Orthic Hatton - The orthic Hatton soil occurs on mid-
and lower slopes in most Hatton landscapes but may occupy
the entire landscape where slopes are gentle or very gentle.
Itis a rapidly drained soil with a brown surface or A horizon,
10 to 14cm thick,underlain by abrownish-coloredB horizon
and a yellowish-brown, weakly calcareous C horizon .

Agricultural Properties of Hatton Soils

Hatton soilsareverypooragricultural soilsofcapability
class 5 . A strong moisture deficit, imparted by the subarid
regional climate and a very low water-holding capacity, and
susceptibility to wind erosion represent serious limitations
for the agricultural use of these soils. Class 5 soils are
unsuitable for the sustained production of cultivated crops
and at best should be utilized for the production of forages
only . These soils may be further downrated based on other
soil and landscape limitations (i .e . salinity, topography,
stones, etc.) that are peculiar to individual delineations .
Ratings for each delineation are listed under the heading
"Agricultural Capability" in the Interpretive Data Tables
section of this report.

These soils are low in organic matter, low in available
phosphorus and may be low in available potassium .

Hatton soils that occur on landscapes with gentle slopes
have a high to very high susceptibility to wind erosion if
disturbed through cultivation, and a low susceptibility to
water erosion . The only effective method of protecting
Hatton soils from wind erosion is by maintaining a constant
plant cover as afforded through forages . It is advisable to
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pursuethe establishment oftame species ofgrasses in narrow
strips to guard against widespread damage from wind ero-
sion .

These soils are commonly stone-free, however, a few
stones may be encountered in areas ofHatton soils where the
sand is shallow overlying glacial till ; in these cases, occa-
sional clearing of stones is required.

Hillwash soilsare formed in various deposits associated
with the steep and eroding sides of escarpments and valleys
ofrivers, creeksand tributaries. They are a group ofshallow,
eroded and weakly developed soils. Surface textures and
stoniness are extremely variable because of the variable
natureof the parent materialand theassociation ofthese soils
with steeply sloping, eroded landscapes .

Agricultural Properties of Hillwash Soils

Hillwash soils are primarily nonarable due to the nature
of the landscape on which they occur . Steepness ofslope and
susceptibility to erosion are the main limitations . They do,
however, have some value as pasture land, depending upon
steepness of slopes, density of tree cover and availability of
water. Limitations for each delineation are listed under the
heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpretive Data
Tables section of this report.

Instow soils are Dark Brown Solonetzic soils that have
formed in shallow silty loess, 30 to 100 cm thick, underlain
by loamy glacial till . In rarecasesthe loess may be underlain
by materials that range from loamy glacial till, highly modi-
fied by cobbly Tertiary bedrock, to residual cobbly, occa-
sionally sandy bedrock . These soils occur on undulating
dissected landscapeswith gentle tomoderateslopes . Surface
textures range from silt loam to loam.

Instow soils frequently occur in complex with soils of
other associations. They tend to occur on lowerslopes when
in complex with soils formed in glacial till .

Kinds ofInstow Soils

Solonetz Instow - The solonetz Instow soil tends to
occur on mid- to lower slopes in the landscape . It is a well-
drained soil with a dark-brown A horizon, 10 cm thick,
overlying a hard, dark-colored B horizon and a moderately
calcareous C horizon . The solonetz Instow soil differs from
the solodized solonetz Instow in that it lacks a leached gray
layer beneath the A horizon . The B and C horizons often
contain salts.

Solodized Solonetz Instow - The solodized solonetz
Instow soil tends to occur on mid- to lower slopes in the
landscape. Ithas abrown A horizon overlyingagray leached
layer. This layerin turn overlies aB horizon that is enriched

with clay and darkly stained with organic matter, and is very
hard especially when dry . The lowerportionoftheB horizon
and the C horizon commonly contain salts .

Solod Instow - Thesolod Instow soil is a well-drained
soil with a brown Ahorizon, 10 cm thick, underlainbyathick
gray layer from which clay and organic matter have been
removed by leaching. These horizons overlie a B horizon
that has been darkly stained by organic matter leached from
upper horizons . The B horizon tends to break readily into
small blocky structures that are very hard when dry . Al-
though these soils have formed in materials that contained
salts, they occur in lower portions of the landscape, which
tend to accumulate enough runoffto move the salts outofthe
B and C horizons and into the subsoil through leaching by
infiltrating water.

Instow Solonetzic - The tern Instow solonetzic refers
to a mixture of solonetz, solodized solonetz, and solod
Instow soils . It is used in areas where these soils occur
randomly in the landscape, usually in about equal propor-
tions.

Agricultural Properties ofInstow Soils

Instow soils are generally fair to poor agricultural soils
of capability classes 3 and 4 . The main limitations of these
soils are a hard B horizon and soluble salts that occur within
the rooting zone of the crop . These soils may be further
downrated based on other soil and landscape limitations (i .e .
wetness, topography, etc.) that are peculiar to individual
delineations . Ratings foreach delineation arelisted underthe
heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpretive Data
Tables section of this report. The hard B horizon prevents
normal water infiltration as well as uptake of moisture and
nutrients ; saline soils have sufficientsoluble salts to interfere
with the uptake of moisture and nutrients . Together, these
factors commonly result in depressed crop yields in most
years. Crops grown on these soils generally have a wavy or
patchy appearance reflecting poor plant growth where B
horizons are strongest (hardest) and where salinity occurs.
Solod and solodized solonetz soils may often be recognized
as gray patches within a cultivated field ; these gray lows
result when cultivation has mixed the leached layer (low
organic matter) with the A horizon .

These soils are slightly acid to neutral in reaction . They
are low in available phosphorus but are high in available
potassium . The slight acidity will not affect the yields of
most crops and liming should not be necessary .

Instow soils that occur on landscapes with gentle slopes
have a low susceptibility to wind and water erosion . It is
recommended, however, that crop residues be carefully
conserved through reduced tillage or leaving stubble stand-
ing, and that other soil conservation practices such as strip
cropping and annual barriers be utilized to provide depend-
able protection from wind erosion .

These soils are generally stone-free except where the
silty materials are shallow (< 1 m) overlying glacial till or
wherethey occur in complex with soils formed in glacial till .



Jones Creeksoils areDark Brown soils that haveformed
in materials ranging from glacial till that has been highly
modified by Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary bedrock to
glacially modified Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary bedrock.
These soils commonly occur on hummocky gullied land-
scapes with moderate to steep slopes . Surface textures are
commonly sandy loam and loam.

Kinds of Jones Creek Soils

Orthic Jones Creek - The orthic Jones Creek soil
occurs throughout all slope positions in the more gentle
landscapes and on mid- to lower slopes in the more steeply
sloping landscapes. It is a well-drained soil with a dark
brown A horizon, 10 to 14 cm thick, overlying a brownish-
colored B horizon and a C horizon in which pieces of
sandstone, siltstone, shale or lignite coal may be evident.

CalcareousJonesCreek - The calcareous JonesCreek
soil is awell-drained soil with a dark brown A horizon, 10cm
thick, underlain by B and C horizons in which coal, iron
concretions and pieces of sandstone, siltstone or shale are
often evident. This soil is often shallow and in some areas,
the C horizon may be entirely composed of bedrock .

Eroded Jones Creek - The eroded Jones Creek soil
occurs on steeply sloping, upper slopes and knolls where
erosion has removed most or all ofthe top soil . This usually
results in a brownish- or yellowish-brown colored surface in
whichpieces ofweathered sandstone, siltstone, shaleor coal
are often evident .

Agricultural Properties ofJones Creek Soils

Jones Creek soils are generally poor to nonarable agri-
cultural soils ofcapabilityclasses 4 to 6,respectively . Minor
areas ofJonesCreek soilsthat are loam texturedandoccuron
favorable topography may be fair agricultural soils ofcapa-
bility class 3 . Jones Creeksoils are often nonarabledue to the
nature of the landscape on which they occur. They com-
monly occur on hummocky landscapes that are gullied and
have moderate to steep slopes that are highly susceptible to
water erosion . Most areas of Jones Creek soils have some
value aspasture orhay land. Ratings for each delineation are
listed under the heading "Agricultural Capability" in the
Interpretive Data Tables section of this report.

These soils have a low amount of organic matter in the
A horizon, are low in available phosphorus, are high in
available potassium, and have few stones .

Kindersley soils are Brown Solonetzic soils that have
formed in clayey lacustrine materials . Surface textures are
predominantly clay. Kindersley soils generally occur on
undulating or undulating dissected landscapes with very
gentle to moderate slopes .
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Kindersley soils frequently occur in complex with soils
of other associations, often occurring on lower slopes.

Kinds of Kindersley Soils

Solonetz Kindersley - The solonetz Kindersley soil
occurs in association with the solodized solonetz Kindersley
soil . It has a slightly thicker A horizon, than the solodized
solonetz Kindersley soil and does not have a leached gray
layer above the B horizon . As well, the B horizon is not
usually as dense, dark or as thick but may contain more salts
than that of the solodized solonetz soil ; the underlying C
horizon contains salts .

Solodized Solonetz Kindersley - The solodized solo-
netz Kindersley soil tends to occur on mid- to upper slope
positions. It is a well-drained soil with a brown A horizon,
8 to 10 cm thick, underlain by a light-gray horizon from
which clay and organic matter have been leached, a dark-
brown B horizon, and a dark-colored, moderately calcare-
ous, C horizon . The B horizon is clayey in texture, very hard
when dry, and darkly stainedbyorganic matter leached from
upperhorizons . Salts arecommonlypresentwithin thelower
portion of the B horizon as well as in the C horizon .

Kindersley Solonetzic - The term Kindersley solo-
netzicrefers toa mixtureofsolonetz, solodized solonetz, and
solod Kindersley soils . It is used in areas where these soils
occur randomly in the landscape, usually in about equal
proportions .

Saline Kindersley - The saline Kindersley soil usu-
ally occurs on lower slopes, often surrounding sloughs or
poorly drained depressional areas, and along drainage chan
nelsandgullies . It is characterized by the presence ofsoluble
salts, usually within 50 cm ofthe surface. The salts occuras
a white surface crust or as small white specks within the soil,
although salts may not always be visible. Dull colors and
reddish spots indicative of imperfect soil drainage, are often
present in the subsoil .

Poorly Drained Soils - Poorly drained soils represent
a variety ofwet soils . They occur in undrained depressional
areas that collectrunoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and
usually remain wet for much of the growing season . They
often have thick, dark-colored A horizons and drab subsur-
face colors that include reddish spots and streaks . Many of
these soils are not cultivated, unless drained, although some
may become dry enough to cultivate during periods of
prolonged drought. Due to their location in the landscape,
some of these soils have become saline and/or carbonated.

Agricultural Properties of Kindersley Soils

Kindersley soils are fair to poor agricultural soils of
capability classes 3 to 5, respectively . A moderate moisture
deficit imparted by the subarid regional climate, a hard B
horizon and salinity are the major agricultural limitations of
these soils . Ratings for each delineation are listed under the
heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpretive Data
Tables section of this report.
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During dry periods, the B horizon becomes very hard
which, in turn, limits root penetration and development .
Thus, the volume of soil that the plant can exploit for
moisture and nutrients is very limited as compared to other
soil types and reduced crop growth can be expected . The
hard, solonetzic B horizon alsoinhibits the downward move-
ment ofairand water through the soil. Crops grown on these
soils generally havea wavy appearance caused by relatively
poor crop growth in those areas where the B horizon is most
strongly developed (hardest).

Kindersley soils have a low amount oforganic matter in
the A horizon . Gray-colored patches, very low in organic
matter, may occur where the shallow A horizon and under-
lying gray, leached layer are mixed during cultivation .

Kindersley soils are slightly acid to neutral in reaction,
low in available phosphorus, and high in available potas-
sium . Those soils thatoccuron landscapes with gentleslopes
have a low susceptibility to wind and water erosion . It is
recommended, however, that crop residues be carefully
conserved during fallow periods and that strip cropping, and
perhaps even shelterbelts, be utilized to guard against wind
erosion .

Kelstern soils are Brown solonetzic soils that have
formed in silty lacustrine materials . In someareas, these soils
are underlain, at a depth ofless than one meter, by glacial till .
Kelstern soils generally occur on undulating or undulating
dissected landscapes with very gentle to moderate slopes.
Surface textures range from silt loam to clay loam .

Kelstern soils frequently occur in complex with soils of
other soil associations . They tend tooccuron mid- and lower
slopes when in complex with soils formed in sandy fluvial
materials orglacial till, and on upper slopes when in complex
with soils formed in clayey lacustrine materials .

Kinds of Kelstern Soils

Solonetz Kelstern - The solonetz Kelstern soil tends
to occur on mid- tolowerslopes . It is a well-drained soil with
adark-brown Ahorizon, 10 cm thick, overlying a hard, dark
colored B horizon, and a moderately calcareous C horizon.
The solonetz Kelstern soil differs from the solodized solo-
netz Kelstern soil in that it lacks the leached gray layer
beneath the A horizon . The B and C horizons often contain
salts .

Solodized Solonetz Kelstern - The solodized solo-
netz Kelstern soil tends to occur on mid- to lower slopes . It
has a brown A horizon overlying a gray leached layer. This
layer overlies a B horizon that is enriched with clay and
darkly stained with organic matter, and is very hard espe-
cially when dry . The B horizon is underlain by a grayish-
colored, moderately calcareous C horizon . The lower por-
tion of the B horizon and the C horizon commonly contain
salts .

Solod Kelstern - The solod Kelstern soil is a well-
drained soil with a brown A horizon, 10 cm thick, underlain
byathick gray layerfrom which clayandorganic matterhave
beenleached . These horizons overlie a B horizon, which has
been darkly stained by leached organic matter and tends to
break readily into small blocky structures that are very hard
when dry. The B horizon is underlain by a grayish-colored,
moderately calcareous C horizon . Althoughthese soils have
formed in materials thatcontained salts, they tend tooccur in
lower portions of the landscape which accumulate enough
runoff to move salts out ofthe B and C horizons and into the
subsoil, by infiltrating water .

Kelstern Solonetzic - The term Kelstern solonetzic
refers to a mixture of the solonetz, solodized solonetz, and
solod Kelstem soils described above. It is used in areas
where these soils occurrandomly in the landscape, usually in
about equal proportions .

Saline Kelstern - The saline Kelstern soil usually oc-
curs on lower slopes, often surrounding sloughs or poorly
drained depressional areas, and along drainage channels and
gullies . It is characterized by the presence of soluble salts,
usually within 50 cm ofthe surface . The salts occuras awhite
surface crust or as small white specks within the soil, al-
though salts may not always be visible. Dull colors and
reddish spots indicative of imperfect soil drainage, are often
present in the subsoil .

Poorly Drained Soils - Poorly drained soils represent
a variety of wet soils . They occur in undrained depressional
areas that collect runofffrom heavy rains and snowmelt, and
usually remain wet for much of the growing season . They
often have thick, dark-colored A horizons and drab subsur-
face colors that include reddish spots and streaks . Many of
these soils are not cultivated, unless drained, although some
may become dry enough to cultivate during periods of
prolonged drought. Due to their location in the landscape,
some of these soils have become saline and/or carbonated .

Agricultural Properties of Kelstern Soils

Kelstern soils are generally fair to pooragricultural soils
of capability classes 3 and 4, respectively . Their main
limitations are a hard B horizon and soluble salts that occur
within the rooting zone of the crop. These soils may be
further downrated based on other soil and landscape limita-
tions (i.e. wetness, topography, etc .) that are peculiar to
individual delineations . Ratings for each delineation are
listed under the heading "Agricultural Capability" in the
Interpretive Data Tables section of this report.

The hardB horizon restricts water infiltration as well as
uptake of moisture and nutrients. Saline soils also have
sufficient soluble salts to interfere with the uptake of mois
ture and nutrients . Together, these factors commonly result
in depressed crop yields in most years . Crops grown on these
soils generally have a wavy or patchy appearance reflecting
relatively poor plant growth where B horizons are strongest
(hardest) and where salinity occurs . Solod and solodized



solonetz soils can often be recognized as graypatches within
a cultivated field ; these gray lows result when the leached
layer (low organicmatter) ismixedwith theA horizon during
cultivation .

These soils are slightly acid to neutral in reaction, are
low in available phosphorusbuthigh in available potassium .
The slight acidity, however, will not affect the yields of most
crops and liming should not be necessary.

Kelstern soils that occur on landscapes with gentle
slopes have alow susceptibility to wind and watererosion . It
is recommended, however, that crop residues be carefully
conserved through reduced tillage or leaving stubble stand-
ing, and that other soil conservation practices such as strip
cropping and annual barriers be utilized to provide depend-
able protection from wind erosion .

These soils are generally stone-free except where they
are shallow (< 1 m) andoverlie glacial tillorwherethey occur
in complex with glacial till .

ROBSART (Ro) SOILS

Robsart soils are Brown Solonetzic soils that have
formedin clay loam-textured, moderately calcareous, glacial
till that has been modifiedby Upper Cretaceous shales and in
some areas by Tertiary materials as well . In addition, the
glacial till has been partially resorted by water, resulting in a
material that has few stones . The glacial till ranges in color
from very dark grayish brown to dark brown, and is charac-
terized by thepresence of white streaks and spots of carbon-
ate and in some places by the presence of gypsum crystals.

Robsart soils frequently occur in complex with soils of
other associations. They tend to occur on the lower slopes in
these areas, and can be recognized by their light grayish
brown surfacecolors and relatively deep Ahorizons (usually
> 20 cm). Surface textures arecommonly loam orclay loam.

Kinds of Robsart Soils

Solodized Solonetz Robsart - The solodized solonetz
Robsart soil occurs in mid- to lower slope positions . It is a
moderately well-drained soil with a brown A horizon, 8 to 15
em thick, underlain by a relatively thick, light grayish-
colored leached horizon . The leached horizon is in turn
underlain by a dark-brown colored B horizon that is charac-
terized by a very dense, impervious columnar structure with
distinctlyroundedtops . TheB horizon is underlainby a dark-
colored, moderately calcareous, often saline C horizon .

Solod Robsart - The solod Robsart soil occurs in
lower landscape positions . It is a moderately well- to
imperfectly drained soil with a grayish-brown A horizon, 8
to 15 cm thick, underlain by a relatively thick, light grayish-
colored leached horizon . The leached horizon is in turn
underlain by a dark-brown colored B horizon that is charac-
terized by a very dense, impervious, column-like structure
that is leached in the upperpart . The B horizon is underlain
by a dark-colored, moderately calcareous, often saline C
horizon .

Agricultural Properties of Robsart Soils

Robsart soils are fair to poor agricultural soils of capa-
bility classes 3 and 4, respectively . In the more and part of
the area, Robsart soils are rated as class 4 . Their main
agricultural limitations are a moderate moisture deficit, im-
parted by the subarid regional climate and a moderate mois-
ture holding capacity, and adverse soil structure that limits
root penetration and water infiltration .

Robsart soils have a low amount oforganic matter in the
A horizon . They are neutral to slightly acidic in reaction .
They are low in available phosphorus but high in available
potassium .

The Robsart soils are similar in agricultural capability to
the Echo soils, however, the solod Robsart soils are slightly
better than the solod Echo soils due mainly to the increased
depth of these soils and their occurrence in more moist parts
ofthelandscape. Crusting on these soils may however, cause
problems with seedling emergence in some years . Salinity in
these soils can also affect production to varying degrees .

These soils generally have a low to moderate suscepti-
bility to wind and water erosion . It is important, however,
that crop residues be conserved carefully through reduced
tillage or leaving stubble standing, and thatother soil conser-
vation practices such as strip cropping and shelterbelts be
utilized to provide dependable protection against erosion
particularly during a fallow year or extended dry periods.
These soils aregenerally slightly stony and occasional clear-
ing of stones will be required.

RUNWAY (Rw) SOILS

Runway soils are formed in various deposits associated
with the sides and bottoms of shallow drainage channels .
This group of soils range from weakly developed to poorly
drained and are primarily associated with dissected land-
scapes . Asaresult,surface texture,degreeofstoniness, slope
class and salinity are extremely variable .

Agricultural Properties of Runway Soils
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Runway soils are usually rated as class 4, 5 or 6 for
agricultural capability . Most of these soils, however, are
nonarable in that the bottom lands are poorly drained and the
side slopes are often too steep to permit cultivation . A few
areas, where slopes permit crossing with field implements,
have some potential for cultivation . As well, many areas
have little potential for grazing land as they occur as narrow
strips cutting through cultivated areas . Where they are large
enough to be fenced, they do have some value as pasture land
depending upon steepness ofslope, density of tree cover and
availability ofwater. Ratings for each delineation are listed
under the heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpre-
tive Data Tables section of this report .
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Sceptre soils are grumic Brown soils thathaveformed in
clayey lacustrine materials . They occur mainly on undulat-
ing and undulating dissected landscapes with very gentle to
gentle slopes. Their surface texture is mainly heavy clay,
however, soils with a clay texture occur in some areas .

One of the most unique characteristics of these soils is
the extensive shrinking and swelling that commonly occurs
upon wetting and drying of the soil . When these heavy clay
soils dry,cracks 1 - 5 cm wideand30 cmorgreaterindepth,
commonly develop . This shrinking and swelling results in
some mixing ofthe upper horizons ofthe soil as material falls
into the open cracks, the cracks close again as the soil wets
up, and the cycle continues.

Sceptre soils frequently occur in complex with soils of
other soil associations ; the Sceptre soils typically occur on
mid- to lower slopes .

Kinds of Sceptre Soils

Grumic Sceptre - The grumic Sceptre soil occurs on
moderately well- to well-drained areas of the landscape . It
may be confined to the upperslopes andknolls in some areas
but more frequently it occurs throughout the entire land-
scape . It has a grayish-brown, often calcareous, A horizon,
10 to 15 cm thick, underlain by a dark grayish-brown,
moderately calcareous C horizon .

Poorly Drained Soils - Poorly drained soils represent
a variety of wet soils . They occur in undrained depressional
areas that collect runoff from heavy rains and snowmelt, and
usually remain wet for much of the growing season . They
often have thick, dark-colored A horizons and drab subsur-
face colors that include reddish spots and streaks . Many of
these soils are not cultivated, unless drained, although some
may become dry enough to cultivate during periods of
prolonged drought . Due to their location in the landscape,
some of these soils have become saline and/or carbonated.

Agricultural Properties of Sceptre Soils

The grumic Sceptre soils on gentle slopes are good
agricultural soils of capability class 2 . These soilsrepresent
some of the best agricultural soils in the, Brown soil zone .
They have a high water-holding capacity (good drought
resistance), good fertility, and generally occur on favorable
topography. A moderate moisture deficit, imparted by the
subarid regional climate, is the main agricultural limitation
ofthese soils . Thesesoils may befurtherdownratedbased on
othersoil and landscape limitations (i .e. salinity, topography,
wetness, etc .) that are peculiar to individual delineations .
Some poorly drained soils have been placed in capability
classes 4 and 5 (poor arable land) . These soils are subject to
flooding in wet years, with seeding being delayed, or even
-prevented foroneormore years . Ratings foreach delineation
are listed under the heading "Agricultural Capability" in the
Interpretive Data Tables section of this report.

These soils have a low amount of organic matter in the
A horizon, are high in available potassium and low in
available phosphorus .

Sceptre soils thatoccuron landscapes with gentle slopes
have a high susceptibility to wind erosion and a low suscep-
tibility to water erosion ; those soils that occur on dissected
landscapes with moderate slopes have a moderate to high
susceptibility to water erosion . Crop residues should be
carefully conserved, particularly during a fallowperiod, and
strip cropping, annual barriers and shelterbelts should be
utilized as effective means of controlling wind erosion . It is
recommended that all dissections or waterways be seeded to
permanent grass to prevent further water erosion .

SCOTSGUA'RD (Sg) SOILS

Scotsguard soils are Dark Brown soils that have formed
in slightly stony, loamy glacial till which has been modified
by the incorporation of Tertiary and Upper Cretaceous bed
rock . The parent material of the Scotsguard soils often has
numerous specks of carbon or pieces of lignite coal or
identifiable pieces of sandstone or silty and clayey shales.
Sometimes these materials may be so strongly weathered
that they are only identifiable as silty, clayey or sandy areas
within the till .

Thesesoils occuron avariety oflandforms butprimarily
on undulating landscapes with gentle to moderate slopes and
on hummocky dissected landscapes with moderate to strong
slopes . Scotsguard soils are usually slightly stony having a
mix of glacially transported stones and rounded Tertiary
quartzite cobbles.

Surface textures are variable due to the variable nature
of the bedrock materials incorporated into the till, and range
from fine sandy loam to clay loam.

Kinds of Scotsguard Soils

Orthic Scotsguard - The orthic Scotsguard soil oc-
curs on mid- to lower slopes . It is a well-drained soil with a
dark brown Ahorizon,9 to 16cm thick, overlying a brownish
B horizon and a grayish, moderately calcareous C horizon .

Calcareous Scotsguard - The calcareous Scotsguard
soil occurs on locally dry upper slopes and knolls where
runoff reduces the amount of water entering the soil . This
results in athinner soil with lessorganic matter than theorthic
Scotsguard soil. The calcareous Scotsguard soil has a thin,
usually calcareous A horizon, 8 to 12 cm thick, andmay have
a thin, calcareous B horizon underlain by a moderately
calcareous C horizon . It has usually undergone a certain
amount of erosion, particularly on the tops of knolls .

EluviatedScotsguard - TheeluviatedScotsguardsoil
occurs most often on lower slope positions . It is a well-
drained soil characterized by a dark-brown A horizon, 10 to
20 cm thick, underlain by a dark-gray to gray, leached
horizon with platy structure . This horizon is underlain by a
dense B horizon and a grayish-colored, moderately calcare-
ous C horizon .



Agricultural Properties of Scotsguard Soils

The silty clay loam Scotsguard soils are fair agricultural
soils ofcapability class 3 . Their main agricultural limitation
is a moderate moisture deficit, imparted by the semi-arid
regional climate and a moderate water-holding capacity.
Thesesoilsmaybe further downratedbased on other soil and
landscape limitations (i .e. salinity, topography, stones, etc .)
that are peculiar to individual delineations . For example,
soils that occuron landscapes with strong slopes or thathave
lighter surface textures are often reduced to class 4 or 5 .
Ratings for each delineation are listed under the heading
"Agricultural Capability" in the Interpretive Data Tables
section of this report.

Scotsguard soils have a moderate amount of organic
matterin theA horizon, are low in available phosphorus and
high in available potassium.

These soils are moderately susceptible to watererosion,
particularly in dissected landscapes . It is recommended that
soil conservation practices such as maintenance of crop
residues through reduced tillage, contour tillage on slopes
and grassing major waterrunsbe implemented to control soil
erosion .

Scotsguard soilsareslightly stonyand as a consequence,
periodic clearing of stones is required .

TROSSACHS (TO SOILS

Trossachs soils are Dark Brown Solonetzic soils that
have formed in clay- to clay loam-textured, moderately
calcareous, glacial till that has been modified by Upper
Cretaceous shales . The glacial till ranges in color from very
dark grayish brown to dark brown, and in some areas to
almost black, and may often contain gypsum crystals at
depth . Trossachs soils commonly occur on undulating and
undulating dissected landscapes that range from very gently
to moderately sloping . Surface textures range from clay to
clay loam.

Trossachs soils frequently occur in complex with soils
of other associations . They tend to occur on mid- to lower
slopes when in complex with other Dark Brown soils formed
in glacial till, and on mid- to upper slopes when in combina-
tion with soils formed in lacustrine materials .

Kinds of Trossachs Soils

SolonetzTrossachs - ThesolonetzTrossachs soil usu-
ally occurs in upper slope positions . It is a moderately well-
drained soil with a dark brown A horizon, 5 to 10 cm thick,
underlain by a dark-brown colored B horizon that is charac-
terized by a dense, impervious structure . The B horizon is
underlain by a dark-colored, calcareous, often saline C
horizon .

Solodized Solonetz Trossachs - The solodized solo-
netz Trossachs soil is the most common Trossachs soil . It
occurs most often in the upper-mid to lower slope positions .
It is a moderately well-drained soil with a dark brown A

Agricultural Properties of Trossachs Soils
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horizon, 5 to 12 cm thick, underlain by a light grayish-
colored leached horizon . The leached horizon is in turn
underlain by a dark-brown colored B horizon that is charac-
terized by a very dense, impervious, column-like structure
with distinct rounded tops . This structure is most evident in
uncultivated areas as tillage often destroys the rounded tops
of the columns . However, in most cultivated areas the very
dense, impervious structure of the B horizon is still evident,
particularly when the soil is dry. The B horizon is underlain
by a dark-colored, moderately calcareous, often saline C
horizon .

Solod Trossachs - The solod Trossachs soil occurs in
lower landscape positions . It is a moderately well- to
imperfectly drained soil with'a grayish-brown A horizon, 7
to 12 cm thick, underlain by a light grayish-colored leached
horizon . The leached horizon is in turn underlain by a dark-
brown colored B horizon that is characterized by a very
dense, impervious, column-like structure that is leached in
the upperpart . TheB horizon is underlain by a dark-colored,
calcareous, often saline C horizon .

Trossachs Solonetzic - The term Trossachs solonetzic
refers to a mixture of the solonetz, solodized solonetz, and
solod Kelstern soils described above . It is used in areas
where these soilsoccurrandomly in the landscape,usually in
about equal proportions .

Trossachs soils are fair to poor agricultural soils of
capability classes 3 to 4, respectively . Their main agricul-
tural limitations are a moderate moisture deficit, imparted by
the semi-arid regional climate and a moderate moisture
holding capacity, and adverse soil structure that limits root
penetration and water infiltration . Where the soil structure is
particularly severe these soils are rated as agricultural capa-
bility class 5 .

Trossachs soils have a low amount oforganic matter in
the A horizon . They are neutral to slightly alkaline in
reaction but surface horizons may be slightly acidic in areas
thatare strongly leached . They are low in available phospho-
rus but high in available potassium .

The solod Trossachs soils are the best of the Trossachs
soils duemainly to the increased depth ofthese soils and their
occurrence in more moist parts ofthe landscape . Crusting on
these soils may however, cause problems with seedling
emergence in some years . The solonetz Trossachs soils are
somewhat poorer due to the adverse structure and shallow
depth of soil . The eroded solodized solonetz are the poorest
of the Trossachs soils due to their very adverse structure .
Salinity in these soils can also affect production to varying
degrees.

These soils generally have a low to moderate suscepti-
bility to wind and water erosion . It is important, however,
that crop residues be conserved carefully through reduced
tillage or leavingstubblestanding, and thatothersoil conser-
vation practices such as strip cropping and shelterbelts be
utilized to provide dependable protection against erosion
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particularly during a fallow year or extended dry periods.
These soils are generally slightly stony and occasional clear-
ing of stones is required.

Vesper soils are Dark Brown soils that have formed in
shallow silty loessial materials 30 to 100 cm thick, underlain
by loamy glacial till, highly modified by cobbly Tertiary
bedrock, to residual cobbly, occasionally sandy bedrock .
Thesesoilsusually occuron undulating dissectedlandscapes
with gentle to moderate slopes. Surface textures range from
silt loam to loam.

Vesper soils frequently occur in complex with soils of
other associations . They tend to occuron lower slopes when
in complex with soils formed in coarser-textured fluvial
materials or glacial till .

Kinds of Vesper Soils

OrthicVesper - TheorthicVesper soil occurs through-
out the landscape . It is a well-drained soil with a dark-brown
A horizon, 10 to 15 cm thick, underlain by a reddish brown
colored B horizon and a brownish-colored C horizon . Often
the C horizon occurs in glacial till that is modified by cobbly
Tertiary bedrock, or in residual cobbly Tertiary bedrock .

Agricultural Properties of Vesper Soils

Vespersoils are fairagricultural soils of capability class
3 . The main limitation of these soils is a moderate moisture
deficit, imparted by the semi-arid regional climate and a
moderate water-holding capacity . These soils may be further
downrated based on other soil and landscape limitations (i .e .
salinity, topography, stones, etc .) that are peculiar to indi-
vidual delineations . Ratings for each delineation are listed
under the heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpre-
tive Data Tables section of this report .

These soils haveamoderate amount oforganic matter in
the A horizon, are low in available phosphorus and high in
available potassium .

Thesesoilshavea low susceptibility towind erosion and
a moderate susceptibility to water erosion . It is recom-
mended that major water runways be grassed, cultivation
occur across dissected slopes, and that adequate crop resi-
dues be maintained to control soil erosion .

The occurrence of stones on these soils is variable,
ranging from few or no stones in areas where the loessial
materials are near I m thick, to excessively stony on cobbly
knolls in areas where these soils occur in complex with soils
formed in cobbly glacial till or bedrock .

Wymark soils areDark Brown soils that have formed in
shallow silty loessial materials, 30 to 100cm thick, underlain
by glacial till . The loess has usually been deposited in the

mid- and lower portions of glacial till landscapes where
slopes aremoderate, or where slopes are gentle maycoverthe
entire landscape as a blanket or veneer overlying the till .
These soils usually occur on undulating landscapes with
gentle slopes . Surface textures range from silt loam to silty
clay loam .

Wymarksoils frequently occurin complex with soilsof
otherassociations ; usually, the Wymark soils occuron lower
slopes, with the exception of when they occur in complex
with solonetzic soils, in which case they tend to occur on
upper slopes .

Kinds of Wymark Soils

Orthic Wymark - The orthic Wymark soil occurs on
midslopes in most Wymark landscapes . However, it may
extend to upper and lower slopes on landscapes with gentle
slopes . It is awell-drained soil with a dark-brown A horizon,
9 to 17 cm thick, overlying a brown B horizon and a
moderately calcareous, grayish-colored C horizon . The A
and B horizons are formed in the loessial materials and the C
horizon is usually composed of clay loam glacial till .

Agricultural Properties of Wymark Soils

Wymark soils are fair agricultural soils of capability
class 3 . The main agricultural limitation of these soils is a
moderate moisture deficit, imparted by the semi-arid re
gionalclimate andamoderatewater-holding capacity . These
soils may be further downrated based on other soil and
landscape limitations (i .e. salinity, topography, stones, wet-
ness, etc.) that are peculiar to individual delineations . Rat-
ings for each delineation are listed under the heading "Agri-
cultural Capability" in theInterpretive DataTables section of
this report.

Wymark soils haveamoderate amountoforganic matter
in theA horizon, are low in availablephosphorus and high in
available potassium . These soils have a low susceptibility to
wind and water erosion . It is recommended, however, that
crop residues be conserved carefully and that strip cropping
and shelterbelts be utilized to provide dependable protection
from wind erosion, particularly during a fallow period or
during extended dry periods .

Since these soils tend to be shallow and overlie glacial
till, it is common for a few stones to occur on the surface.

Wood Mountain soils are Brown soils that have formed
in materials ranging from loamy glacial till, highly modified
by cobbly Tertiary bedrock to residual cobbly bedrock de
posits . They occur only in the southwestern part of Sask-
atchewan . The unique feature of these soils is a predomi-
nance of quartzite and chert cobbles and gravels, usually on
knolls of rougher landscapes but often throughout all slope
positions on the more gentle landscapes . Wood Mountain
soils range from excessively stony on quartzite covered



knolls to slightly ornonstonyon mid- andlower slopes where
the cobbles are often covered by up to 30 cm of silty orloamy
material . These soils occuron a varietyofsurface forms with
slopes ranging from gentle to strong . Surface textures range
from sandy loam to clay loam but are more frequently loam
and silt loam.

Wood Mountain soils frequently occur in complex with
soils of other soil associations, often occurring on mid- to
upper slopes .

Kinds of Wood Mountain Soils

OrthicWoodMountain - TheorthicWood Mountain
soil occurs on all slope positions . It is a well- to rapidly
drained soil with a brown A horizon, 10 to 15 cm thick,
underlain by a reddish-brown colored B horizon and a
brownish-colored C horizon .

Calcareous WoodMountain - The calcareous Wood
Mountain soil occurs on locally dry upper slopes and knolls
where runoffreduces the amount of water entering the soil ;
some of the A horizon is usually lost due to erosion . This
results in athinner soil with lessorganic matterthan theorthic
Wood Mountain soil . It is a well-drained soil with a thin,
usually calcareous A horizon, 5 to 12cm thick, and mayhave
a thin, calcareous B horizon overlying a grayish-colored,
moderately calcareous C horizon .

Eroded Wood Mountain - The eroded Wood Moun-
tain soil occurs on knolls and upper slopes . Mostor all of the
topsoil has been removed by erosion resulting in a light
brown to grayish-colored surface . The eroded Wood Moun-
tain soil occurs most often on hummocky landscapes with
moderate to steep slopes .

Agricultural Properties of Wood Mountain Soils

Wood Mountain soils are generally poor agricultural
soils ofcapabilityclass 4 . The presence of stones or cobbles
in sufficient quantities tobea serious handicap tocultivation,
and the effect of these cobbles on the moisture holding
capacity of the soil are the main agricultural limitations .
Areas that have only a few cobbles and a loam texture are
rated as class 3, while other areas having more cobbles may
be downgraded to class 5 . These soils may alsobedownrated
based on other soil and landscape limitations (i .e . salinity,
topography, stones, etc .) that arepeculiar toindividual delin-
eations . Ratings for each delineation are listed under the
heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpretive Data
Tables section of this report.

Wood Mountain soils have a low amount of organic
matterin the A horizon, are low in available phosphorus and
high to moderate in available potassium .

These soils havea low tomoderate susceptibility to wind
erosion. Due to the fact that the productive capacity of these
soils often relies on a thin (less than 30 cm) layer of loamy
material overlying cobbles, management practices designed
to preserve this thin layer should be utilized .
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Willowssoils areBrown soilsformed in clayey lacustrine
materials . These soils occur most commonly on undulating
landscapes with very gentle to gentle slopes . Surface tex-
tures range from clay loam to clay .

Willows soils frequently occur in complex with soils of
other soil associations ; the Willows soils typically occur on
mid- to lower slopes .

Kinds of Willows Soils

Orthic Willows - The orthic Willows soil occurs on
mid- and lower slopes in most Willows landscapes . How-
ever, it may extend onto upper slopes on gentle landscapes .
It is a well-drained soil with adark grayish-brown A horizon,
10 to 15 cm thick, underlain by a grayish-brown B horizon
and a grayish-brown, moderately calcareous C horizon .

Gleyed Orthic Willows - The gleyed orthic Willows
soil commonly occurs on lower slope positions . It is an
imperfectly drained soil with a brown Ahorizon,10to 15 cm
thick, underlain by B and C horizons which often have dull
colors and reddish spots and streaks, indicative of formation
under conditions of imperfect soil drainage.

Weakly Solonetzic Willows - The weakly solonetzic
Willows soil generally occurs in lower slope positions . It has
a brown A horizon, 10 to 15 cm thick, overlying a slightly
hard, clayey B horizon . The lower B and C horizons often
contain salts .

Agricultural Properties of Willows Soils

Willows soils are fair agricultural soils of capability
class 3 . They have a high water-holding capacity and are
limited primarilyby amoderate moisture deficit, imparted by
the subarid regional climate . However, they may be down-
rated based on other soil and landscape limitations (i .e .
salinity, topography, stones, wetness, etc.) that are peculiar
to individual delineations. For example, poorly drained
Willows soils arepoor agricultural soils ofcapabilityclasses
4 and 5 . Ratings for each delineation are listed under the
heading "Agricultural Capability" in the Interpretive Data
Tables section of this report .

These soils have a low amount of organic matter in the
A horizon, are low in available phosphorus and high in
available potassium .

Willows soils generally have a moderate susceptibility
to wind and water erosion . Willows soils have a very low
infiltration rate,and consequently, water will tend to pond for
a period of time in depressional areas in the spring some
years ; this will result in seeding being delayed or prevented .

These soils are commonly stone-free with the exception
of where they are formed in shallow materials overlying
glacial till or where they occur in complex with soils formed
in glacial till .
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Wetland soils are poorly drained soils formed in a
mixture of materials associated with depressional areas.
Most occur as sloughs, too small to show separately on the
soil map, and are included in the map unitsofthe surrounding
upland soils . Only the larger areas have been delineated on
the map . The Wetland soils are made up ofa variety of soils
which arereferred to collectively aspoorly drained soils . All
are wet forat least a portion of the growing season and many
remain flooded for much or all of the growing season .

Kinds of Wetland Soils

Poorly Drained Wetland Soils - Poorly drained Wet-
land soils occur in sloughs and, occasionally, in the bottom
ofsmall drainagechannels and low-lying depressional areas .
They occur in areas that collect runoff from heavy rains and
snowmelt, and usually remain wet for much of the growing
season . The A horizon may be thin, thick and dark-colored,
or leached andgray or grayish-brown in color . Wetland soils
have drabsubsurfacecolors that are often dottedwithreddish
spots and streaks . Some ofthesepoorly drained soilsare also
saline and carbonated. Most of the poorly drained Wetland

soils are not cultivated unless drained, although some may
become dry enough to cultivate during periods of prolonged
drought.

Agricultural Properties of Wetland Soils

All areas of Wetland soils have little or no potential for
arable agriculture . Most have an agricultural capability
rating of class 5 or lower . Some areas are suitable for tame
or native forage production or as native grazing land . Those
areas indicated on the soil map with the symbol X have the
highest potential . These areareas that usually become dry at
some point in the growing season and have potential for
forageproduction. Some oftheshallower ones maybe arable
during extended dry periods and will have somepotential for
the production of tame hay, or early maturing, moisture-
tolerant crops . Those areasindicatedon the soil map with the
symbol Y usually have at least central portions remaining
flooded forall ofthe growing season . In these areas, only the
outer margins have any potential for the production ofnative
hay. Those areas indicated on the soil map with the symbol
Z usually remain flooded for all of the growing season and
have little orno potential for agricultural use, even as grazing
land.



4. SOIL
INTERPRETATIONS

4.1 SALINITY

Saline soils occur sporadically throughout the agricul-
tural area of Saskatchewan . These soils contain sufficient
water soluble salts to inhibit the uptake of moisture by
plants,resulting in moisture stress andreducedplantgrowth.
The presence of saline soilscan often be recognizedby bare
spotsin the crop orby uneven standsofgrainorforage. Very
strongly saline soils usually develop a white surface crust
during dry weather. Where less salt is present, the soil is
grayish incolor whendry and the subsoil often hasstreaks or
specks of salt at a depth of 5 to 25 cm or deeper. In weakly
saline ormoderately saline soils thatare very wet, itmay not
be possible to see the salt.

Development of Saline Soils

Saline soils resultalmost invariably from the movement
of salts carried by groundwater and subsequent concentra-
tion in the soil upon evaporation ofthis water at or near the
soil surface .

Soluble salts are present in the parent materials of all
soils as theresult of on-going natural, chemical and physical
weathering processes . When theamountofwater evaporat
ing from the soil is greater than the amount infiltrating, salts
may accumulate in the soil and may result in saline soils.
Areas are subject to soil salinization where water tables are
high and the amount ofinfiltration ofprecipitation islimited.
In mostcases, this is anatural process which has been going
on since the time ofdeglaciation . Agriculture has, however,
aggravated the problem in some areasbytheuse ofcropping
systems that are not as water efficient as the natural prairie.

Management of Saline Soils

Management of saline soils requires the effective man-
agement of soil water in both the saline and nonsaline parts
of the landscape. In terms of water management for soil
salinity control this means making the most efficient use of
soil moisture possible . Extending the cropping rotation or
continuously cropping in nonsaline areas will cycle more
precipitation through crops rather than allowing it to reach
the water table where it may contribute to salinity in some
other location. Leaving stubble standing promotes a more
even distribution of snow cover reducing the amount that
blows off the land into large snow drifts or depressions
where, upon melting, it has a greaterchance of infiltrating to
the watertable. Saline soils should be seeded to long-term
forage or continuously cropped with crops having the ap-
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propriate degree ofsalt tolerance. The objective in the saline
areas is to reduce the amount of evaporation from the soil
surface, lower the watertable level and move salts downward
with infiltrating precipitation .

Table 1 . The relative tolerance ofcommon field crops to
soilsalinity. (Differences ofone ortwo places in
the ranking may not be significant.)

These crops not tolerant of flooding, which is common in
some saline areas .

" Under dry conditions slender wheatgrass is more tolerant than
tall wheatgrass .

For more information on saline soils and their manage-
ment, see the publication The Nature and Management of
Salt Affected Land in Saskatchewan by Saskatchewan
Agriculture, Soils and Crops Branch .

Explanation of the Salinity Symbol

The soil salinity symbol is made up of three components
indicating the extent ofsaline soils, the degree of the salts in
the saline soils, and the position in the landscape occupied by
the saline soils within the delineation and is based on field
observation alone .

Example: IWPA

	

I

	

-

	

Extent Class
W -

	

Degree Class
PA -

	

Landscape Position

Degree ofSalinity Tolerated

honsaline Moderately Strongly to Very
Saline StronglySaline

Annual Field Crops

Soybeans Canola Barley may produce
Field Beans Mustard some .crop but this
Faba Beans Wheat land best suited to

' Peas Flax tolerant forages.
0 Corn Fall Rye

Sunflowers Oats
Barley'
Sugar Beets

Forage Crops

Red Clover Reed Canary Altai Wild Rye
to o Alsike Meadow Fescue Russian Wild Rye

' R Timothy Intennediate Wheat Slender Wheatgrass ,
Crested Wheat Tall Wheatgrass"
Brome
Alfalfa
Sweetclover'
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Soil Salinity Extent Class Limits

Table 2 . Soil salinity extent class limits.

Soil Salinity Degree

Table 3. Description of soil salinity degree classes.

Note : Electrical conductivity values based on a saturated paste extract.
Yield loss estimates are based on recent research and only apply to the saline soils, not to the entire delineated area.

Landscape Position

The landscape position describes where in the landscape saline soils occur. In some areas, saline soils occur in
more than one landscape position . These situations are indicated by the use of two letters .

Table 4 . Description of landscape position symbol.

P

	

Saline soils occur on the edges of depressions, sloughs or runways. All soils in the bottoms of the
depressions are leached and nonsaline .

A

	

Saline soils occur throughout the bottoms of depressions and sloughs .

D

	

Saline soils extend throughout the bottoms of dissections and small runways .

S

	

Saline soils occur on the sides of hills and slopes well above any slough or depression .

I

	

Saline soil parent materials within 60 cm of the soil surface generally occur on knolls and upper slopes .

Extent Class
%

Of Area Affected

0 0
1 0 - 3
2 3 - 10
3 10 - 20
4 20 - 40
5 40 - 70
6 > 70

Electrical Conductivity
Salinity of 0-(0 cm depth Effect on Chip Growth and
Degree (MS/CM) Estimate of Potential Yield Loss

Nonsaline 0 - 2 There are no visible effects of salts on the growth of crops. No yield
loss .

(W) Weak . 2 - 4 Yields ofverysensitive crops mayberestricted . Cereals are generally
unaffected.

(M) Moderate 4 - 8 Yields ofmany cropsare restricted . Wheat yields maybe reduced by
30%.

(S) Strong 8-16 Only tolerant crops yield satisfactorily . Wheat yields may be reduced
by 60%.

(V) Very Strong 16+ Only a few very tolerantcrops yield satisfactorily . Wheatyields may
be reduced by 80-100% .



4.2 IRRIGATION SUITABILITY

The irrigation suitability rating is based on soil and
landscape characteristics . The suitability rating useslimiting
factors to predict the potential landscape-water-crop interac
tion . It also considers the potential long-term consequences
of irrigation such that the soil will remain permanently
productive while being irrigated . It does not consider water
availability and quality, climate, or economics . Within any
one map delineation there may be smaller soil areas thathave
a higher or lower irrigation suitability than that indicated by
the map symbol . Any decision regarding irrigation should
be made only after a field-specific examination is made .

Symbol Interpretation

The combination ofsoiland landscape categories (Table
5), based upon the most limiting features present (Tables 6
and 7), determine the irrigation class and suitability rating
(Table 8) .

A maximum of three limitations are shown in the sym-
bol . An ideal soil area to be used for irrigation will have the
following characteristics:

medium texture
uniform texture vertically and horizontally
uniformly well drained
nonsaline
permeable
nearly level
nonstony

Table 5. Soil and landscape Gate ories .

Irrigation Symbol

example : 2Cmvt,

2C

	

-

	

Irrigation class

m

	

-

	

Soil limitations

v, t,

	

-

	

Landscape limitations

Theexample above indicates that thearea in questionhas
slight limitations (2) due to soil factors (m) and moderate
limitations (C) due to landscape factors (v, t,) . This area,
therefore, has a fair suitability rating (Table 8) .

Symbol Evaluation

Decision to Irrigate
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Excellent to good areas (Table 8) can usually be consid-
eredirrigable. Fairareas are marginally suitable forirrigation
providing adequate management exists such that the soil and
adjacent areas are not affected adversely by water applica-
tion . Poor soils can usually be considered nonirrigable . The
rating is given for the area based on soil characteristics in the
upper 1 .2 m and the main landscape features in the area.
Depending on the type and severity of the limitation, it may
be advisable to investigate an area further. Portions of the
total area may also be significantly better or poorer than the
general rating would indicate . For example, within a poor
area with steep slopes, there may be areas of gentler topog-
raphy that may be suitable for small scale irrigation if the
detailed examination indicates that this smaller area is oth-
erwise suitable .

The cost of irrigation development can be expected to
increase with less suitable soils . The suitability rating does
not take into account important factors such as climate,
agronomy, availability of water, oreconomics indetermining
the feasibility of an irrigation project. If a field is indicated
to be suitable for irrigation based on the information pre-
sented in this report, then an onsite inspection should be
made. Other factors not used in this rating should also be
considered during a site specific examination . These include
geological uniformity to 3 m, local relief, depth to bedrock,
drainability, sodicity, organic matter content and surface
crusting potential. These factors may affect the suitability to
some degree in terms ofthe type ofirrigation system that can
be used, the type and amount of surface preparation needed,
the response ofthe soil andcrop toapplied water,andthe type
of management needed. A decision can then be made
whether to irrigate ifeconomic conditions are suitable and an
adequate source of water is available.

Irrigation can lead to improved stability and flexibility
in farm production through improved reliability of water
application . Although maximum yields may be attainable
only through irrigation, assuming adequate management,
other climatic considerations may affect the feasibility . Cli-
matic factors may limit the range ofcrops that can be grown
due to heat or growing season limitations. In higher rainfall
areas of the province, irrigation water may only be, in many
years, a minor supplemental source of water that may not be
needed every year . In these cases, the increased returns
through higher yields, in some years, may not justify the
expense of development . In dry regions where the risk of
crop failure due to drought is relatively high and the range of
crops that can be grown is lower, irrigation water may be a
potentially important source of moisture needed for crop
growth .

Soil Landscape
Category Category Description

1 A nonlimiting
2 B slightly limiting
3 C moderately limiting
4 D severely limiting
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Table 6 . Landscape limitations.

a

	

Impact on Target Areas - refers to the hazard resulting from the impact of applied irrigation water to
the irrigated area. Impacts may include such effects as higher water tables, wetter soils, and increases in
soil salinity.

c

	

Impact on Nontarget Areas - refers to the hazard resulting from the impact of applied irrigation water
on an adjacent nonirrigated area . The hazards may includesuch effects as higherwater tables, wetter soils,
development or build-up of saline areas, or flooding and sedimentation caused by runoff .

i

	

Inundation - refers to thefrequency offlooding . The inundation hazard is used mainly on areasadjacent
to rivers .

p Stones - refers to the amount of stone present on the surface and in the soil. Stones may reduce the
available water-holding capacity ofthe soil, increasedevelopment costs and restrict thetypes of crops that
may be grown .

t

	

Slope - refers to the presence of simple slopes (t) in undulating landscapes, or complex slopes (t) in
hummocky or inclined landscapes . Complex slopes are often more limiting than simple slopes .
Topography may affect the type of irrigation system, design and management required.

v

	

Horizontal Variability - refers to the horizontal variations caused by texture, soil structure, and
landscape pattern that may result in the surface ponding of irrigated soils.

Table 7. Soil limitations .

d

	

Structure - soil structuralproperties that restrict root and waterpenetration . Commonly used with soils
that have a dense B horizon and an A horizon that is subject to crusting .

g Geological Uniformity - the uniformityofthe soil texturewithdepth . The greaterthe textural difference
between the surface and subsoil, the greater the potential for the development ofperched water tables and
lateral water movement.

k

	

Hydraulic Conductivity - the rate at which water moves through a saturated soil . Used mainly on soil
areas that swell upon wetting, restricting water movement through the soil .

m

	

Available Water-Holding Capacity - the amountofwater held bya soil that can beabsorbed byplants .
Coarse-textured soils with a low water-holding capacity are considered to be relatively inefficient for
irrigation, as compared to medium-textured soils. Soils with this limitation also have relatively high
hydraulic conductivities and intake rates .

9 Intake Rate - the rate of movement of water into the soil . It is closely associated with hydraulic
conductivity which controls the rate at which water moves through the soil, and thus affects the rate at
which water is able to enter the soil . Usually used on fine-textured soils that have relatively low intake
rates requiring relatively light water application rates.

r

	

Depth to Bedrock - the presence of near-surface bedrock . Perched water tables may form, resulting in
poor drainage and lateral movement of water and salts.

s

	

Salinity - the presence of soluble salts that may affect the growth ofcrops . The potential exists for lower
yields, or for lateral salt movement into adjacent areas .

w

	

Drainage - the rate ofremoval ofwaterfrom a soil in relation to supply. Indicates areasofmainlypoorly
drained soils .



Table 8 . Irrigation suitability classes .

These soils are medium textured, well drained and hold ade-
quate available moisture . Topography is level to nearly level.
Gravity irrigation methods may be feasible .

The range ofcrops that can be grown may be limited . As well,
higher development inputs andmanagement skills arerequired .
Sprinkler irrigation is usually the only feasible method ofwater
application.

Limitations reduce the range of crops that may be grown and
increase development and improvement costs . Management
may include special conservation techniques to minimize soil
erosion, limit salt movement, limit water table build-up or
flooding of depressional areas. Sprinkler irrigation is usually
the only feasible method of water application .

Limitations generally result in a soil that is unsuitable for
sustained irrigation . Some lands may have limited potential
when special crops, irrigation systems, and soil and water
conservation techniques are used .

4.3 STONES

The stonesrating is an estimation oftheaverage severity
of stoniness in a delineation . The estimation is based on the
amount ofstone clearing activityrequired and is related to the
numberand sizeofstones on thesoil surface,numberand size

Table 9. Stone classes .
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of stone piles, and the soil parent material observed. The
amountof stone clearing activity required is categorized into
one of six stone severity classes listed in the table below .

SO Nonstony.

S1

S2

S3

S4

U Unclassified .

Slightly stony - stones seldom hinder cultivation . Light clearing is occasionally required.

Moderately stony - stones are a moderate hindrance to cultivation. Annual clearing is
usually required.

Very stony - stones cause a serious hindrance to cultivation . Sufficient stones to require
clearing on an annual basis .

Excessively stony - stones prohibit cultivation or make clearing a major task. Cultivation
is usually severely hindered, even after regular, heavy clearing .

1A Excellent No soil or landscape limitations

2A Good Slight soil and/or landscape
2B limitations
1B

3A Fair Moderate soil and/or landscape
3B limitations
3C
iC
2C

4A Poor Severe soil and/or landscape
4B limitations
4C
4D
1D
2D
3D
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4.4 SOIL CAPABILITY FOR
AGRICULTURE

The soil capability classification for agricultural use is
an interpretive classification of soils based on limitations
affecting their use for production of annual crops . These
limitations are categorized according to degree or severity
and kind oflimitation . Degreeoflimitation is represented by

Class 3 soil

6/10 or 60% of the delineationI

Limitation due to insufficient
moisture-holding capacity (M)

SYMBOL SEQUENCE

3(6)M5(4)TE

	

Limitation due to adverse
topography (T) and erosion
damage (E)

__' Class 5 soil

4/10 or 40% of the delineation

3(6)M5(4)TE means that 60% of the area was placed in Class 3 due to a limitation in
moisture-holding capacity and 40% of the area was placed in Class 5 because of limitations
due to topography and erosion damage .

Capability Class (Degree of Limitation)

The mineral soils of Saskatchewan are grouped into
seven capability classes. Soils rated Classes 1 to 3 are
considered suitable for sustained production of common
cultivated field crops, those rated Class 4 are considered
marginal for sustained production of common cultivated

Table 10. Description of capability classes .

the capability class (numbers inthe example below) andkind
oflimitation is representedby the capability subclass (letters
in the example below) . (The bracketed numbers in the
example below indicate the percentage of each capability
class present.) Capability classes and subclasses are briefly
outlinedbelow. Acomplete explantationofthe systemofsoil
capability classification for agriculture is contained in the
publication, A Guide to Soil Capability and Land Inven-
tory Maps in Saskatchewan .

field crops, those rated Class 5 areconsidered capable onlyof
permanent pastureandhayproduction,those rated Class 6are
considered suitable only for use as native pasture, and those
rated Class 7 are considered unsuitable for either the produc-
tion of field crops or for use as native pasture .

CLASS 1

CLASS 2

CLASS 3

CLASS 4

CLASS 5

CLASS 6

CLASS 7

CLASS O

Soils in this class have no significant limitations in use for crops .

Soils in this class have moderate limitations that restrict the range ofcrops orrequire moderate
conservation practices .

Soils in this class have moderately severe limitations that restrict the range ofcrops orrequire
special conservation practices .

Soils in this class have severe limitations that restrict the range of crops or require special
conservation practices, or both .

Soils in this class have very severe limitations that restrict their use to the production of native
or tame species of perennial forage crops. Improvement practices are feasible.

Soils in this class are capable of producing native forage crops only . Improvement practices
are not feasible .

Soils in this class have no capability for arable agriculture or permanent pasture.

Unimproved or virgin organic soils are not included in classes 1 to 7, and are designated by the
letter `O' .



Capability Subclass (Kind of Limitation)

The capability subclass represents a grouping of

	

particular area, the subclasses are listed in order of their
soils that have the same kind of limitations for crop produc-

	

importance .
tion . If more than one limiting condition is recognized in a

Table Description of capability subclasses.
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Climatic Limitations - Limitations due to climatic deficiencies .

C

	

Depicts a moisture deficiency due to insufficient precipitation .

Soil Limitations -

	

Limitations due to soil deficiencies are caused by adverse physical, chemical and
morphological properties of the soil .

D

	

Depicts adverse soil structure in the upper layers (A and B horizons) that affects the condition
of the seedbed, prevents or restricts root growth and penetration, or adversely affects moisture
permeability and percolation .

F

	

Depicts adverse fertility characteristics of soils having naturally low inherent fertility due to lack
of available nutrients, high acidity or alkalinity, high calcium carbonate content or inadequate
cation exchange capacity.

M

	

Depicts an insufficient soil water-holding capacity, due to the combined effects of the textural
characteristics of the top 1 m and by the organic matter content of the surface horizon .

N

	

Depicts excessive soil salinityand applies to soils with eitherhighalkalinity or a sufficientcontent
ofsoluble salts to adversely affect crop growth or the range of crops which can be grown.

S

	

Depicts a variety of adverse soil characteristics .

	

It is used in a collective sense in place of
subclasses M, D, F and N, where more than two of them are present, or where two of these occur
in addition to some other limitation .

Landscape Limitations - Limitations due to adverse characteristics of the soil landscape .

T

	

Depicts a limitation in agricultural use of the soil as the result of unfavorable topography . It
includes hazards to cultivation and cropping imposed by increasing degree of slope as well as by
the irregularity of field pattern and lack of soil uniformity.

W

	

Depicts a limitation due to excess watercaused by either poor soil drainage, a high groundwater
table or to seepage and local runoff. It does not include limitations that are the resultof flooding.

P

	

Depicts a limitation caused by excess stones and it applies to soils that are sufficiently stony that
the difficulty of tillage, seeding and harvesting are significantly increased.

E

	

Depicts a limitation caused by actual damage from wind and/or water erosion .

I

	

Depicts a limitation due to inundation and applies to soils subjected to flooding by lakes or
streams, but does not include local ponding in undrained depressions .

R

	

Depicts a limitation due to shallowness to bedrock and applies to soils where the rooting zone is
restricted .

X

	

Soils having a moderate limitation due to the accumulative effect of two or more adverse
characteristics of thesoil and the landscape which singly are not serious enough toaffect the class
rating .
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4.5 SURFACE pH

The pH scale, which ranges from 0 to 14 is used to
indicate the relative acidity or alkalinityofa solution . A soil
with a pH value of 7.0 is neutral, while one with a value less
than 7.0 is acidic, and one with a value greater than 7.0 is
alkaline .

ThepHvalues indicatedin the tablein Section 6.0are for
the surface layer of soil which ranges in thickness from 10to
20 cm. The soil pH was determined using a mixture of one
part soil with one part distilled water. A soil with a pH
between 6.5 and 7.5 provides the best environment for crop
growth . Yields ofsweet cloverand alfalfa are reducedbelow

Table 13. Definition ofsurface

	

H symbol .

a pH of 6.0 . A pH of 5.5 or less may reduce the yields of
wheat, barley and canola .

Table 12 . Surface H classes.P

B4 -

C4 -

A2 -

EXAMPLE

Symbol

	

~ B1 = B4C4A2

40% of surface area has a pH in the "B" range (6.1 - 6.7)

40% of surface area has a pH in the "C" range (6.8 - 7.5)

20% of surface area has a pH in the "A" range (5.5 - 6.0)

Symbol
Percent

Surface pH Class Symbol
Percent

Surface pH Class

X1 VA3B2 C1 CSB4D'
AO ASB S C2 C7B3

A1 A 7B 2C' C3 C 7B2D'
A2 A 5B 2C3 C4 C 913'
A3 A 3B 4C C5 C5B2D 3

A4 A 3B 3C313' C6 C 7D3

BO B7A2C' C7 C6134

B1 B 4C 4A 2 D1 DSCS
B2 B 7C 3 D2 D7C3

B3 B 5C5 D3 D9C'
B4 B 6CD' D4 D5C3B2
B5 B 7A3

X less than 5.5 Moderately acid
A 5.5 to 6.0 Slightly acid
B 6.1 to 6.7 Slightly acid to neutral
C 6.8 to 7.5 Neutral to slightly alkaline
D greater than 7.5 Alkaline



4.6 WETLANDS CLASSIFICATION

	

S -

Wetlands are intermittent, semipermanent, or perma-
nent waterbodies and include areas that have been drained as
well as areas in which organic soils occur. Undisturbed
wetlands are used extensively by wildlife for shelter, breed-
ing habitat, and as feeding areas . Agricultural use of wet-
lands is often limited . However, some wetlands may pro-
vide native forage or hay for livestock, and trees may be
used from some organic wetlands . If drained, these wet-
lands may support annual crop or hay production .

The size and type of wetland is often reflective of the
permanence of a wetland . Generally the larger a wetland
and the more open water there is, the more permanent it is .
Nevertheless, wetlands will be influenced by recent climatic
conditions . Due to the drought of the 1980's, for example,
many wet meadows and shallow marshes have become dry
enough to cultivate. Ill wetter years, it may be that many of
these areas will become flooded and they may not be fea-
sible to farm without installing drainage .

Wetlands occur in almost all areas, but are often not
large enough to be mapped as individual areas . The wet-
lands classification attempts to indicate the types of wet
lands that occur in each soil area mapped, as well as their
approximate size and extent. It may, however, also be used
to describe an individual wetland that is large enough to be
delineated on the map. The wetland types can be identified
using characteristic vegetation types, and the size and extent
of wetlands distributed in the landscape is estimated using
air photo interpretation .

Wetland Symbol

The wetlands symbol is composed of. an extent class,
followed by a wetland type, a size class, and a water quality
rating .

Wetland Type

Extent Class - 4S2-N - Water Quality

Size Class
For example : an area with the wetland symbol 4S2-N would be in-
terpreted as follows : 20to 40% of the area has shallow marshes that
are 1 to5 acres in size, with fresh to moderately saline water. There
may betwo wetland symbols listed in the Soil Interpretation section.
The first symbol refers to the most common wetland type in the
polygon, and the second symbol refers to the next most common.
Intermediate types of wetlands can also be expected in most areas .
Ten types of wetlands are identified. A description of the wetland
types and classes follow .

Wetland Types

W- Wet Meadow. Contains vegetation composed mainly
of fine-textured grasses and sedges of low stature inter-
mixed with various forbs . Occasionally willows will
dominate the wet meadow. Normally wet meadows are
flooded for only three or four weeks in the springtime .

Shallow Marsh. Contains vegetation composed of
various intermediate-height grasses, sedges, and forbs.
Flooding normally lasts until July or early August.

E - Emergent Deep Marsh. Contains vegetation com-
posed of coarse grass-like plants such as bulrushes and
cattails . Water normally persists into late summer and
fall and occasionally throughout the winter.

O - Open Water Marsh. Contains an open water zone that
occupies less than 75% of the wetland's diameter.
Plants that occur in the open water area are either
submerged rooted or floating . Water is normally per-
sistent throughout the year, except in times of extreme
drought .

P - Shallow Open Water Wetland . The shallow open
water wetland has an open water zone that occupies
greater than 75% of the wetland's diameter.

A - Open Alkali Wetland . Contains a high concentration
of salts in the mineral material throughout the extent of
the wetland . The length of time the wetland is flooded
varies from a few weeks to months . When the wetland
is dry, a salt crust usually forms on the soil surface .

C - Cultivated Wetland . Any wetland that has been al-
tered by cultivation .

B - Bog. Wetlands having an accumulation of mosses and
forest peat materials .

F - Fen . Wetlands associated with nutrient-rich groundwa-
ter, and having an accumulation of sedge residues .

L - Lake. Named lakes, and other large waterbodies that
are predominantly open water and greater than 2 m in
depth .

N- No Wetlands. Wetlands occupy less than 1% of the
mapped area .

Wetland Extent and Size Classes
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The proportion of the polygon that has wetlands is
estimated and given an extent class . The main size classes
of wetlands in the polygon is also determined .

Table 14 . Wetland extent and size class limits .

Water Quality

Quality ofthe wateris estimatedbased upon the wetland
vegetation .

N

H

Fresh to Moderately Saline . Waterconductivity is less
than 15,000 ps/cm'.
Saline to Highly Saline. Water conductivity is greater
than 15,000 ps/cm3 . Plants that are known to occur
where it is saline are red samphire, alkali grass, and
prairie bulrush .

Extent Size
Class %Area Class , Area (acres) . . :

1 1 - 5 1 < 1
2 5 - 10 2 1 - 5
3 10 - 20 3 5 - 10
4 20 - 40 4 10 - 20
5 40 - 70 5 20 - 40
6 > 70 6 > 40
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4.7 WIND EROSION

Wind Erosion Potential

The calculation of winderosion potential is based on the
following formula :

E(p) =CxTxIxK

E(p) Potential annual soil loss .

C

	

Climatic factor (based on average wind ve-
locityandtemperature) . Valuesarecompiled
from weather stations and are presented on a
rural municipality basis.

T

	

Landscape factor (based on slope class and
surface form) . Topography, including the
differences inreliefbetween onelocation and
another, the direction, steepness and fre-
quencyofslopes,andthecomparative rough-
ness of the land's surface, has a pronounced
effect on the potential erodibility of soils .

Table 15 . Wind erosion susceptibility classes.

I

	

Soil erodibility factor (based on texture) .
The relativeproportions ofsand, silt and clay
presentinfluence a soil'sability to absorband
retain moisture and, consequently, to form
aggregates resistant to winderosion. Coarse-
textured soils have a "single grain" structure
lacking sufficient amounts of silt and clay to
bind individual sand particles together. Con-
sequently,_ these soils are readily broken
down and eroded bywind. Fineand medium-
textured soils have a higher water-holding
capacity and stronger surface attraction . This
results in a good soil structure with a high
degree of resistance to wind erosion .

K

	

Soil ridge roughness factor (based on tex-
ture).

The E(p) values from the formula are used to predict a
soil's susceptibility to wind erosion if the soil surface is bare
(i .e . it is in summerfallow with no growth and no organic
residueon the surface) . Managementpracticesand theactual
amount of past wind erosion that has occurred are not
considered .

1

	

VeryLow

Low

3 Moderate

4 High

5

	

Very High

6

	

Extremely High

U Unclassified

Good soil management and average growing conditions will produce a crop
with sufficient residue to protect these soils against wind erosion .

Good soil management and average growing conditions may produce a crop
with sufficient residue to protect these soils against wind erosion .

Average growing conditions may not supply adequate residue to protect these
soils against wind erosion . Enhanced soil managementpractices are necessary
to control wind erosion .

Average growingconditions will notprovide sufficient residue to protect these
soils against wind erosion . Coarse-textured soils may be seeded to pasture or
to forage crops to prevent severe degradation of the soil .

These soils should not be used forannual cropping, but rather forpasture and
forage crops which will protect the surface from severe degradation .

These soils must be left in permanent pasture and are not capable ofsustaining
arable agriculture .

Unclassified areas (e.g . Wetlands) .



4.8 WATER EROSION

Water Erosion Potential

Thepotential watererosion classesare obtainedby using
the Universal SoilLossEquation . Thisequation is an erosion
model developed in the United States to predict long term
average soil losses from runoff. The equation is :

A=RxKxLxSxCxP

A

	

Computed loss per unit area (tons per acre
per year) .

R

	

Rainfall erosivity factor (the amount and
intensity ofrainfall an area receives) .

K

	

Soil erodibility factor (calculated using
several physical soil properties ; texture, or-
ganic matter, infiltration rate and structure) .

Table 16 . Water erosion susceptibility classes .

L

	

Slope length factor.

S

	

Slope steepness factor .

C

	

Cover and management factor.

P

	

Support practice factor.

Page 4-1 1

Assessment of potential water erosion for a particular
area is independent of current management practices and
therefore the CandP factors in the equation are heldconstant.

When using this information, it should be remembered
that the classassigned to an area is an estimation ofpotential
erosion for the entirearea andthatindividual soils may occur
within the area that vary significantly from the assigned
class .

Susceptibility

1

	

Very Low

2 Low

3 Moderate

4 High

5

	

Very High

U Unclassified

DorG
Modifiers

Conventional soil management will produce sufficient residue to protect the
soil from water erosion .

Conventional soil management and average growing conditions should pro-
duce sufficient residue to protect the soil from water erosion .

Conventional farming practices will result in a steady loss of soil due to water
erosion . Conservation practices should be instituted toprevent degradation of
these soils .

Rapid loss of soil will occur unless conservation practices are instituted. All
gullies in these areas should be grassed .

These soils should not be broken due to their water erosion hazard . If broken,
perennial crops or permanent forage should replace annual crops .

Unclassified areas (e.g . Wetlands) .

Ifan area was observed to be gullied (G) or dissected (D) (dissections being
shallow gullies that can be crossed with farm implements), thesesymbols were
added to the erosion class symbol to indicate that higher rates of erosion may
occur on the steeper slopes along the edges of the dissection or gully ifthey are
left unprotected .
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4.9 PAST WIND AND WATER ERO-
SION

An erosion rating has been assigned to each soil area.
This rating reflects the surveyor's best estimate of the extent
and degree of erosion that has occurred in an area since
cultivation . Areas that have never been cultivated usually
have enough vegetativecover to protect the soil surface from
erosion and, therefore, remain relatively unaffected . Some
Table 17, Past wind and water erosion classes.

uncultivated areas, however, dohave clearevidenceofrecent
erosion.

The rating system contains six classes with the degree of
pastwindand water erosion ranging from unaffected(WO) to
very severe (W5). These classes, with the exception of WO
(unaffected),areassigned modifiers (G, K, B) which identify
the type oferosion thathas occurred . Wetlands, nonsoilareas
and some uncultivated areas were not classified and are
designated with the symbol `U' .

Class Description

U Unclassified
WO Unaffected. No evidence of past wind or water erosion.
Wl Weak . Soils are slightly eroded .
WIK The knolls have slightly thinner A horizons and are lighter in color than midslopes. There is no noticeable

thickening of the surface horizon on mid- to lower slopes .
W1B Windhas removedpartofthe soil surfaceresulting in thinner Ahorizons . There is very little mixing of the Aand

B horizons and little sign of soil accumulation on mid- and lower slopes .
W1G Afew very shallow dissections are present indicating very slight evidence of water erosion.

W2 Moderate. Soils are moderately eroded .
W2K Eroded knolls make up 5-15% of the area . The knolls are much lighter in color than midslopes. There is a

noticeable thickening of the surface horizon on lower slopes due to accumulation of upper slope material .
W2B Wind has removedpartof the A horizon resulting in moderately thin Ahorizons . There is slight mixing ofAand

B horizons during tillage and some evidence of soil accumulation near fencelines and windbreaks .
W2G Shallow dissections are present . The dissections mayeasily be crossedby farm implements and have little effect

oncultivation . There is evidence of rill erosion (smallchannels afew centimeters deep, occurring after substantial
rains or snowmelt).

W3 Strong . Soils are strongly eroded.
W3K Eroded knolls make up 15-40% ofthe area. The knolls are much lighter in color than midslopes. Alargeportion

of the A horizon has been removed and redistributed to lower slopes. On knolls, subsoil has been incorporated
into the cultivated horizon.

W3B Wind has removed a significant amount oftheAhorizon. Regular tillage results in a thorough mixing of the B
horizon with the remaining A horizon. Accumulation of wind-blown material occurs along fencelines and
windbreaks .

W3G Distinct dissections are present . The dissections may be crossed by farm implements with some difficulty, and
have a moderate effect on cultivation . These dissections shouldbe seeded to grassto prevent further damage from
erosion.

W4 Severe. Soils are severely eroded.
W4K Eroded knolls make up40-70% ofthe area . The erodedknolls are white in color, with lightcolors extending well

onto the midslope position. Erosion has destroyed the soil profile on upper slopes.
W4B Wind has removed most of theAhorizon and frequently part of the B horizon. Occasional blowout areas are

present, creating a very unstable surface .
W4G Occasional shallow gullies are present. The gullies cannot be crossed by farm implements, and therefore, should

not be cultivated for annual cropping . Reclamation for improved pasture is difficult unless erosion can be
controlled .

WS Very Severe . Soils are very severely eroded.
W5K Eroded knolls make up greater than 700/0 ofthe area. The knolls and midslopes are white in color. Erosion has

destroyed the soil profile on upper and midslope positions .
W5B Wind has removed most of the soil profile. Blowout holes are numerous and easily carved into the subsoil or

parent material . Areas between blowouts are deeply buried by eroded soil material. At best, this land should be
utilized for native or improved pasture .

W5G Deep gullies occur frequently. Soil profiles have been destroyed except in small areas between gullies . These
areas should be permanently grassed. Reclamation oferoded areas is a difficult process.



4.10 SAND AND GRAVEL

The sand and gravel symbol shows the location of near
surface sources of sandy and gravelly materials . The
materials can range from mixtures of sand and silt to coarse
gravellysand. Thesematerials maybe used for concrete, sub-
base for roads, traffic gravel or pervious borrow for fill

Table 18 . Description ofsand and ravel symbol.

Characteristics of Sand and Gravel Pits

The following table lists the legal location, and provides
informationon various characteristics, ofsand and gravel pits
in this municipality . The data was compiled by the Sas-

Table 19 . Gravel pit characteristics.
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purposes. This symbol does not suggest whether any of
these areas containsands and gravels of sufficient volume or
quality to enable commercial development .

The term sand refers to materials with greater than 50%
sand and with less than 15% clay . Gravel refers to materials
having a significant component of particles greater than 2
mm in diameter .

katchewan Research Council based on detailed field investi-
gations by the Saskatchewan Department of Highways and
Transportation .

Dirty gravelly sand, no material larger
than 80 mm, till at bottom of deposit .

Dirty sandy gravel, 4 % material >80
mm .

Dirty sandy gravel, 3 % material >80
mm, > 1 m overburden .

Clean sandy gravel, no material larer
than 80 mm, > 1 m overburden .

"Gravel" refers to material greater than 5 mm in diameter (Industrial Classification) .
"Sand" refers to material greater than 0.071 mm and less than 5 mm in diameter .
"Fines" refers to material less than 0.071 mm in diameter .

Symbol Description Symbol Description

SGO No sandy or gravelly materials recognized G3 Gravelly materials occupy 40-70% of landscape
S1 Sandy materials occupy 1-15% of landscape SG3 Sandy and gravelly materials occupy 40-70% of
G1 Gravelly materials occupy 1-15% of landscape landscape
SG1 Sandy and gravelly materials occupy 1-15% of S4 Sandy materials occupy greater than 70% ofland-

landscape scape
S2 Sandy materials occupy 15-40% of landscape G4 Gravelly materials occupy greater than 70% of
G2 Gravelly materials occupy 15-40% of landscape landscape
SG2 Sandy and gravelly materials occupy 1540% of SG4 Sandy and gravelly materials occupy greater than

landscape 70% of landscape
S3 Sandy materials occupy 40-70% of landscape U Unclassified

NE 16 2 29 3 2.0 46.2 46.4 7 .2

NW 12 5 25 3 2.5 76.1 18.7 5.0

SW 12 5 25 3 1 .2 53.7 40.3 5.8

NE 20 5 28 3 2.5 66.2 30.8 2.9
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4.11 SOIL MOISTURE AND YIELD

	

Estimation of Potential Yield

An estimateoftheamountofavailable soil moisture may
be of value in decision-making regarding the seeding of
stubble land andthelevel offertilizer inputs required . In most
cases, such decisions rely, in part, on an estimate of expected
yield . Since yield is largely a function of soil moisture
conditions, an estimate of the amount of soil moisture
available to the crop over the growing season can be used to
assess the probability of obtaining a given yield .

Calculation of Available Soil Moisture

To calculate the amount of available water in the soil,
multiply the soil's available water-holding capacity (see
Table 20) by the depth of moist soil .

Table 20 . Available soil water-holding capacity in rela-
tion to soil texture .

Available water-holding capacity
per unit depth of moist soil

Loamy sand

	

0.05
Sandy loam

	

0.08
Fine sandy loam

	

0.09

Very fine sandy loam

	

0.10
Sandy clay loam

	

0.12
Loam

	

0.14

Silt loam

	

0.16
Clay loam

	

0.17
Silty clay loam , ,

	

0.20

Clay

	

0.21
Silty clay

	

0.22
Heavy clay

	

0.23

Example: If a loam-textured soil were moist to a depth
of500 mm, it would contain about 70 mm (500 x 0.14)
of available water .

The amount ofsoil moisture available to the crop equals
the amount stored in the soil prior to seeding, plus that
received as precipitation during the growing season . Avail
able soil moisture prior to seeding can be estimated using
Table 20 . The probability of receiving various amounts of
precipitation over the growing season is given in Table 21 .

Table 21. Probability (%) of receiving at least the indi-
cated amountsofgrowing-season precipitation
(May 15 to August 13) .

40 60 70 90 105 125 145 160 180 195

>95 90 85 75 65 50 35 25 15 10

Precipitation data from Manyberries, Alberta weather
station .

Example : If the probability of receiving 125 mm of
precipitation were 50%, then at least 125 mm of pre-
cipitation could be expected in 5 out of 10 years .

To asses the probability of obtaining a given yield :

1 .
2.

3 .

Table 22. Estimated yieldsb (kg/ha) in relation to available moisture requirements .

Estimate the available soil moisture prior to seeding .
Determine the total moisture requirements (Table
22) .
Assess theprobability ofreceiving enough precipita-
tion during the growing season to make up the
difference.

Example: If a loam-textured soil were moist to a depth
of 500 mm, what would be the probability ofobtaining
a wheat yield of at least 1500 kg/ha?

1 . Stored soil moisture = (500 x 0.14) = 70mm.
2 . Total moisture requirements = 200 mm.
3 . Moisture required = (200 - 70) = 130 mm.
4 . Probability of receiving at least 130 mm is about

46%.

b

	

Yields arebased on good management andreasonablynormal seasonal climatic conditions, particularly withrespect to thetimeliness
of rainfall events. Actual yields may exceed estimates under abnormally favorable conditions, or bebelow estimates due to weeds,
disease, low fertility, or adverse climatic extremes .

To convert
Moisture requirements (mm) kg/ha to bu/ac

Crop 125 150 175 200 225 2511 275 300 325 350 multiply by :

Wheat 600 900 1200 1500 1800 2100 2400 2700 3000 3300 .015
Oats 640 950 1270 1590 1910 2230 2540 2860 3180 3500 .026
Barley 740 1110 1480 1850 2210 2580 2950 3320 3690 4060 .019
Flax 360 500 660 830 990 1160 1320 1490 1650 1820 .016
Canola 360 540 720 900 1080 1270 1440 1620 1800 1980 .018



4.12 DEEP TILLAGE

A system has been developed to rate the suitability of
solonetzic soils for deep tillage treatment . Because so-
lonetzic soils are highly variable, this rating system should
be used only as a guide . Adetailed fieldinspection should be
carried out before a decision to deep till is made.

Table 23 . Description of soil limitation classes.

Deep Tillage Limitation Symbol

example : Mnm

M - Soil Limitation Class
nm - Soil Limitations

Table 24. Description of soil limitations .
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Some properties that will affect the success of deep
tillage cannot be identified at the scale of mapping done for
this report. These properties include: depth to calcium
carbonate (lime), depth to the B horizon, and soil drainage .

The calcium carbonate layer and the B horizon should occur
within 40 cm ofthe soil surface and soil drainage should be
good at any site selected for deep tillage . These properties
should be checked in the field before tillage is done .

x Extent Extent of solonetzic soils in the area is not great enough to require treatment.

n Salinity Saline soils are present and should not be deep tilled.

m Parent material Clayey or sandy soils are present and should not be deep tilled.
texture

P Stones Because stones are brought to the soil surface by deep tillage, stony soils are not
suitable for tillage treatment.

t Topography Steep slopes are a limitation to deep tillage .

c Soil zone Aridity in the Brown soil zone could be a limitation to deep tillage treatment .

N None Solonetzic soils are dominant in the area and have no limitations for deep tillage.

M Moderate Soil or landscape properties are limiting or solonetzic soils are not sufficiently
extensive to require treatment of an entire field .

S Severe Soil or landscape properties are severely limiting ormost soils in the areaare not
solonetzic .

O Not solonetzic Soils are not solonetzic .



5. ACREAGE FACTS
Rural Municipality of Reno, Number 51
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Hectares Acres Hectares Acres

TOTAL AREA .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 352451 . . . . . 870918 SURFACE pH (Soil Acidity)
X ( < 5.5) . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .0 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .0

SOIL CAPABILITY FOR AGRICULTURE A (5.5 - 6.0) . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .6062 . . . . .. .14981
Class 1 . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .0 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .0 B (6.1 -6.7) . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .163444 . . . . .403876
Class 2 .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .355 . . . . . . . .. .. 877 C (6.8 -7.5) . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .151(43 . . . . .373233
Class 3 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .11141 . . . . . . .27531 D ( > 7.5) . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .29231 . . .. ...72232
Class 4 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .264600 . . . . .653834
Class 5 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .53532 . . . . .132281 TEXTURES
Class 6 . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .19210 . . . . . . .47469 Sands . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .250 .. . . . . . . . . .620
Class 7 .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..942 . . . . . . . . .2329 Sandy Loams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 6356 .. . . . . . 15706
Class O . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0 Loams . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .35795 .. . . . . . 88451

Clay Loams . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .287727 . . . . .710982
IRRIGATION SUITABILITY Clays . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .19635 . . . . .. .48519

Excellent . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..0 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .0
Good .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 11352 . . . . . . . 28052 WIND EROSION POTENTIAL
Fair .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .80913 . . . . .199939 Very Low . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .0 . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .0
Poor . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 257517 . . . . . 636331 Low . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .265074 . . . . .655007

Moderate . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .72442 . . . . .179007
SALINITY High . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .8781 . . . . . . .21700

Very Strong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .40 . . . . . . . . . . . . .99 Very High . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . ..3227 . . . . . . .. .7975
Strong .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .4421 . . . . . . .10926 Extremely High . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0 . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .0
Moderate . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .10034 . . . . . . .24795
Weak . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .995 . . . . . . . ..2461 WATEREROSION POTENTIAL
None . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .336959 . . . . .832635 Very Low . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .26123 . . . . . . .64552

Low . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .276760 . . . . .683883
SAND AND GRAVEL Moderate . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .11462 . . . . . . .28325

Sandy. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . 1249 . . . . . . . .. 3087 High .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .18093 . . . . . . .44708
Sandy and Gravelly . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .87 .. . . . . . .. ..215 Very High . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 17086 . . . . . . .42221
Gravelly . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .60 .. . . . . . . . ..150

WETLANDS AND POORLY DRAINED SOILS
STONES Open water and lakes . . . . .. .. . . . .2760 . . . . . . . . .6821

Non - Slightly Stony .. . . . . . . .188411 .. . . .465570 Wet, poorly drained soils . . ..16260 . . . . . . .40179
Moderately Stony . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 137931 .. . . . 340831
Very Stony . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .19816 .. . . . . .48966
Excessive .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 3624 .. . . . . . . . 8955
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Area
No. Map Unit

Slope
Class

Land
Form

Surface
Texture Salinity Irrigation

Stone
Class

Agricultural
- -Capabil ity PH

Wetlands
Classification

Wind
Eros.

Water
Eros .

Past
Eros.

Sand/
Gravel

Deep
Till

Acreage
( ac)

1 Cyl 4 id I-sicl 0 2Cmt2 S3 4(10)MP B2 N 2 2D WO SGO 0 2 .6
2 Av29 4 hd cl 2MA 3Cdst2 S3 4(10)MP C3 N 2 21) WO SGO 0 110 .6
3 Cyl 4 id Isicl 0 2Cmt2 S3 4(10)MP B2 N 2 2D WO SGO 0 267.4
4 Hw 5 & ig cl-s 0 4Dct2 S3 6(6)T5(4)MT C3 N 5 5G WO SGO 0 157 .5
5 Cyl 3 uid sid-I 0 2Cmgp S3 5(10)MP 132 N 2 2D WO SGO 0 2268 .4
6 Ea5 3-4 is sid-sic 2MAD 4Dkv S2 3(7)MN5(3)W C5 N 2 2 WO SGO 0 693 .4
7 Cyl 3 ui Sid-I 0 2Cmgp S3 5(10)MP B2 N 2 2 WO SGO 0 565 .5
8 SgCyl 4-5 hd sid-I 0 2Cgt2 S3 4(6)MP5(4)TP B4 N 2 3D WO SGO 0 4677 .9
9 Ea5 3-5 id sid-c 2SA 4Dkt2v S2 3(7)MT5(3)W C5 2W2-N 2 3D WO SGO 0 744 .8
10 Cy1 3 ui sid-I 0 2Cmgp S3 5(f0)MP B2 N 2 2 WO SGO 0 58 .1
11 Cyl 6-3 hid I-sil 0 2Dmt2 S3 4(6)MP5(4)T B2 N 3 31) WO SGO 0 154 .5
12 Cyl 3 ui sid-I 0 2Cmgp S3 5(10)MP B2 N 2 2 WO SGO 0 1263 .4
13 SgCyl 4-5 id sid-I 0 2Cgt2 S3 4(8)MP5(2)TP B4 N 2 2D WO SGO 0 494 .7
14 SgCyt 3-4 ud sid-I 1MAD 2Bgstl S3 4(10)MP B4 N 2 21) WO SGO 0 2316 .6
15 JcCy4 5-7 hig sil-I 2SD 3Drst2 S4 6(10)TE C5 N 3 5G W2KG SGO 0 1857.2
16 Cyl 3 ud sit 1WA 2Cmp S4 4(10)MP 82 N 2 21) WIG SGO 0 312 .1
17 Cyl 4-5 id sit 1WD 2Cmt2p S4 4(10)MP B2 N 2 21) WIG SGO 0 735 .8
18 JcCy4 5-7 hg Is-I 1MD 3Drmt2 S4 5(6)T6(4)TE C5 N 5 3G W3G SGO 0 163 .9
19 Cyl 3 ud sit 1WA 2Cmp S4 4(10)MP B2 N 2 21) WIG SGO 0 255 .8
20 JcCy4 5-7 hg Is-I 1MD 3Drmt2 S4 5(6)T6(4)TE C5 N 5 3G W3G SGO 0 33 .5
21 AM 2-3 uc I-cl 2MA 3Bsvt1 S2 4(10)MT B4 N 2 1 WIG SGO 0 1639.3
22 CcFw4 5-7 hig I-sl 1MA 3Drt2 S3 . 6(6)TE5(4)TP B2 N 4 4G W2G SGO 0 22.8
23 Cyl 4 hd sit 1WD 2Cmt2p S4 4(10)MP 82 N 2 2D W1K SGO 0 371 .7
24 CyVpI 2-3 u sit I WA 2Bmgv S3 4(7)MP3(3)M B2 N 2 1 WO SGO 0 1159 .3
25 CyVpl 2-3 u sit 1WA 2Bmgv S3 4(7)MP3(3)M B2 N 2 1 WO SGO 0 33.5
26 CyVpl 2-3 u sit IWA 2Bmgv S3 4(7)MP3(3)M B2 N 2 1 WO SGO 0 58.0
27 Cyl 4-5 id sit 1MD 2Cmst2 S3 4(5)P5(5)T B2 N 2 21) W2G SGO 0 107 .0
28 Cyl 4-5 id sii 1MD 2Cmst2 S3 4(5)P5(5)T B2 N 2 21) W2G SGO 0 115 .6
29 Vplwt 3 ud sil-I 2SA 3Bdstl S2 3(9)MD4(1)P B2 N 2 2D W2G SGO 0 8.3
30 CyVpi 2-3 u sit IMA 2Cgsp S4 4(7)MP3(3)M B2 N 2 1 WO SGO 0 96 .3
31 Jc4 5-6 hid sil-sl 0 3Drt2 S3 5(10)TE B2 N 4 41) WIG SGO 0 46.1
32 Av27 3-4 id cl-I 2SD 3Cdst2 S3 3(6)M4(4)T C5 N 2 2D WO SGO 0 260 .8
33 Av38 3-5 uc c-d 2MD 3Dgsv S2 4(7)W5(3)TW B4 IE1-N 2 2 W2G SGO 0 245 .5
34 Fx2 3-2 u sit 1WA IBtl St 4(10)M C5 N 2 2 W1K SGO 0 1107 .8
35 FxWmI 2-3 u sil 1MA 2Bgsv S2 4(10)MP B4 N 2 2 WIK SGO 0 2909 .4
36 Jc4 5-6 hid sil-sl 0 3Drt2 S3 5(10)TE B2 N 4 4D WIG SGO 0 37 .2
37 VpCyl 4-3 ud sil-sl 1MA 2Bgstl S2 3(7)M4(3)P B2 N 3 41) WIG SGO 0 1157 .8
38 SgJc4 6 hig I-sl 1MA 2Dst2 S3 5(10)TE C5 N 4 5G W3G SG1 0 166 .5
39 SgJc4 6 hig I-sl 1MA 2Dst2 S3 5(10)TE C5 N 4 5G W3G SG1 0 239 .5
40 SgJc4 6 hig I-sl 1MA 2Dst2 S3 5(10)TE C5 N 4 5G W3G SG1 0 186 .3
41 SgJc4 6 hig I-sl 1MA 2Dst2 S3 5(10)TE C5 N 4 5G W3G SG1 0 19 .3
42 SgJc4 6 hig I-$I 1MA 2Ds12 S3 5(10)TE C5 N 4 5G W3G SG1 0 13 .4
43 CyVpl 3-4 ud sil 0 2Cmgp S4 3(5)M4(5)P B2 N 2 2D WO SGO 0 289 .4
44 Sgt 3-2 uid cl 2MA 3Bstl S2 3(10)M B2 N 2 21) WIG SGO 0 234 .7
45 Sgt 3-2 iud cl 2MA 3Cst2 S2 3(10)M B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO 0 239 .3
46 Sgt 3-2 iud cl 2MA 3Cst2 S2 3(10)M 82 N 2 2D WIG SGO 0 866 .9
47 WkSg1 2-3 iud cl-I 2MA 3Bsvt2 S1 3(10)M B2 N 2 1D WIK SGO 0 317 .8
48 WwFx4 2-3 u c-sid 1MA 38gvt1 S1 3(10)M C3 N 2 1 W1K SGO 0 1693.8
49 BjSgl 3-4 ud c-d 2MA 38gst1 S2 3(10)M B2 N 2 21) W1K SGO 0 766 .7
50 8iTri 3-4 ud c-d 2MA 3Bdst1 S1 2(7)M3(3)MD 82 N 2 2D WO SGO Mxn 1232.1
51 SgBj2 4-3 h cl-c 2MA 3Cst2v S2 3(8)M5(2)W 132 1W1-N 3 2 WO SGO 0 1214.0
52 FrEc4 4-5 ud cl-c 2MA 3Cdstl S2 4(10)MT C5 IW1-N 3 21) WO SGO Sx 4396.3
53 FrEc2 4-5 h cl-c IMPA 3Cdt2v S1 4(8)MT5(2)W B3 3W1-N 3 2 WO SGO Sx 471 .5
54 SgBj2 5-6 h cl imp 2Dgst2 S3 5(1O)TW C3 351-N,2E2-N 3 3 WO SGO 0 530 .1
55 Hw 6-7 ig cl-I 2SD 4Dct2 S3 6(10)TE C3 N 3 5G W2G SGO 0 11891 .8
56 FrEc4 3-4 ud cl-I 2MA 3Bdstl S2 4(10)MD C5 N 2 21) WO SGO Sx 590 .0
57 FrEc4 3-4 ud cl-I 2MA 38dstl S2 4(10)MD C5 N 2 2D WO SGO Sx 344 .1
58 FrEc4 3-4 ud cl-I 2MA 38dstl S2 4(10)MD 05 N 2 20 WO SGO Sx 290 .1
59 FrEc4 3-4 ud cl-I 2MA 38dstl S2 4(10)MD C5 N 2 2D WO SGO Sx 194 .7
60 BJTrI 3-4 hd I-cl 2MA 3Cdst2 S3 4(6)DP3(4)M B4 3W2-N 2 21) WO SGO Mxp 1638.0
61 SgBj2 5 hd cl 1MA 2Dgsv S3 5(10)TW C3 351-N,2E2-N 3 31) WO SGO 0 207 .8
62 Rw 3-5 id sl-d 2MD 4Dct2 S3 4(9)TI5(1)P C5 N 3 41) WO SGO 0 100 .3
63 SgTrI 3-4 ud cl-c IMA 3Bdv11 S2 4(10)M B2 2W1-N 2 2D WO SGO Mx 167 .0
64 BjTrl 3-4 hd I-cl 2MA 3Cdst2 S3 4(6)DP3(4)M B4 3W2-N 2 2D WO SGO Mxp 1079 .5
65 Bj7rt 3-5 hd cl-I 2MA 3Ddst2 S3 4(6)DP3(4)M B4 3W2-N 2 21) WO SGO Mxp 2384 .1
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66 SgBk3 3-4 ud cl-I 1MD 3Bdvt1 S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D WO SGO Sx 2813 .3
67 SgBj3 3 ud cl-C 1MD 2Bgst1 S2 3(8)M2(2)M 84 N 2 2D WO SGO 0 77 .3
68 Rw 4-3 ud cl 1MA 4Dct2 S2 4(8)MD3(2)M C3 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 58 .8
69 SgBk3 3 u cl 1WA 38dvt1 S1 3(9)M4(1)D B4 N 2 2 WO SGO Sx 269 .7
70 SgBk3 3-4 ud cl-I IMD 3Bdv11 S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D WO SGO Sx 1252 .5
71 Av5 3 uc Sl-l 1MD 4Dwv S2 3(5)MW6(5)W C3 N 3 2 WO SGO 0 290 .9
72 Hw 6-7 ig ci-i 2SD 4Dct2 S3 6(1O)TE C3 N 3 5G W2G SGO 0 608 .3
73 Bj1 3 ud cl-c 1MA 2Bgst1 S2 3(10)M B2 1W1-N 2 2D WO SGO 0 364 .3
74 Av5 2 ud c 1MA 4Dwv S1 6(10)W C3 N 2 iD WO SGO 0 263 .2
75 B)Tr1 4-6 hid cl 1MA 3Ddt2 S2 4(4)D3(3)M5(3)T B2 N 2 3D W2G SGO St 75 .4
76 CySg4 5-7 ig cl-I 1MA 2Dgst2 S3 6(8)TE5(2)TE B2 N 3 4G W2G SGO 0 1301 .7
77 TrBjI 3 ud cl-c IMA 48kttp S2 4(6)D3(4)M 82 N 2 2D W2KG SGO N 761 .0
78 Av38 2-3 ud cl 1MA 2Dgsv S3 5(10)W B4 N 2 1D WO SGO 0 177 .8
79 SgBk4 3-5 hid cl 1MA 3Ddt2 S2 3(6)MD5(4)TE C3 N 2 2D W2G SGO Sx 43 .1
80 Hw 5-7 ig cl-c 2MA 4Dct2 S2 6(8)TE5(2)TE C5 N 3 5G W2G SGO 0 1712.0
81 EM 3 id cl 1MA 4Bkt2p S2 4(10)DE B2 N 2 2D W2G SGO 0 278 .0
82 BITr1 3 ud ck 1MA 3Bdv11 S2 3(6)M4(4)D B2 N 2 2D W1K SGO Mx 2130.6
83 Rw 4-3 uid cl IMA 4Dct2 S3 4(7)MP5(3)W B2 N 2 3D WO SGO 0 97 .4
84 Av3O 3 uc cl 1MA 4Dwv S2 5(10)W B4 N 2 2 WO SGO 0 162 .0
85 Bj7r1 3 ud cl-c IMA 3Bdvt1 S2 3(6)M4(4)D B2 N 2 2D WIK SGO Mx 2281 .3
86 Hw 5-7 ig cl-c 2MA 4Dct2 S2 6(8)TE5(2)TE C5 N 3 5G W2G SGO 0 1269 .4
87 BjSg4 6-4 hid cl-I 1MA 2Dgst2 S2 5(10)TE B2 N 3 3D W2G SGO 0 36 .9
88 Av38 3 ud C-I 1MA 3Dgv S3 5(10)WP C7 N 2 2D WO SGO 0 589 .1
89 BjSg4 6-4 hid cl-I IMA 2Dgst2 S2 5(10)TE B4 N 3 3D W2G SGO 0 84 .5
90 B1Tr1 3-2 ud cl-hc 1MA 3Cdv S2 3(7)M4(3)D B2 N 2 2D W1KG SGO Mx 254 .5
91 EM 3 id c-I 4MA 4Cksv S2 4(10)ND B4 N 2 2D WIG SGO 0 111 .4
92 JcExt 5-7 hig I-s 1MD 3Drvt2 S3 6(8)TE7(2)TE C5 N 5 5G W2G S2 0 2806.7
93 Bj7r1 3-4 ud cl-C 1MA 3Bdvt1 S3 3(7)M4(3)DP B2 N 2 2D W2G SGO Mxp 1183.2
94 Bj1 3-4 ud cl-c 1MA 2Bgst1 S2 3(10)M A2 N 2 2D W2G SGO 0 565.0
95 8)7r1 3-4 ud cl-c I MA 38dvt1 S3 3(7)M4(3)DP 82 N 2 2D W2G SGO Mxp 83 .7
96 Ea6 3-4 id I-e 0 1C02 Si 4(8)TE6(2)TE B4 N 2 2D W3G SGO 0 326.5
97 Av13 2-4 uc fl-d 2MA 3Bsv S1 5(6)TI4(3)M6(1)W D1 106-N 3 1 WIG SGO 0 215 .5
98 JcEx1 5-7 hig cl-t1 2SD 3Drst2 S2 6(6)TE5(2)TE7(2)TE C5 N 4 4G W3G S2 0 2273.3
99 Sgt 3-2 u 1 0 1811 S1 3(10)M B2 N 2 2 WO SGO 0 276.3
100 SgTr1 3-5 hd cl-c 2MA 3Ddst2 S2 4(8)TD5(2)TE B4 N 2 2D WIKG SGO Mxn 245.2
101 Sgt 3-2 u 1 0 1Bt1 S1 3(10)M 82 N 2 2 WO SGO 0 71 .4
102 AmBk1 4-5 h cl 1MA 3Cdt2 S2 3(6)M4(4)T A4 1W2-N 2 2 W2K SGO Sx 1415.6
103 Ea6 4-3 id cl 2MA 3Cst2 SO 4(10)TE B4 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 157.1
104 Ea6 4-3 id cl 2MA 3Cst2 SO 4(10)TE B4 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 171 .3
105 Eat 2 uc c-hc 5SA 4Cksv S1 5(8)ND6(2)NW C7 N 3 1 WO SGO 0 847.7
106 Ea4 3-4 id 1-cl 2MAD 4Ckt2 S2 4(10)TD B4 N 2 2D WIG SGO 0 260 .4
107 Av9 2-1 uc c-d 4SA 4Dsv SO 5(4)NW4(3)W6(3)N C3 N 2 1 WO SGO 0 4316.8
108 EM 3-4 id I-cl 2MAD 4Ckt2 S2 4(IO)TD B4 N 2 2D WIG SGO 0 146 .8
109 JcEx1 5-7 hig cl-fl 2SD 3Drst2 S2 6(6)TE5(2)TE7(2)T C5 N 4 4G W3G S2 0 1851 .2
110 AmBk1 3 ud cl-c 1WA 3Bdvt1 S1 3(6)M4(2)D5(2)TE A2 N 2 2D W2G SGO Sx 2209.6
III Hw 5-7 ig cl-1 1MA 4Dct2 S2 6(8)TE5(2)TE C5 N 3 5G W2G SGO 0 4515 .7
112 EM 3 id cl-I 3MA 4Bkst2 S2 4(10)ND B4 N 2 2D WIG SGO 0 161 .6
113 Ea5 1-2 uc c-hc 3SA 4Dksv SO 5(8)NW6(2)NW C5 2W2-N 3 1 WIG SGO 0 155 .3
114 FrRo4 4-3 h cl-I 1MA 3Cdt2 S2 4(9)M5(1)P C2 N 3 2 WIG SGO Sx 1338 .8
115 EM 3 id cl 1MA 4Bkt2p S2 4(10)DE B2 N 2 2D W2G SGO 0 363 .6
116 FrRo1 3 u cl-1 1MA 3Bdvt1 St 4(10)MD B1 N 2 2 WO SGO Mxc 617 .8
117 EM 3 id cl 1MA 4Bkt2p S2 4(10)DE B2 N 2 2D W2G SGO 0 181 .9
118 Ea5 3-4 uid ci 2MA 4Dkv S1 4(6)TE5(4)WN B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO 0 243 .3
119 Rw 4-3 uid cl 1MA 4Dct2 S2 4(7)M5(3)W B2 N 2 30 W2G SGO 0 264 .2
120 Hw 5-7 ig cl-I 2SD 4Dct2 S3 6(10)TE C3 N 3 5G W2G SGO 0 1937.3
121 Fr4 3-4 u cl-I 1MA 28gst1 S2 4(10)M C3 N 2 2 W2K SGO 0 503 .6
122 Hr6 3-5 h I-cl 1MPA 2Dst2 S2 4(8)M5(2)W C5 1W1-N 2 2 WIK SGO 0 517 .7
123 Fr4 3-4 u cl-I 1MA 28gst1 S2 4(10)M C3 N 2 2 W2K SGO 0 707 .6
124 Rw 4-3 id cl 4SA 4Dct2 S2 4(7)M5(3)N B4 N 2 3D W2G SGO 0 109 .4
125 ByHti 3 u 11-Is 2MA 3Csv SI 4(7)M5(3)ME B4 N 4 2 W2B S2 0 59 .2
126 EM 3 uid I-cl 1MA 48kvt1 S1 4(10)DE C3 N 2 2D WIG SGO 0 218 .5
127 Fr4 4-6 ig cl 1MA 2Dgst2 S2 5(5)T6(5)T C5 N 2 4G WIG SGO 0 211 .1
128 Cypress Lake 6L6-N 5561 .6
129 ByHt1 3 u 9-Is 2MA 3Csv S1 4(7)M5(3)ME B4 N 4 2 W28 S2 0 4232 .0
130 EM 3-4 uid ci-I 1MD 4Bkvt1 Sf 3(8)M4(2)D C3 N 2 2D WIG SGO 0 542 .2
131 FrRo4 3-4 u cl-I 1MPA 3Bdvt1 S1 4(10)M C2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Sx 1865 .5
132 Fr4 4-5 h I-cl 1MA 2Cst2 S2 4(10)MT CS 1W2-N 3 2 W2G SGO 0 1322 .4
133 Hw 5-7 ig cl-1 2SD 4Dct2 S3 6(7)TE5(3)TE C3 N 3 5G W2G SGO 0 648 .7
134 Ea4 3-4 hid cl-I 3SAD 4Ckst2 S2 5(10)D B4 N 2 2D WO SGO 0 365.3
135 EM 2 u Cl-c 2MA 4Dkv SO 4(10)DW C3 N 2 1 WO SGO 0 672 .5
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136 FaBy1 3-4 ud cl-fl 1MA 2Bgst1 S1 4(10)MT B4 N 3 2D W2G SGO 0 2495.1
137 Fat 4-6 hd I-sl 0 1 Dt2 82 4(10)MT C3 N 4 3D WO SGO 0 414 .8
138 FaBy1 3-4 ud cl-fl 1MA 2Bgst1 S1 4(10)MT B4 N 3 21) W2G SGO 0 40.3
139 Fr4 6-5 ig cl-I 0 2Dgt2 S3 6(10)TE C7 N 3 4G WO SGO 0 65 .5
140 Ea2 3-2 iud sl-d 4SA 4Cksv S2 5(10)ND C3 N 3 1D W2G SGO 0 1831 .0
141 FrBy1 3-4 ud I-fl 1MA 2Bsvt1 S1 4(10)M C3 1W3-N 3 2D WlKG SGO 0 1767 .8
142 Fr4 4-5 hd I-cl 0 1Ct2 S1 4(10)MT C5 N 3 2D W2G SGO 0 754 .7
143 FrBy4 5-6 hd I 2WA 2Dst2 S2 4(7)M5(3)T B4 N 3 3D W2K SGO 0 514 .7
144 Hw 6-7 ig cl-I 2SD 4Dct2 S3 6(10)TE C3 N 3 5G W2G SGO 0 367 .0
145 FxFri 3 u I 1MA 2Bsvt1 S2 4(10)M B4 1C1-N 2 2 WlK SGO 0 798 .7
146 By2T 3 u fl 1WA 2Bg11 SO 4(10)M C5 N 4 2 W2B SGO 0 355 .2
147 Av26 1-2 u c 3MA 4Bksv SO 3(8)M4(2)N D1 N 2 1 WIK SGO 0 105 .0
148 Eat 3-2 iud sl-d 4SA 4Cksv S2 5(10)ND C3 N 3 1D W2G SGO 0 72 .1
149 Hw 6-7 ig I 0 4Dct2 S2 6(10)T D1 N 3 5G WO SGO 0 144 .4
150 FrEc4 5-6 hd I-cl 2MA 3Ddst2 S2 4(6)M5(4)T C7 1W1-N 3 3D WO SGO Sxt 642 .4
151 FrEc4 3-4 ud cl-c 2MA 3Bdst1 S2 3(8)M4(2)D C5 N 2 21) WO SGO Sx 445 .5
152 HwAv1 3-5 uc cl-I 2MD 4Dct2 S1 5(7)W6(3)WT C7 N 2 4 WO SGO 0 236 .1
153 ByFxi 3 u fl-sil 0 1Bt1 SO 4(10)M C3 N 3 2 WO SGO 0 432 .5
154 FrRo4 3-4 ud cl-I 2MA 3Bdst1 S2 4(10)MD C2 N 2 2D WO SGO Sx 382 .5
155 FrEc9 3-2 u cl-c 3SA 4Bstlp S2 4(5)M5(5)ND B4 N 2 2 WO SGO Mxn 149 .5
156 F2 5-7 ig cl-I 2MD 3Dst2 S2 5(7)T6(3)TE C7 N 3 4G W2G SGO 0 298 .4
157 FrEc4 4-5 ud cl-o 2MA 3Cdst1 S2 4(10)MT C5 1W1-N 3 21) WO SGO Sx 288 .0
158 FrEc4 4-5 ud cl-c 2MA 3Cdst1 S2 4(10)MT C5 1W1-N 3 21) WO SGO Sx 427.8
159 FrEc4 3-4 ud cl-c 2MA 3Bdst1 S2 3(8)M4(2)D C5 N 2 2D WO SGO Sx 828 .3
160 FrEc9 3-2 u cl-c 3SA 4Bstlp S2 4(5)M5(5)ND B4 N 2 2 WO SGO Mxn 776 .4
161 Wm2 3 u sl-d 1MA 2Cmsv S2 4(7)M5(3)P B2 N 3 1 WO SGO 0 257 .9
162 WmEX1 5-7 ig I 0 3Drvt2 S3 6(10)TE C5 N 3 4G WO SGO 0 187 .0
163 WmExt 5-7 ig I 0 3Drvt2 S3 6(10)TE C5 N 3 4G WO SGO 0 85 .4
164 Ea4 2 ud I 2MA 4Ak S2 4(10)MD C5 N 2 1D W2G SGO 0 616 .5
165 FrEc4 3-4 h I-c 2MA 3Cdvt2 S2 4(10)MD C5 1W1-N 2 2 WO SGO Sx 967 .9
166 FxKn1 3 u I-sil 1MA 3Bdvt1 S1 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2 WIK SGO Sx 125 .9
167 FrEc2 4-5 hd cl-sid 2MA 3Ddsv S2 4(7)MT5(3)W B3 3W1-N 3 2D WO SGO Sxt 1582.8
168 WmKni 3 ud I-sl 3SA 4Bsvt1 S2 4(6)MD5(4)PN B2 N 3 2D WO SGO Mxn 1004 .7
169 FrEc4 3 u c-d 1WA 3Bdgt1 S2 4(10)MD C5 N 2 2 WO SGO Sx 452 .5
170 Fr4 4 hd sid 1MD 2Cgst2 S2 4(10)M C5 N 3 21) WO SGO 0 784 .7
171 FrEc1 3-4 ud cH 1MA 3Bdt1p S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 21) WO SGO Mxc 2168 .2
172 Ea6 4 hid sil 1MD 2Cst2 S2 4(7)M5(3)T B4 N 3 3D WlG SGO 0 372 .0
173 Fr4 4-5 hd sid-d 0 2Cgt2 S3 4(10)MP C5 N 3 3D WO SGO 0 245 .8
174 Fr4 4-5 hd sid-d 0 2Cgt2 S3 4(10)MP C5 N 3 3D WO SGO 0 2970 .0
175 Fr4 5-6 hd sid-d 0 2Dgt2 S3 5(10)MT C7 N 3 41) WO SGO 0 277 .5
176 Ea5 3-5 uc c-sid 2SA 4Dkv S2 3(6)M5(4)WT C3 201-N 2 2 WO SGO 0 337 .3
177 F2 3-4 u c 4MA 4Dsv S2 3(6)MP4(4)WN B4 N 2 2 WO SGO 0 219 .6
178 Gr4 2-3 u c 5MA 4Dwsv S1 5(10)NW D1 1W1-H 2 1 WO SGO 0 353 .7
179 SgBkt 4-3 hd sid 0 3Cdt2 S3 4(10)MP B2 N 2 2D WO SGO St 170 .8
180 Sg9k1 4-3 hd sid 0 3Cdt2 S3 4(10)MP B2 N 2 2D WO SGO St 724 .8
181 Hw 5-6 ig d-s 0 4Dct2 S3 6(6)T5(4)MT C3 N 5 5G WO SGO 0 103 .0
182 Ea5 3-4 uc c-sid 3SA 4Dksv 82 4(10)WT C3 1W1-H 2 2 WO SGO 0 67 .7
183 Fr4 4-5 hid sid 0 2Cgt2 S3 4(5)MP5(5)MP C5 N 3 31) WO SGO 0 219 .0
184 FrEc1 3-4 ud Sid 0 3Bdvt1 S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D WO SGO Mxc 1062.5
185 Fr4 4-5 hd sid 0 2Cgt2 S2 4(8)M5(2)MT C5 N 3 30 WO SGO 0 622 .7
186 Fr4 5-4 hd cl 0 2Cgt2 S3 5(10)MT C7 N 3 4D WO SGO 0 164 .6
187 FrEc4 4-5 h cl-c 2MA 3Cdst2 S2 4(9)MT5(1)DW C5 2W1-N 3 2 WO SGO Sx 1034 .5
188 Wm4 5-6 h sl-d 0 2Dmt2 S4 6(7)TE5(3)MT C3 N 4 3 WO SGO 0 839 .1
189 FrEc1 3 u cl 0 3Bdvl1 S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2 WO SGO Mxc 553 .5
190 Middle Creek Reservoir 61-6-N 807.2
191 RoEc1 3 u I-cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(9)M5(1)W B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mc 413 .5
192 EcFr1 3-4 u cl IMA 4Bktlp S2 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2 WO SGO Mc 2109 .7
193 Ec8 3 ud cl-I 2MA 4Ckv S1 4(8)MD5(2)W B2 3W1 -N 2 21) WO SGO Mnc 64 .2
194 FrEc4 4-5 h cl 1MA 3Cdt2 S2 4(7)MT5(3)T C5 1W1-N 3 2 WO SGO Sx 1031 .9
195 FrEc4 5-6 h cl 1MA 3Ddt2 S2 5(6)T4(4)MT C7 3W1-N 3 4 WO SGO Sxt 1813 .7
196 FrEc2 5-6 h cl 1MA 3Ddt2 S2 5(6)MT4(2)W6(2)TE B3 3W1 -N 3 4 WO SGO Sxt 2885 .1
197 Fr4 4-5 h cl 1MA 2Cgst2 S2 4(10)MT C5 N 3 2 WO SGO 0 300 .9
198 WmEc1 3 ud cl-I 0 3Bdvl1 S3 4(10)MP B2 N 2 2D WlKG SGO Mxp 100 .0
199 Rw 3 i cl 2MD 4Dct2 S2 4(10)M B2 N 2 3 WO SGO 0 30 .5
200 EcFrt 3-4 u cl 1MA 4Bktlp S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mc 86 .7
201 WwKdt 2 uc c 2MA 3Bdgs S1 3(7)M4(3)D B4 201-N 2 1 WO SGO Sx 1539 .1
202 RoEct 3 u I 1MA 48kvt1 S1 4(10)M B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mc 363 .9
203 FrEc1 3-4 u cl 2MA 3Bdst1 S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2 WO SGO Mxn 922 .3
204 Fr4 4-5 h cl 1MA 2Cgst2 S2 4(1o)MT C5 N 3 2 Wo SGO 0 1189 .2
205 WmEc1 3 u sl-I 0 3Bdvt1 S2 4(5)MD5(5)MP B2 N 3 1 WO SGO Mxm 421 .0
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207 E04 3 u cl 1WA 4Bkvtl S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mc 212 .1
208 WmExl 5-6 hd cl-sl 0 3Drvt2 S4 6(10)TE C5 N 4 4D WO SGO 0 1534 .2
209 Fri 4-3 ud cl 1WA 2Bgt1p S2 4(10)MP B4 N 2 2D WO SGO 0 395 .4
210 FrEc9 4-3 h sid-c 3MA 4Cst2v S2 4(8)MP5(2)WN B4 3W1-H 3 3 WO SGO Mxn 343 :2
211 Fri 4-3 ud cl 1WA 2Bgt1p S2 4(10)MP B4 N 2 2D WO SGO 0 231 .9
212 FrEcl 3-4 ud cl 1MA 3Bdtlp S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D WO SGO Mxc 704 .4
213 FrEc9 4 ud c-d 4SAD 4Bsvt1 S2 4(8)MD5(2)N B4 N 2 2D WO SGO Sn 390 .0
214 FrEci 3-4 ud cl 1MA 3BdtIp S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D WO SGO Mxc 291 .7
215 WmEx1 5-6 hd cl-sl 0 3Drvt2 S4 6(10)TE C5 N 4 4D WO SGO 0 2017 .0
216 KnFx9 3 uc sil-I 3SA 4Bkstl S1 4(10)ND C3 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 699 .3
217 Fro 3-5 id cl 0 2Dgt2 S2 4(6)MT5(4)T C5 N 2 2D WO SGO 0 254 .9
218 EcFr4 3-4 i cl-I 2MA 4Ckt2 S2 4(10)MD C5 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 652 .1
219 WwKd9 3 uc c 4SA 4Bsvt1 S1 3(4)M4(4)D5(2)N C5 201-N 2 2 WO SGO Sn 732 .9
220 EcFr4 3-4 i cl-I 2MA 4Ckt2 S2 4(10)MD C5 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 65 .2
221 ECFr1 3-4 u cl 2SA 4Bkllp S2 4(8)MD5(2)MP B2 2W1-H 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 1213.3
222 Ec10 3-2 u c-d 4SA 4Bksv St 4(7)MD5(3)ND C5 2W2-H 2 2 WO SGO Sn 137 .6
223 Av27 3-4 uc c-sl 4MA 4Dsv S1 4(8)MD5(2)NW C5 N 3 2 WIG SGO 0 11398.0
224 ECFr1 3-5 h cl IMA 4Dkt2 S2 4(10)MD B2 1W2-N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 5208.1
225 Fr4 4-3 hd cl 0 2Cgt2 S2 4(10)M C5 N 3 2D WO SGO 0 338 .4
226 KnFx1 3 u I-sil 1MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mc 378 .2
227 KnKd2 3 uc I-c 2MA 4Ckv Si 4(8)MD5(2)TW B2 202-N 2 2 WIG SGO Mnc 1693.2
228 WmEx1 5-6 hd cl-sl 0 3Drvt2 S4 6(10)TE C5 N 4 4D WO SGO 0 449 .8
229 Ec4 3-4 ud cl MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 20 W1K SGO Mc 537 .8
230 Fr4 5-4 hid cl 0 2Cgt2 S3 5(10)MT C7 N 3 40 WO SGO 0 178 .2
231 FrEc4 6-3 h cl-I 2MA 3Ddst2 S2 5(10)TE C7 3W1-N 3 4 WO SGO Sxi 11997.9
232 HtHr1 3-4 ud IS-1 1WA 3Cmv S1 4(5)M5(5)M B2 N 4 1D W1K S3 0 422 .7
233 FxWml 2 ud I-sl 1WA 2Bgv S2 4(8)M5(2)MP B4 1W1-N 3 1D WO SGO 0 445 .2
234 FrEc4 6-3 h CH 2MA 3Ddst2 S2 5(10)TE C7 3W1-N 3 4 WO SGO Sxt 237 .7
235 FrEc4 4-5 h I 1 MA 3Cdt2 S2 4(10)MD C5 1Ci-N 3 2 W2K SGO Sx 820 .1
236 FrBy4 5-6 hd I 0 1 Dt2 S2 4(7)M5(3)T B4 N 3 3D W2K SGO 0 276 .6
237 FrEc4 3 u cl 1 MA 3Bdvt1 S1 4(10)MD C5 1C1-N 2 2 W2K SGO Sx 1952.6
238 FrEc4 4-3 h I-ol 1 MA 3Cdt2 S2 4(10)MD C5 1 C1-N 3 2 W2K SGO Sx 1040 .8
239 FrRo4 4-3 h cl-I 1SPA 3Ddv S2 4(10)MW C2 2C1-N 3 2 W2K SGO Sx 2278 .1
240 FrRo4 3 u . I-cl 0 3Bdvt1 S1 4(10)M C2 1C1-N 2 2 W1K SGO Sx 3239 .9
241 FrBy4 3 u CI-tl MA 2Bgvt1 S1 4(10)MT B4 N 3 2 W2K SGO 0 6331 .5
242 FrRol 3-5 id cl-I 2SA 3Ddst2 S2 4(9)TE5(1)N B1 3W2-H 2 2D W2G SGO Mxn 430 .3
243 FrBy4 3-5 hd I-t1 0 1 Dt2 S1 4(10)MT B4 N 3 2D W2GK SGO 0 398 .4
244 FrByt 3 u I-fl 0 1Bvt1 S1 4(10)M B3 N 3 2 W1K SGO 0 514 .7
245 Fr4 4-5 h cl 0 2Cgt2 S2 4(10)MT C5 2W1-N 3 2 WO SGO 0 682 .7
246 EcFr1 3 u I-cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mc 203 .8
247 Fr4 4-5 r I-cl 1MA 2Cst2 S2 4(10)MT C5 N 3 2 WO SGO 0 28 .7
248 FrRo4 3 u cl-I 1MA 3Bdvt1 S1 4(10)M C2 2W2-N 2 2 W1K SGO Sx 61592.7
249 FrRo1 3 ud cl-I 1MA 3Bdvi1 S1 4(8)M5(2)D 81 2C3-N,2W2-N 2 21) WO SGO Mxc 794 .5
250 Fri 3-4 ui cl-sid 1WA 2Bgtl St 4(10)M B4 N 2 2 W2K SGO 0 452 .1
251 Rw 4-6 id cl-I 1WA 4Dct2 S2 4(6)TE5(4)TE C5 N 2 5D W4KG SGO 0 369 .2
252 Fr4 5-6 hig cl-I 1MA 2Dgst2 S2 5(10)TE C7 N 3 4G W2G SGO 0 212 .5
253 FrEc4 5-4 h cl 1MA 3Cdt2v S2 4(8)MT5(2)WT C7 1 C2-N 3 4 W2K SGO Sxt 1719 .6
254 FrEc4 4-3 hd cl 1MA 3Cdt2 S2 4(10)MD C5 N 3 2D WiK SGO Sxt 689 .2
255 Fr4 5-6 hig cl 0 2Dgt2 S2 5(8)TE4(2)MT C7 N 3 3G W2G SGO 0 1046 .6
256 FrEcil 4-3 h cl 1WA 3Cdt2 $2 4(10)MD C5 N 3 2 W1K SGO Sx 731 .3
257 Ea4 2 u he 3VA 4Akgs SO 5(8)ND6(2)N D1 N 4 1 WO SGO 0 526 .3
258 FrEc4 4-3 u cl imp 3Bdvtt S1 4(10)M C5 N 2 2 W1K SGO Sx 1725 .9
259 Fro 4-6 hig cl 0 2Dgt2 S2 5(7)TE4(3)TM C5 N 3 4G WIG SGO 0 453 .6
260 Palisade Lake 6L6-N 108 .9
261 Ea6 3 id cl-c 4SA 4Bsvt2 SO 3(7)M5(3)N C5 N 2 2D WIG SGO 0 190 .8
262 FrEcal 6-5 hig cl-c 2SA 3Ddst2 S3 5(5)TD6(5)TE C7 2A3-H 3 SG W4G SGO Sxt 198 .2
263 FrEc4 5-7 hg cl 1WA 3Ddt2 S2 6(10)TE C7 N 3 5G W2G SGO Sxt 1351 .0
264 FrEc4 6-5 hill cl-c 2SA 3Ddst2 S3 5(5)TD6(5)TE C7 2A3-H 3 5G W4G SGO Sxt 244 .5
265 FrEc4 5-6 h cl-c 1WA 3Ddt2 S2 4(5)MD5(5)T C7 N 3 3 W1K SGO Sxt 769 .7
266 FrEc4 4-3 hd cl 1MA 3Cdt2 S1 4(10)MD C5 N 3 2D W2K SGO Sxi 840 .6
267 Ea2 2 uc c-hc 5SA 4Cksv S1 5(8)ND6(2)NW C7 N 3 1 WO SGO 0 25.8
268 FrEc4 6-5 hig cl-c 2SA 3Ddst2 S3 5(5)TD6(5)TE C7 2A3-H 3 5G W4G SGO Sxt 89.9
269 FrEc4 3-4 u cl-c 3MA 4Dsv S2 3(6)M4(4)WD C5 1W1-N 2 2 WO SGO Sx 764 .4
270 FrEc4 4-5 hd cl-c 2SA 3Cdst2 S2 4(10)DT C5 2A2-H 3 2D W2K SGO Sxt 153 .7
271 Fro 6-5 hr cl-sl 0 2Dgt2 S3 5(10)TP C7 N 4 4 WIK SGO 0 256 .7
272 FrEc4 4-5 hd cl-I 2WA 3Cdt2 S2 4(10)MT C5 2W1-N 3 2D W2K SGO Sxt 10813 .0
273 G2 2 u c 3MA 4Dwsv SO 3(6)M4(2)W6(2)W C5 N 2 1 WO SGO 0 73.7
274 FrEc4 4-3 hd cl-c 3MP 4Cst2 S2 4(9)MD5(1)W C5 MIN 3 2D WiK SGO Sxt 1753.5
275 Ec10 4-3 hr cl-c 4SA 4Ckst2 S2 5(6)MD6(4)N C7 3A1 -N 3 2 WO SGO Sn 196 .1
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276 Gr4 2-3 u sic 5MA 4Dwsv SO 5(10)NW C7 N 2 1 WO SGO 0 1662 .6
277 FrEc4 4-5 hd cl 1MA 3Cdt2 S2 4(10)MT C5 1W1-N 3 2D W1K SGO Sxt 422 .5
278 EcFr1 3 u cl-c 2MA 4Bkvtl S1 4(IO)MD B2 N 2 2 WlK SGO Mnc 941 .7
279 FrEc2 4-5 h d 1MA 3Cdt2v S2 4(8)MT5(2)W B3 2W1-N 3 2 W1K SGO Sx 171 .1
280 FrEc2 4-5 h cl 1MA 3Cdt2v S2 4(8)MT5(2)W B3 2W1 -N 3 2 W1K SGO Sx 2056 .3
281 FrEc2 4-5 h cl 1MA 3Cdt2v S2 4(8)MT5(2)W B3 2W1-N 3 2 WIK SGO Sx 641 .2
282 Gr4 2-3 u sic 5MA 4Dwsv SO 5(10)NW C7 N 2 1 WO SGO 0 76 .3
283 Sc3 2 u he 0 4Dgv SO 4(10)WD 131 4C3-N 4 1 WO SGO 0 98 .4
284 Ec4 3-2 ui cl 2WA 4Dkv S1 4(10)WD B2 3W2-N 2 2 WIG SGO Mc 110 .2
285 FrEcl 3-4 hd cl-I 0 3Cdt2 S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D WO SGO Mxc 767 .8
286 FrEcl 3-4 hd cl-I 0 3Cdt2 S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D WO SGO Mxc 397 .2
287 FrEcl 3-4 hd clH 0 3Cdt2 S2 4(IO)MD B4 N 2 2D WO SGO Mxc 45.0
288 EcFr2 3 hd I 1WAD 4Dkv S1 5(8)DW4(2)M C5 5W2-N 2 2D WIG SGO Mc 4187.9
289 EcRo1 3 u I 1WA 4Bkvt1 St 4(IO)MD Bt N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 759.4
290 Rw 3-5 id 1-cl 2WPD 4Dc12 S2 4(10)MT C3 N 2 4D W3KG SGO 0 220.0
291 Av28 3 uc I-cl 2WAD 4Dwv St 4(6)WD5(4)D C3 2E3-N 2 2 W2G SGO 0 1455.6
292 EcWw3 2 u c 1WA 4Dkv S2 5(10)DW C3 N 2 1 WO SGO Mmc 696 .6
293 EcRol 3 ud cl-I 1SAD 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD 81 2W2-N,1E1-N 2 2D W1KG SGO Mc 20111 .3
294 EcFr1 2-3 uc cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 St 4(10)MD 82 1S2-N,1WI-N 2 1 WIB SGO Mnc 189 .6
295 EcFrI 2-3 uc cl-I 2MA 4Bkvtl S1 4(10)MD B2 1S2-N,1W1-N 2 1 WIB SGO Mnc 2095.0
296 Kn1 2 u sil-sid 3WA 46kv SO 4(10)D B4 N 2 2 WO SGO Mc 134 .4
297 Av31 2-3 uc cl-fl 3SA 4Bksv SO 5(10)D C3 N 3 1 WO SGO 0 4625.1
298 ScKd1 2 u he-sl 3MA 4Dgsv S1 3(6)M4(3)D5(1)N 81 2C1-N 4 1 W18 SGO Mxn 3168.8
299 FrEc4 2-3 ud cl-c 2WA 3Bdvt1 S1 4(10)MD C5 1S2-N 2 1D WO SGO Sx 808 .9
300 WwFx4 3 u sick IMA 2Bgst1 SO 4(6)M3(4)M C3 N 2 2 W1K SGO 0 863.8
301 FrRo4 3 u cl-i 1MA 3Bdvl1 S1 4(10)M C2 2W2-N 2 2 W1K SGO Sx 43.8
302 EcRoi 3 ud cl-sl 2SAD 4Ckv S2 4(10)MD 81 IW1-N,IP1-N 3 2D W2KG SGO Mnc 8628 .5
303 ScKdi 2 uc c-sid 3SA 4Bsv S1 3(6)M4(3)DF5(1)N 81 101-N 2 1 W2K SGO Mxn 1814 .8
304 Ecl2 3 ud CH 2SA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(6)M5(4)D Bt 1W1-N 2 2D W2B SGO Mnc 2353 .6
305 EcFrl 4-3 ud cl-I 1WA 4Bkvt1 St 4(10)MD B2 IP1-N,iW1-N 2 2D W1B SGO Mtc 3294 .9
306 EcFrt 4 id cl-I 2SA 4Ckt2 S1 4(10)MD B2 1 P4-N 2 2D W1 GB SGO St 1460 .7
307 EcFrt 3-4 ud I-cl 1WA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD Bt 1Pl-N,IW1-N 2 2D W18 SGO Mc 2239 .6
308 EcFr2 3 u cl-I 1MA 4Ckv S2 4(8)MD5(2)W B1 2W3-N 2 2 W1B SGO Mc 2268 .2
309 FrRo4 3 u I 1WA 3Bdvt1 S1 4(10)MD C2 1W3-N 2 2 WIK SGO Sx 5145 .1
310 FrEc1 3-4 u cl 1MA 38dvt1 S2 4(10)MD B4 2W2-N,1C1-N 2 2 W1K SGO Mxc 3998 .8
311 Ch1 4-5 it gsl-sl 0 4Cmt2 S2 5(10)MT C3 N 4 2 WiK G4 0 44.8
312 Ec8 1-2 u c-d 3SA 4Dksv S2 5(10)WD B4 2A2-H 2 1 WO SG1 Mnm 305.9
313 EcFr4 3 u I-d 1MA 48kvt1 S1 4(10)MD C3 1C1-N 2 2 W2K SGO Mc 1264 .3
314 FrEc4 4 h I-cl 1MA 3Cdt2 S1 4(9)MD5(1)W C5 1W2-N,1C1-N 3 2 W2K SGO Sx 2067.8
315 FrEcl 3.4 h CH 1MA 3Cdt2 St 4(10)MD B4 1W1-N,1C2-N 2 2 WIK SGO Mxc 1449 .9
316 Ec8 2 u clc 1MA 4Dkv S1 4(7)D5(3)W 81 6C6-N 2 1 W1B SGO Mc 43.6
317 EcRo1 3 u cl-I 1MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD 81 2W1-N,2C1-N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 2907 .2
318 FrEci 4-3 uid cl-I 1SA 3Bdvt1 Si 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D W2G SGO Mxt 383 .6
319 Ec8 2-3 ui cl-c 1SA 4Ckv S2 4(8)MD5(2)NW B2 2C2-N,IW1-N 2 1 WIG SGO Mc 168 .9
320 FrEcl 3-4 u cl-1 1MA 3Bdvt1 S2 4(10)MD B4 1C1-N 2 2 WIK SGt Mxc 746 .8
321 KdWw2 1 u c 2SA 4Ckv SO 4(8)MD5(2)WN C3 6C6-N 2 1 WIG SGO Mnm 20 .3
322 KdWw2 1 u c 2SA 4Ckv SO 4(8)MD5(2)WN C3 6C6-N 2 1 WIG SGO Mnm 32.4
323 EcRol 3 u d-I 1MA 4Bkv11 S1 4(10)MD 81 2W1-N,2C1-N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 76 .2
324 FrEcl 4-3 uid cl-I 1SA 3Bdvt1 S1 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D W2G SGO Mxt 84 .6
325 Ec12 2-3 ud cl 3VA 4Bksv S2 5(6)ND4(4)D D1 1W1-N,1Pl-N 2 1D W28 SGO Sn 149 .1
326 Ec8 1 u c 2SA 4Dkv S1 5(10)WD B4 6W6-H 2 1 WO SGO Mnm 97 .5
327 EcFrt 3-4 u d-1 1MA 4Bkvt1 St 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W1BK SGO Mc 295 .7
328 FrEc4 5-3 hig cl 2MAD 3Ddst2 St 5(6)TE4(4)MD C7 N 3 2G W2G SGO Sxt 840 .9
329 EcFr1 3-4 u d-I I MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W18K SGO Mc 196 .4
330 FrEc4 4 h cl 1SA 3Cdt2 S1 4(10)MD C5 1W1-N,IC1-N 3 2 W1K SGO Sx 2689.5
331 KdWw2 1 u c 2SA 4Ckv SO 4(8)MD5(2)WN C3 6C6-N 2 1 WIG SGO Mnm 374 .8
332 Z 1 I cl-I 3MP 4Cwi S1 7(10)W B4 5P5-N U U SGO 0 133 .6
333 Ec10 2 u cl-c 3SA 4Bksv St 4(5)MD5(5)ND B2 N 2 1 W18 SGO Mnc 96 .0
334 Y 2-3 u cl 2SA 4Cwi S1 5(5)W6(5)W B4 4S4-N U U WO SGO 0 60.4
335 EcFr1 3 u c1-I 1MA 48kvt1 S1 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mc 13099.3
336 FrEc4 4-3 hr cl-I 1MA 3Cdt2 S2 4(7)MD5(3)MD C5 N 3 2 WlK SGO Sx 112 .5
337 EcFr1 3-4 u cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 926 .1
338 FrEc4 4 uid cl 1MAD 38dvt1 S2 4(9)MT5(1)W C5 1W1-N 2 2D WIG SGO Sx 269 .5
339 EcFr1 3-4 u cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mc 395 .2
340 Eci 3 u cl 1MA 4Bkvtl S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W1K $GO Mc 180 .9
341 FrEc4 4-3 hid cl 2MA 3Cdst2 S2 4(9)MD5(1)W C5 N 3 2D WIG SGO Sxt 180 .4
342 EcFr1 3-4 u cl 1MA 48kvt1 St 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W18 SGO Mc 5080.6
343 KnKd1 3 u I-c 3SA 4Cksv SO 4(8)MD5(2)NM C3 N 2 2 W1B SGO Mnc 271 .0
344 Rw 3-4 uid cl 2SA 4Dct2 S1 4(7)MD5(3)NW C3 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 214 .0
345 KnKd1 3 u 1-c 3SA 4Cksv SO 4(8)MD5(2)NM C3 N 2 2 W1B SGO Mnc 72.7
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347 KnKd1 3 u I-c 3SA 4Cksv SO 4(8)MD5(2)NM C3 N 2 2 W1B SGO Mnc 122.9
348 EcFrI 3 u cl 1MA 4Bkvtl S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WI BK SGO Mc 172.7
349 Fr4 4-3 hr I-sl 1MA 2Cst2 S2 4(10)M C5 N 4 2 WIK SGO 0 74.3
350 Ecl1 3 u cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2 W18 SGO Mnc 605 .5
351 EcFrI 3 u cl 1MA 48kvtl S2 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2 WIBK SGO Mc 4827.8
352 EcFr2 3-4 u cl 1MPA 4Ckv S1 4(8)MD5(2)W B2 2W2-N 2 2 WIB SGO Mc 3405.6
353 EcFrI 3-4 u cl 1MA 4Bkvtl S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W1B SGO Mc 1824.0
354 FrEc4 5-7 ig cl 2MA 3Ddst2 S2 6(10)TE C7 N 3 4G WIG SGO Sxt 37.8
355 EcFr1 3 u cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WI BK SGO Mc 623 .1
356 EcFr4 4-3 hd cl 1MA 4Ckt2 S2 4(10)MD C3 N 3 2D WIG SGO St 3051 .9
357 Rw 3 uid cl 2SA 4Dct2 S1 4(8)MD5(2)NW C3 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 72.9
358 FrEc4 5-7 ig cl 1MD 3Ddt2 S2 6(10)TE C7 N 3 4G WIG SGO Sxt 1749.0
359 EM 3 ud cl-l 2MA 4Bkvt1 Si 4(10)MD C3 N 2 2D WIG SGO 0 136 .6
360 Av27 3-4 uid cl 3MA 4Csv Si 4(5)MD3(3)M5(2)NW C5 303-N 2 20 WIG SGO 0 52 .1
361 Ec8 3 ud I-cl 4MA 4Dksv S1 4(7)MD5(3)NW B2 N 2 2D WIB SGO Sn 809 .0
362 EcFrI 3 ud I-cl 2MA 4BkvtI St 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 27 .5 1363 Ec11 3 ud 1-cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIB SGO Mnc 6273 .7
364 EcFr1 3-4 u 1-cl 2MA 4BkvtI S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mnc 641 .5
365 Ea5 2-3 ud I-cl 2SA 4Dkv S1 4(7)MD5(3)NW C3 N 2 1D WIB SGO 0 739 .3
366 Rw 3-4 hid cl-c 3MA 4Dct2 S1 4(6)MD5(4)NW C3 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 108 .1

i367 EcFr1 3-4 u I-cl 2MA 4Bkvtl S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mnc 295 .2
368 Rw 4-3 uid cl 2SA 4Dct2 S1 4(7)MD5(3)NW C3 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 70 .3
369 EcFrl 3-4 u cl-I 1MA 48kvtl S1 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2 WIG SGO Mc 1079 .8
370 EcFr4 3-5 hid cl 3MA 4Dkst2 S1 4(9)MT5(1)W C3 181-N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 1487 .3 1371 EcFrl 4-3 uid cl 1MA 48kvtl S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mic 1663.9
372 Rw 3-4 uid cl 2SA 4Dct2 S1 4(7)MDS(3)NW B2 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 350 .6
373 Ecl1 3 u cl 1MA 4Bkvtl Si 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIG SGO Mc 421 .7
374 EcFrI 3 u cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W1BK SGO Mnc 1925.1
375 FrEc4 5-7 ig cl 1MA 3Ddt2 S2 6(10)TE C7 N 3 5G WIG SGO Sxt 789 .4
376 Ec4 3 ud cl-I 2MA 4Bkvd S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 1961 .9
377 Av27 2 ud sic 3SA 48sv SO 4(8)ND5(2)N C5 N 2 1D WIB SGO 0 255 .5
378 KnFx9 3 u cl-I 2VA 4Bkvtl SO 4(9)MDS(1)N C3 N 2 2 W1B SGO Mnc 461 .5
379 EcFrl 3-4 ud cl 1MA 4Bkvtl S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mc 1287 .7
380 FrEc4 3-5 hid cl 1MA 3Ddt2 S2 4(6)MD5(4)T C5 2W2-N 2 2D WIG SGO Sx 1090.1
381 EcFr4 4-5 ud cl 1MA 4Ckt1 S2 4(10)MD C5 N 2 2D W2BK SGO Mtc 763 .4
382 FrEc1 4 hd cl 1MA 3Cdt2 S2 4(10)MD B4 N 3 2D WIK SGO St 925 .2
383 FrEc1 4 hd cl 1MA 3Cdt2 S2 4(10)MD B4 N 3 2D W1K SGO St 200 .0
384 Rw 3-4 ud cl 2MA 4Dct2 S1 4(6)MD5(4)W B2 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 219 .5
385 EcRo1 3-4 u CH 1MA 48kvt1 S1 4(10)MD Bt N 2 2 W1K SGO Mc 4672 .0
386 Rw 3-4 uid cl 1MA 4Dct2 S2 5(7)WD4(3)M B2 N 2 3D W2G SGO 0 321 .0
387 EcRot 3-4 u cl-I 1MA 4Bkvtl S1 4(10)MD B1 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mc 1126 .7
388 EcFrI 3-4 ud cl 1MA 4Bkvtl S2 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2D W1KG SGO Mc 1338 .0
389 EcFr1 3 , 4 ud cl-I 1MA 4Bkvt1 St 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D W1KG SGO Mc 2248.8
390 Rw 3-4 uid cl 1MD 4Dct2 S2 4(7)M5(3)TW B2 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 349 .8
391 EcFrI 3 u cl-I 1MA 4Bkvtl S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 1932.1
392 FrEc4 3-5 id I-cl 2MA 3Ddst2 S2 4(8)MD5(2)TN C5 N 2 2D WO SGO Sx 711 .3
393 Ec11 3 u cl 1MA 4Bkvtl S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W18 SGO Mc 2089.4
394 Ec4 3 u cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2 WIG SGO Mc 524 .0
395 Av9 3-5 uc cl-s 4SA 4Dsv SO 5(9)M6(1)W C3 2PI-N,3E3-N 5 2 W2G SGO 0 4711 .1
396 EcFrI 3-4 ud cl 1MA 48kvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D W1K SGO Mc 1057.3
397 EcKnt 3-4 id cl-sil 1MA 4Ckt2 S1 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2D W2G SGO Mc 502 .9
398 FxKn1 2 u sil-c 3WA 3Cdv SO 4(8)M3(2)M Bt N 2 1 WIK SGO Sx 545.1
399 EcFr1 3-4 ud cl 1WA 4Bkvtl S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D W2K SGO Mc 648.9
400 Ecl2 3 ud cl 1WA 4Bkvtl S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D W1GK SGO Mc 5498 .1
401 EcKn1 3 u cl-I 1MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 551 .1
402 EcFr4 3-4 ud cl 2MAD 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD C3 N 2 2D W2G SGO Mnc 9496.0
403 FxKn1 3 ud Sid-sil 1WA 3Bdvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D W1GK SGO Sx 497 .8
404 Ecl2 3 ud cl 1WA 4Bkvtl St 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D W1 GK SGO Mc 649 .0
405 Gr4 2 u c 3MA 4Dwsv SO 4(10)NW C5 6C6-N 2 1 WO SGO 0 105 .3
406 EcRol 2-3 u cl 1SA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B1 N 2 1 W1KG SGO Mc 3372 .2
407 Hw 4-7 iud cl-c 2WA 4Dct2 S1 4(5)TM5(3)T6(2)T C5 N 3 5D WO SGO 0 146 .0
408 EcFrI 4-3 uid cl 1MD 4Bkvl1 St 4(10)MD B1 N 2 2D WIK SGO Mtc 562 .1
409 EcFr4 4-5 id cl-c 2WA 4Ckt2 S1 4(10)MD C5 N 3 2D WIK SGO St 260 .8
410 X 2 u cl 2WA 4Cwi S1 5(10)W CS N U U WO SGO 0 28.0
411 FrEcl 4-3 uid cl 2WA 3Bdv11 S1 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D WIK SGO Mxt 195.2
412 Ect 2 u cl-c 2WA 4Bkv S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 1 WIK SGO Mc 310 .8
413 EcFr4 3-4 ud cl 2WA 4Bkvtl S1 4(10)MD C5 N 2 2D WIK SGO Mc 8500.6
414 ECFt1 3 u cl 2WA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 261 .3
415 EcFrI 3 u Cl 2WA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 1375 .3
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416 FrEC4 3 u ell 2MA 3Bdst1 Si 4(9)MD5(1)W C5 1W1-N 2 2 WIK SGO Sx 928 .8
417 FrEc1 2-3 u ell IMl 38dvt1 St 4(10)MD B4 N 2 1 WO SGO Mxc 351 .0
418 Fr4 3-4 ud cl 1MD 2Bgst1 Si 4(10)M C5 N 2 2D WIK SGO 0 1358 .5
419 EcFrl 3-2 ud cl 2WA 48kvt1 St 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WO SGO Me 402.9
420 FrEc4 4-6 ug cl 2MA 3Cdst1 S2 4(8)M5(2)T C5 N 2 4G WiK SGO Sxt 588.7
421 EcFri 3 uid 1-cl 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(10)MD B2 2W1-N 2 2D WIG SGO Me 2670.8
422 EcFr4 3-4 ud cl 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(10)MD C5 N 2 2D WIK SGO Me 355 .0
423 FrEc4 4-3 hd cl 1MA 3Cdt2 S2 4(8)M5(2)D C5 2W2-N 3 2D WIK SGO Sxt 817 .4

*424 Rw 4 id c-d 1WA 4Dct2 S2 5(10)T C3 1P1-N 2 4D WO SGO 0 164 .4
425 FrEc2 6-5 hd cl-c 1MA 3Ddt2 S2 5(10)TD B3 2W3-N 3 5D WIG SGO Sxt 6069 .9
426 EcFrl 3-4 hd ell 1MA 4Ckt2 S1 4(10)MD B2 1W1-N 2 2D WO SGO Me 97.6
427 FrKn1 2-3 u cl 1MA 3Bdvt1 S1 4(10)MD B4 3W5-N 2 1 WO SGO Mxc 411 .7
428 EcFr1 4-3 hd cl-I 1MA 4Ckt2 S2 4(9)MD5(1)W B2 1 W2-N 3 2D WO SGO St 371 .8
429 FrKn1 2-3 u d 1MA 3Bdvt1 S1 4(10)MD B4 3W5-N 2 1 WO SG1 Mxc 284 .5
430 X 2 u ell 2WA 4Cwi S1 5(10)W C5 N U U WO SGO 0 33 .3
431 X 2 u ell 2WA 4Cwi St 5(10)W C5 N U U WO SGO 0 24 .4
432 Fr1 4 h cl-I 1 MI 2Cgst2 S2 4(10)M B4 N 3 2 WO SGO 0 199 .5

**433 FrEc4 4-3 hd cl 1MA 3Cdt2 S2 4(8)M5(2)D C5 2W2-N 3 2D WlK SGO Sxt 16 .0
434 HwAV1 4-6 id cl 2WA 4Dct2 St 4(8)M5(2)T C2 N 2 5D WO SGO 0 25 .6
435 FrEc4 4-3 hd cl-c 1Mi 3Cdt2 S2 4(10)MD C5 2W2-N 3 2D WlK SGO Sxt 203.9
436 FrEc1 3-4 ud cl-c 2WA 3Bdvt1 S1 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D WIK SGO Mxc 503 .5
437 FrEc4 4-5 hd ell 2WA 3Cdt2 SI 4(10)MD C5 1W3-H 3 2D WO SGO Sxt 437.2
438 Fr4 3-5 hd cl 2WA 2Dgst2 S1 4(10)MT C5 N 2 2D W1K SGO 0 486.4
439 EcFrl 3-4 u ell 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Me 132.5
440 Fr4 4-6 iud cl 2WA 2Dgst2 S1 4(5)TM5(5)T C5 N 2 4D WIK SGO 0 256.3
441 FrEc4 4-6 h cl-vt 2WA 3Ddt2 S1 4(9)MD5(1)T C5 1W1-H 4 4 WIK SGO Sx 86.0

**442 Hw 5-7 ig cl 2MI 4Dct2 S2 6(9)TE5(1)TE C5 N 3 5G WlK SGO 0 55.5
443 Fit-c1 3-4 ud CHI 2WA 3Bdvt1 Si 4(IO)MD B4 N 3 2D W1K SGO Mxc 78.5
444 EeExi 5-7 ig sl-d 2WA 3Drvt2 S2 6(10)TE C7 N 4 4G W1K SGO 0 1082 .4
445 FrEct 3-4 ud cl-vl 2WA 3Bdvt1 S1 4(10)MD B4 N 3 2D WIK SGO Mxc 347 .9
446 FrEc4 3-5 ud cl 2WA 3Cdt1 S1 4(8)MD5(2)T C5 N 2 2D WIK SGO Sx 1063 .1
447 FrEct 3-4 ud cl 2WA 3Bdvtl S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D WIK SGO Mxc 189 .3
448 Fr4 6-4 uid cl-c 2MA 3Dst2 S1 3(8)M5(2)NT C7 N 3 4D WlK SGO 0 236 .0
449 Ec4 3 id cl 1MA 4Bkvt2 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WO SGO Me 359 .7
450 EcFr1 3 uid cl 2WA 4Bkvtt St 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIK SGO Me 397.1
451 EcFrl 3 uid ell 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D W1 K SGO Me 48.3
452 EcFr4 2-5 uic cl 2SA 4Dkt2 S1 4(8)MD5(2)T C3 N 2 2 WlK SGO Mnc 418.3
453 EcFrl 3 uid ell 2WA 4Bkvtt St 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WlK SGO Me 278.0
454 Kd10 2-3 ud c 2MI 4Bkvtt Si 4(7)MD5(3)D C5 N 2 1D WO SGO Mnm 91 .7
455 EcFr4 3-4 ud cl 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(10)MD C5 N 2 2D WIK SGO Me 875.1
456 Fr4 4-6 uid c1 2WA 2Cgst1 S1 4(9)M5(1)T C5 N 2 4D WlK SGO 0 228.9
457 HwEx 7-4 uig cl-c 2MI 4Dct2 S2 5(5)T6(3)T4(2)T C5 N 3 5G WO SGO 0 1160 .6
458 EcFrt 4-3 uid cl lMD 4Bkvtt S1 4(10)MD B1 N 2 2D WIK SGO Mtc 709.6
459 Kd10 2-3 ud c 2MI 4Bkvtt S1 4(7)MD5(3)D C5 N 2 1D WO SGO Mnm 820.0
460 Kd10 2-3 ud c 2MI 4Bkvtt S1 4(7)MD5(3)D C5 N 2 1D WO SGO Mnm 909.4
461 EcFr1 4-3 ud d 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WlK SGO Mtc 1962.9
462 EcFr4 4-3 uid cl 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(10)MD C5 N 2 2D WO SGO Mtc 155.7
463 EcFri 3-4 u cl 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Me 720 .0
464 Av26 3-5 uc d 2WA 4Ckt1 St 3(5)M4(4)M5(1)W C3 N 2 2 WO SGO 0 1104.0
465 EcFrl 3-4 u ell 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Me 1132 .2
466 KnEci 2-3 u cl 2MA 4Bkvtt S1 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 1 W1K SGO Mnc 1563.4
467 Eel 2-3 uc cl 2WA 48kvt1 S1 4(7)MD5(3)D 82 N 2 1 WO SGO Me 183 .2
468 EcKnt 3 u ell 2WA 4Bkvtt S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIK SGO Me 1011 .5
469 EcFrl 3-4 u cl 2WA 4Bkvtt St 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Me 625 .2
470 Eel 2-3 ud ell 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(6)MD5(4)D 82 N 2 1D WO SGO Me 58 .8
471 Kd10 2-3 ud c 2MI 4Bkvtt S1 4(7)MD5(3)D C5 N 2 1D WO SGO Mnm 361 .2
472 Eel 1 2-3 u ell 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(9)MD5(1)D B2 N 2 1 WO SGO Me 357 .7
473 Eel t 3 u cl 3MA 4Bkst1 S2 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 449 .8
474 HrEct 3 uc 1-cl 2WA 3Bdt1 p S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mxc 136 .2
475 Eel 1 3 u cl 2MA 4Bkvtt S2 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2 W2B SGO Mnc 359.8
476 Av29 3-4 uc d 2MA 3Cdsv S1 4(8)MD5(2)DW C3 1W1-H 2 2 WO SGO 0 99 .9
477 E24 3-7 hig I-cl 3MA 4Dkst2 S2 4(5)M5(3)MT7(2)T C3 201-N 2 4G WO SGO 0 3438.2
478 Eel 2 2-4 ud ell 2WA 4Ak S1 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2D WO SGO Me 584.3
479 Ec4 3 u cl 2WA 4Bkvtt S2 4(9)MD5(1)D B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Me 867.4
480 EcFrl 3-2 u cl 2WA 4Bkvtt Si 4(7)MD5(3)D Bt N 2 2 WO BGt) Me 245 .7 .
481 Av3I 3-4 uc cl 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(8)MD3(1)M5(1)W C3 N 2 2 WO SGO 0 285.0
482 EcFrl 3-2 u ell 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(7)MD5(3)D B1 N 2 2 WO SGO Me 669 .5
483 Eel 2-3 ud cl 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(6)MD5(4)D B2 N 2 1D WO SGO Me 182 .5
484 HrEc1 3 u 1-cl 2WA 3Bdt1p S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mxc 296 .1
485 EcFrl 3-4 u cl 2WA 4Bkvtt S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Me 439 .0
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486 HrEct 3 u I-cl 2WA 3Bdtip S2 4(10)MO B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mxc 188.7
487 HIM 3 u s1-I 0 2Cmv S2 5(6)EM4(4)M B4 N 4 2 W2K S3 0 47 .7
488 EcKn1 3 u cl 2WA 48kvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 414 .9
489 Av26 3-4 uc cl-I 2WA 4Bkvti S1 4(9)MD5(1)W C3 N 2 2 WO SGO 0 272 .7
490 EcFr1 3.4 u cl 2WA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mc 337 .8
491 Av30 3 uc c-d 2WA 4Dwv S1 4(8)W3(1)M5(1)0 C3 N 2 2 WO SGO 0 43.4
492 EcFr4 5-3 uid cl 0 4Dkt2 S2 4(8)MD3(2)M C5 N 3 2D W1K SGO St 140 .0
493 ECFr1 3-4 u cl 2WA 48kvI1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mc 193 .8
494 Ec11 3 u cl-I 2WA 48kvt1 S2 4(9)MD5(1)D 82 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 637 .9
495 Ww1 2-3 u c-d 2SA 38gsv SO 3(9)M5(1)N B2 N 2 1 WIK SGO 0 513 .4
496 EcFr1 3-4 ud cl-I 1MA 4Bkvf1 S2 4(8)MD5(2)D 82 1W1-N 2 2D W1K SGO Mc 9731 .3
497 KdWw1 2-3 u c-d 2SA 48kvt1 S1 4(6)MD3(4)M 82 N 2 1 W1GK SGO Mnm 63 .6
498 Av26 2-3 uc cl 3SA 4Bksv St 4(8)MD5(2)N C3 N 2 1 WO SGO 0 331 .8
499 ByGy1 3-4 u VI 1MA 3Bdvt1 SO 4(10)MD C3 1WI-N 4 2 W28 SGO Sx 484 .9
500 KdWwi 2-3 u c-d 2SA 48kvt1 S1 4(6)MD3(4)M B2 N 2 1 W1GK SGO Mnm 704 .8
501 Av26 2-4 uc vi-sid 4SA 4Dksv SO 4(6)MS(3)NW6(1)T C3 201-N 3 2 W2G SGO 0 3477 .9
502 KnKd1 3 ud sil-cl 1WA 4Bkvt1 SO 4(1O)MD 82 N 2 2D WIK SGO Mc 505 .5
503 KdKni 2 u c-sid 2MA 4Bkv SO 4(10)MD C5 N 2 1 W1K SGO Mnm 148 .0
504 KnKd1 3 ud sil-cl 1WA 48kvt1 SO 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D W1K SGO Mc 81 .4
505 Av5 2 u c-SI 2MA 40wv SO 5(5)W6(3)W7(2)W C3 N 3 1 WO SGO 0 447 .0
506 KnEc1 3 ud I-sil 1MA 4Bkvt1 SO 4(10)M B4 N 2 20 W1K SGO Mc 1859 .4
507 KdWw1 2 u c-sid 2MA 48kv SO 4(10)MD B2 N 2 1 WO SGO Mnm 779 .8
508 EcKn1 3 u CH 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2 W2K SGO Mnc 535 .0
509 KnKd8 2 uc I-c 4SA 4Cksv SO 4(6)MD5(4)N B3 N 2 1 WO SGO Sn 492 .0
510 Ec11 3-4 hd cl-I 1MA 4Ckt2 S2 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2D WIK SGO Mc 726 .6
511 Ec4 3-4 ud cl-I 2MA 48kvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIK SGO Mnc 445 .7
512 Av26 2-3 uc CI 3SA 4Bksv S1 4(8)MD5(2)N C3 N 2 1 WO SGO 0 458 .8
513 Ec12 3 u cl-I 1MA 48kvt1 S1 4(8)MD5(2)D B2 1W1-N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 4231 .3
514 Ec12 3-2 u CH 1MA 4Bkvl1 S1 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 1231,0
515 Ec11 3-2 u cl-I 1MA 4Bkvt1 Si 4(8)MDS(2)D B2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mc 4048.2
516 Rw 3 ud cl 2MA 40ct2 S1 4(7)MDS(3)DW B3 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 50.5
517 Kd10 2 u Sid 2MA 4Dkv SO 4(7)MDS(3)DW B2 N 2 1 WO SGO Mnc 1677
518 Ec11 3-2 ud cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 St 4(9)MD5(1)MD B2 N 2 2D WIK SGO Mnc 1293 .2
519 RoEc1 2-3 u I-cl 1MA 48kvt1 St 4(9)MD5(1)MD 82 N 2 1 WIG SGO Mc 1486 .8
520 Rw 3 ud cl 2MA 4Dct2 S1 4(6)MD5(4)DW B2 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 61 .2
521 Ec4 3 u cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(9)MD5(1)MD B2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mc 3399.1
522 HwAv1 4-3 hig cl-I 2MAD 4Dct2 S1 4(6)MD5(3)M6(1)T C3 N 3 3G W2G SGO 0 660 .4
523 Ec12 3-2 u cl-I 2MA 48kvt1 81 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mnc 1295 .5
524 ECR01 3 u cl-I 1MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(9)MS(1)MD 81 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 3284 .7
525 EcRoi 3 u CH IMA 4Bkvt1 St 4(9)M5(I)MD Bt N 2 2 W1K SGO Mc 392 .3
526 Ecl 2 u cl 1MA 4Bkv S1 4(7)M5(3)MD B2 N 2 1 WIB SGO Mc 175 .2
527 Rw 3-5 hic cl 2MAD 4Dct2 St 4(8)TD5(2)TW B2 N 2 4 W2G SGO 0 851 .3
528 ECFrI 3-4 ud cl 1MA 48kvt1 S1 4(9)DS(1)D B2 N 2 2D WIKG SGO Mc 241 .5
529 Ec11 3 ud cl-I 1MA 48kvt1 S1 4(8)M05(2)MD B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mc 16156 .3
530 HwAv1 3-6 is cl-sl 3MAD 4Dct2 S1 5(4)TW4(3)W6(3)WT C3 N 3 4 WIG SGO 0 967 .5
531 Rw 3.4 uc cl-I 2SA 4Dct2 S1 5(10)WD B4 101-N 2 3 W2G SGO 0 204 .8
532 Ec11 3-4 ud cl 2MA 48kvt1 S2 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2D W2GB SGO Mnc 359 .8
533 FrEc1 3-4 ud cl-I 1MA 38dtlp S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D W2G SG1 Mxc 191 .2
534 ECFrI 3 u cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2 W28 SGO Mnc 496 .4
535 Ec11 3 u cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 St 4(5)MD5(5)MO B2 N 2 2 W2GB SGO Mnc 161 .1
536 EcFrt 3-4 u c! 1MA 48kvti S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIG SGO Mc 215 .9
537 Ec11 3 u cl-I 3MAD 4Bkst1 S2 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2 W213 SGO Mnc 2349 .0
538 Rw 3-4 uid cl-sl 3SA 4Dct2 S2 4(5)MD5(5)NW B2 1W1-N 3 3D WIG SGO 0 127 .2
539 Rw 4-3 ud CH 2SAD 4Dct2 S1 5(10)WD B4 N 2 3D W2G SGO 0 135 .2
540 Rw 3-4 ud cl 2MA 4Dct2 S1 4(6)MD5(4)W B2 N 2 30 WIG SGO 0 103 .8
541 Av28 2-3 uc sl-c 3SA 4Dwsv SO 5(7)NW6(3)W C3 2W2-N 3 1 WO SGO 0 54 .6
542 Ec11 3 ud cl 3MAD 48kst1 S2 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2D W2B SGO Mnc 17178 .0
543 EcFr1 3-4 ud CH 2MA 48kvt1 SI 4(8)MD5(2)MD B2 N 2 20 W1K SGO Mnc 679 .5
544 Rw 4-5 hd cl 2MD 4Dct2 S2 4(8)M05(2)TW B2 N 3 4D WIG SGO 0 169 .1
545 Ec10 2 u cl 2SA 4Dkv SO 4(5)MD5(5)NW B2 N 2 1 W18 SGO Mnc 138 .5
546 Ec11 3 u cl 1MA 48kvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIG SGO Mc 566 .9
547 ByGy1 3 u s! 1MA 3BdvI1 SO 5(10)MD C3 N 4 2 W18 SGO Sx 202 .3
548 Ec12 3 u cl 2MA 4Ckv S1 4(8)MD5(2)NW B2 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mnc 421 .1
549 HrCh1 3-4 u I-sl 1MA 2Dsv S1 4(7)MS(3)DM C3 N 3 2 WIS G2 0 458 .6
550 Ec12 3 u cl 2MA 48kvt1 S1 4(8)MD5(2)D B2 N 2 2 WIG SGO Mnc 793 .1
551 Rw 3-4 ud cl 2MA 4Dct2 Si 4(6)MD5(4)W B2 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 187 .6
552 Ec12 3 u cl-I 3MA 4BkstI S1 4(9)MDS(1)NW B2 N 2 2 WIG SGO Mnc 1845 .7
553 ECI1 3 u cl-I 3MAD 4Bkst1 S2 4(9)MDS(1)ND B2 N 2 2 W2B SGO Mnc 2808 .3
554 Rw 3-4 uid cl 2MA 4Dct2 S1 4(7)MDS(3)WN C7 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 161 .7
555 Altwan Reservoir 6L6-N 117 .0
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556 HwAvt 3-7 hid cl-c 3MA 4Dct2 S1 4(5)MD5(3)DT6(2)T C3 202-N 2 5D W2G SGO 0 633 .2
557 Rw 4-3 id cl 2SA 4Dct2 Sl 4(9)MD5(1)NW C3 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 54 .8
558 Av27 3-4 uid cl 3MA 4Csv S1 4(5)MD3(3)M5(2)NW C5 303-N 2 2D WIG SGO 0 575 .8
559 Rw 3-4 ud cl 3SA 4Dct2 Si 4(7)MD5(3)NW C3 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 75.8
560 EcFrt 3-4 u cl 2MA 4Bkt1p S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIG SGO Mnc 98 .5
561 EcFr1 3 .4 u cl 2MA 4Bkt1p S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIG SGO Mnc 463 .4
562 Ea2 3-2 u cl-I 3MA 4Bkst1 Si 4(5)MD5(5)ND C3 N 2 2 WIG SGO 0 470 .0
563 EcFr4 4-6 hid cl-1 2MA 4Dkt2 S2 4(6)MD5(4)T C3 N 3 2D W2G SGO St 516 .9
564 EcFr1 3 ud 1-d 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 3439 .1
565 Rw 3-4 id cl 3MA 4Dct2 S1 4(7)MD5(3)NW C3 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 73.3
566 Rw 4-5 hid cl-I 2SA 4Dct2 S1 4(8)DT5(2)NW C3 1 E1-N 3 41) WIG SGO 0 224 .7
567 Rw 3-4 uid I-cl 3SA 4Dct2 S1 4(6)MDS(4)NW C7 1W1-N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 485 .1
568 Ec11 3 ud cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(8)MD5(2)D B2 N 2 2D W1GB SGO Mnc 3499 .5
569 EcFrt 4-3 hr kI 1MA 4Ckt2 S1 4(10)MD 82 N 3 2 W2G SGO Mtc 326.5
570 Av27 2-3 u cl-I 2SA 3Bdst1 St 4(7)MD5(3)D C7 1Wl-N 2 1 WO SGO 0 48 .2
571 Fr4 4-5 hr cl-sl 1MA 2Cgvt2 S2 4(8)WT5(2)MT C5 N 4 2 WIG SGO 0 188 .4
572 EcFrl 3-4 u cl 2MA 48kvt1 S2 4(10)DM B4 1W1-N 2 2 WlGB SGO Mnc 642 .2
573 Ec12 3 ud cl 2MI 48kvt1 S2 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2D W2GB SGO Mnc 3072 .1
574 Rw 3 uid cl 3MA 4Dct2 S1 4(5)MD5(5)W C7 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 1187 .2
575 FrEc1 3-4 hd cl-I 2MA 3Cdst2 82 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mxn 76 .7
576 Ec11 3 u I-cl 2MA 48kvt1 S1 4(8)MD5(2)ND B2 N 2 2 W1B SGO Mnc 1054 .3
577 Ec11 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvtl S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W18 SGO Mnc 101 .6
578 Ec11 3 u CH 2MA 4Bkvt1 Sl 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W1B SGO Mnc 65 .1
579 Ec11 3 u cl-1 2MA 48kvt1 Sl 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W1B SGO Mnc 176 .2
580 Ec12 3 u cl 2MA 4Bkvtl S2 4(8)MD5(2)D B2 N 2 2 W18 SGO Mnc 263 .2
581 Ecl1 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 Sl 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2 WlB SGO Mnc 404 .2
582 Ec12 3 u cl 2MA 4Bkvtl S2 4(8)MD5(2)D B2 N 2 2 WIB SGO Mnc 1001 .3
583 Ec8 2 u cl-I 2SA 4Bkv S1 4(7)MD5(3)D B1 1W1-N 2 1 WO SGO Mnc 160 .4
584 EcFr1 3 ud cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 Sl 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 6387 .7
585 Ec11 3 ud cl-I 3MA 4Bkstl S1 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 370 .5
586 Rw 3-2 uid c1 3SA 4Dct2 S1 5(6)WN4(4)MD D1 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 534 .3
587 EcFrl 3 ud cl 2MA 48kvtl Sl 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 1859 .0
588 EcFrt 3 ud cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 21) WIG SGO Mnc 338 .2
589 EcFr1 3 ud cl 2MA 4Bkvtl S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 21) WIG SGO Mnc 1863 .1
590 Av27 2-3 uid cl 3MA 4Bsvt1 S1 4(6)ND3(3)M5(1)N C5 N 2 1D WIG SGO 0 825 .7
591 Rw 2-4 uid d 3SA 4Dct2 S1 4(4)ND5(3)NW6(3)W 01 N 2 31) WIG SGO 0 533 .9
592 Ec11 3 ud cl-I 3MA 4Bkstl Sl 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 4846 .7
593 Kd10 1 u c-d 1MA 4Bkv SO 4(10)D B2 N 2 1 WO SGO Mmc 1280 .1
594 EcKn2 3-4 u d 3MA 4Bkstl S1 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2 WlB SGO Mnc 430 .3
595 Ec11 3-4 u cl 2MA 4Bkvd S2 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2 W2B SGO Mnc 366 .4
596 EcFr1 3-4 u cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIG SGO Mc 152 .7
597 Ecl1 3-4 u cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2 W28 SGO Mnc 1414 .0
598 Kd9 3 ud cl 4MA 48kstl S1 5(6)ND4(4)MD C7 N 2 2D W2B SGO Sn 403 .2
599 Ec11 3 u I-cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 81 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W18 SGO Mnc 1313.0
600 Ec10 2-3 ud cl-I 3SA 4Bksv S1 4(7)MD5(3)ND C3 N 2 1D W18 SGO Mnc 3082 .2
601 Gy2 3 ud sl 1MA 4Bkvtl S1 5(10)M B2 N 4 2D W1B SGO Mmc 138 .5
602 Ec12 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2 WlK SGO Mnc 509.8
603 Ecit 3 u cl 2MA 4Bkvtl S2 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2 W1BG SGO Mnc 1752.5
604 Ecl1 3 u cl 2MA 48kvtl S2 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2 WlBG SGO Mnc 112.9
605 Ec10 2-3 ud cl-I 3SA 4Bksv St 4(7)MD5(3)ND C3 N 2 1D WIB SGO Mnc 39 .5
606 Ec10 2-3 ud cl-I 3SA 4Bksv Sl 4(7)MD5(3)ND C3 N 2 1D W1B SGO Mnc 185 .9
607 Ecl1 3 u cl 2MA 4Bkvtl S2 4(9)MD5(1)DN B2 N 2 2 W1 BG SGO Mnc 137.8
608 FrEci 3-4 u cl-I 1MA 38dvt1 S2 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2 W18 SGO Mxc 126 .8
609 ByGyi 3-4 u sl 1MA 3Bdvt1 SO 5(10)MD C3 N 4 2 W28 SGO Sx 121 .4
610 E01 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIG SGO Mnc 1622 .2
611 EcFr1 3 ud cl-I 2MA 48kvt1 S1 4(8)MD5(2)ND B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 3505.8
612 EcFrI 3 ud cl-I 2MA 4Bkvtl S1 4(8)MDS(2)ND B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 843 .8
613 Av27 3-4 hid cl 3MA 4Cst2 SO 4(8)MD5(2)T C5 N 2 21) WIG SGO 0 265 .5
614 EcFr1 3 ud cl-I 2MA 4Bkvtl S1 4(8)MD5(2)ND B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 21 .3
615 Rw 4 ud cl 2MA 4Dct2 SO 5(10)TW B2 N 2 4D WO SGO 0 71 .1
616 GyByt 3-2 u SI-I 2MA 48kvtl SO 4(7)MD5(3)MD B2 N 3 2 Wf B SGO Mnm 728.6
617 Ecl2 3-2 u cl-I 3MA 4Bksv S1 4(7)MD5(3)ND B2 N 2 2 W28 SGO Mnc 366 .2
618 Ec12 3-2 u CH 3MA 4Bksv S1 4(7)MD5(3)ND B2 N 2 2 W2B SGO Mnc 33.0
619 Ecl0 2-3 ud d-I 3SA 4Bksv Sl 4(7)MD5(3)ND C3 N 2 10 WIB SGO Mnc 689 .5
620 Ec11 3-2 u cl-I 2MA 48kvt1 St 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2 WIB SGO Mnc 206 .1
621 Ec11 3-2 u cl-I 2MA 48kvtl St 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2 WIB SGO Mnc 1343 .5
622 EcFr1 3 u cl-I 1MA 48kvt1 S1 4(9)MD5(1)D B2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mc 470 .5
623 EcFr1 3 u cl-I 1 MA 4Bkvt1 SI 4(9)MD5(1)D B2 N 2 2 W1 K SGO Mc 2073 .4
624 Ecl2 3 ud cl-I 1MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(6)MD5(4)MD 82 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mc 126 .2
625 Av27 3 ud c-I 4SA 4Dsv Sl 4(5)MD5(3)NW3(2)M C5 N 2 2D WIG SGO 0 958 .8
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626 Fr4 4-7 hig cl-I 2MAD 3Dst2 S2 5(6)MT6(4)TE C5 N 3 4G W3G SGO 0 713 .4
627 HwAvI 3-6 hig c-I 4SA 4Dct2 S1 4(4)MD5(3)ND6(3)TE C3 N 2 4G W2G SGO 0 366.9
628 Eci1 3 uid cl-I 1MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(8)MD5(2)MD B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mc 452 .9
629 Ec12 3 u cl-I 2MA 48kvt1 S1 4(7)MD5(3)MD B2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mnc 369 .3
630 Ec12 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mnc 252 .0
631 EcFr1 3 u cl-I 2MA 48kvt1 S1 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mnc 2756.9
632 Ec12 3 u cl-I 2MA 48kvt1 S1 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mnc 115.3
633 EcFr1 3-4 ud cl-I 1MA 4130p S2 4(8)MD5(2)D B2 N 2 2D W2G SGO Mc 374 .5
634 Ec12 3-2 u cl-I 1MA 4Bkvt1 St 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mc 970 .7
635 Av27 2-3 ud c-I 2MA 3Cdsv S1 4(5)MD5(4)ND6(1)W C5 N 2 1D W2G SGO 0 415 .4
636 Rw 3 ud cl 2MA 4Dct2 S1 4(4)MD5(4)MD6(2)NW B2 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 98.4
637 Rw 3 ud cl 2MA 4Dct2 S1 4(7)MD5(3)DW B3 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 410 .5
638 Ec12 3 ud cl-I 1MA 48kvt1 S1 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2D WIK SGO Mc 915 .8
639 ECFrI 3.4 ud cl-I 1MA 4Bkt1p S2 4(8)MD5(2)D B2 N 2 2D W2G SGO Mc 1908 .9
640 EcFr1 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mnc 644 .6
641 Av27 3-5 uc cl-I 2SA 3Ddsv S2 4(5)M5(4)TW6(1)T C5 201-N 2 2 WO SGO 0 961 .5
642 Ec11 3 u cl-I 2MA 48kvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W28 SGO Mnc 3154 .5
643 EcFr1 3 u cl 2MA 48kvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIG SGO Mnc 881 .3
644 EcFr4 4-5 id cl 3SA 4Ckst2 S2 4(7)MD5(3)NT C5 N 2 2D W2G SGO St 2622 .8
645 EC4 3-4 ud cl 2MA 48kvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 1928 .2
646 EcFrt 4-3 ud cl 2SA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D W2G SGO Mat 1197 .0
647 Ec4 3 u cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W2B SGO Mnc 1418 .8
648 EcFr4 4-5 id cl 0 4Ckt2 S2 4(7)M5(3)T C5 N 2 2D W2G SGO St 420 .5
649 EC4 3 u CI 2MA 4Bkvtl S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W28 SGO Mnc 104 .5
650 Ec10 3.4 ud cl 3MA 48kst1 S1 4(7)DM5(3)ND B4 N 2 2D WO SGO Mnc 169 .7
651 EcFr1 3-4 ud cl-I IMA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(8)MD5(2)D B2 1W1-N 2 2D W1K SGO Mc 217 .2
652 Ec12 2-4 ud cl 2WA 4Ak St 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2D WO SGO Mc 106 .8
653 Ecl 3 u cl 2MA 4BWt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 189.4
654 Ec12 3 u CH 1MA 4Bkvtt S1 4(8)MD5(2)D 82 1W1-N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 588 .1
655 X 2 u C 2MA 4Cwi S2 4(10)W C3 6W5-N U U WO SGO 0 75.4
656 Ec10 3-4 ud cl 3MA 48kst1 S1 4(7)MD5(3)ND B4 N 2 2D WO SGO Mnc 42.7
657 HrEc1 3 uc I-cl 2WA 38dtip S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mxc 693 .5
658 Ec11 3 u cl 2MA 48kvt1 S2 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2 . W2B SGO Mnc 3621 .6
659 Ec11 3 u cl 3MA 4Bkst1 S2 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 3391 .5
660 Ec8 2 u cl-c 2WA 4Dkv S1 4(6)MD5(4)DW B2 N 2 1 WO SGO Mc 833 .9
661 Ec8 3-4 u cl 2WA 4Dkv SI 4(7)MD5(3)DW B2 1W1-N 2 2 WO SGO Mc 542 .0
662 Ec8 3-4 iud cl-c 1MD 4Ckt2v S1 4(8)MD5(2)DW B2 N 2 2D WO SGO Mc 118 .0
663 Ec11 3-4 ud cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WO SGO Mc 1317 .1
664 Ec4 3-2 u cl 2MA 48kvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mnc 904 .3
665 Ec4 3-2 u cl 2MA 4BWt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mnc 233 .3
666 Ec8 3-4 iud cl-c 1MD 4Ckt2v S1 4(8)MD5(2)DW B2 N 2 2D WO SGO Mc 94 .8
667 EcFr4 4-6 is CI 2SA 4Dkt2 S2 4(4)MD5(3)T6(3)T C5 201-N 2 3 WO SGO St 1774 .3
668 Ec11 3 ud ci 2MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD 82 2W1-H 2 2D WIK SGO Mnc 162 .2
669 Ec11 3-4 ud cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 SI 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WO SGO Mc 161 .9
670 Ec12 3-2 u cl 2WA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(8)MD5(2)D B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mc 116 .6
671 Ec11 3-4 ud cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WO SGO Mc 281 .0
672 Ec11 3 ud CI 2MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 2W1-H 2 2D W1K SGO Mnc 79 .6
673 EcFr4 3-4 uid cl 3MA 48kst1 S1 4(10)MD C3 2W2-H 2 2D W1K SGO Mnc 411 .4
674 Ec11 3 ud cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 2W1-H 2 2D W1K SGO Mnc 4068 .9
675 Ec4 3-2 u cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(8)MD5(2)D B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mc 728 .7
676 ECFrI 4-3 ud cl 2WA 48kvt1 St 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D W1K SGO Mtc 71 .2
677 Ec4 2-3 id cl 1MA 4Bkvt2- S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 1D WO SGO Mc 1297.0
678 Ec11 3 ud cl-c 1MA 48W11 S1 4(10)MD B2 3W1-H 2 2D WIK SGO Mc 95.6
679 Ec11 3-4 u CI 1MA 48kvt1 81 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mc 483 .3
680 Ec11 3-4 u cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MO B2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mc 233.0
681 Rw 3-4 uic cl-c 3SA 4Dct2 S1 4(8)MD5(2)N C5 N 2 3 WO SGO 0 190.3
682 EcFr4 3-4 u cl 2WA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD C5 1W1-H 2 2 W1K SGO Mc 622.9
683 Rw 3-4 uic cl-c 3SA 4Dct2 S1 4(8)MD5(2)N C5 N 2 3 WO SGO 0 261 .5
684 Ec4 3-2 u cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(8)MD5(2)D B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mc 257.4
685 EcFr4 4-3 ud CI 2WA 48kvt1 S1 4(10)MD C5 1W1-H 2 2D W1K SGO Mtc 154.9
686 Ec12 3-2 u cl 2SA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(5)MD5(5)D B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 184 .9
687 EcFr1 3-4 u cl IMA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mc 23.5
688 Ec12 3-2 u cl 2SA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(5)MD5(5)D B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 40.5
689 Ec12 3-2 u cl 2SA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(5)MD5(5)D B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 145 .7
690 EcFr1 3-4 u cl 1MA 48kvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W1K SGO Mc 1001 .7

691 Ec12 3-2 u cl 2SA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(5)MD5(5)D B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 288 .7
692 Ec10 2-3 u c-d 3MA 4Bksv S1 4(5)MD5(5)ND B2 N 2 1 WO SGO Mnm 568 .2
693 Ec12 3-2 u cl 2SA 48kvt1 S1 4(5)MD5(5)D B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 164 .1
694 Ec11 3 u cl 1MI 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2 W28 SGO Mc 1219.8
695 EcI1 3 ud cl 2MA 48kvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 2W1-H 2 2D W1K SGO Mnc 99 .9
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**696 Rw 3-6 hd cl-c 2SA 4Dct2 S2 5(10)7 C3 101-N 2 4D WO SGO 0 699.9
697 Eel2 3 u cl 3MA 4Bkst1 St 4(8)MD5(2)D B1 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 3795.1
698 Y 2-3 u c 3MP 4Cwi so 6(10)W C3 4W3-N U U WO SGO 0 93 .1
699 Eel2 3-2 u cl 2SA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(5)MD5(5)D B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 1943.2
700 Eel2 3-2 u cl 2SA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(5)MD5(5)D 82 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 301 .6
701 Eel0 2-3 uc c-cl 5MA 4Bksv S1 5(10)ND C3 IW1-H 2 1 WO SGO Sn 1752.1
702 Gr4 2 u c 6MA 4Dwsv St 5(10)NW D1 4W3-H 2 1 WO SGO 0 713 .9
703 Eel 1 3 ud cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 2W1-H 2 2D WlK SGO Mnc 78 .5
704 Eel 1 3 u cl 3MA 4Bkst1 S2 4(7)MD5(3)D B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 4678 .0
705 Ea2 3 ui cl-c 5SA 4Bkst1 S1 5(10)ND C3 2W3-H 2 2 WO SGO 0 664 .2
706 Z 2 u cl 3SP 4Cwi SO 7(10)W C3 603-N U U WO SGO 0 32 .9
707 Ec4 3 u cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 St 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 4926 .0
708 Hw 5-6 hid cl 0 4Dct2 S2 6(10)TM C5 N 3 5D WO SGO 0 628 .9
709 Av31 3-4 uc cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MT C3 102-N 2 2 WO SGO 0 450 .0
710 EcFr4 4-5 hd cl 0 4Ckt2 S2 5(9)MT6(1)T C3 N 3 2D WO SGO St 434 .4
711 Ec10 3-4 ud cl-c 4MA 4Bkst1 S2 4(7)MD5(3)ND C3 N 2 2D WO SGO Sn 659 .6
712 Eat 3 u cl-c 6SA 4Cksv St 5(8)ND6(2)NW C3 2W1-H 2 2 WO SGO 0 463 .9
713 EcFr4 4-5 hd cl 0 4Ckt2 S2 5(10)MT C3 N 3 2D WO SGO St 280 .2
714 Ec11 3 U cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 11846 .1
715 X 2 u c 4MA 4Cwi S1 4(10)WN Dt 6W4-N U U WO SGO 0 76 .1
716 Eel0 3 u c-cl 5SA 4Bkst1 S1 5(10)ND C3 IW1-H 2 2 WO SGO Sn 475 .2
717 Gr4 2 u c 5MA 4Dwsv S1 5(6)NW6(4)W D1 402-N 2 1 WO SGO 0 129 .4
718 Gr4 2 u c 5MA 4Dwsv S1 5(6)NW6(4)W D1 402-N 2 1 WO SGO 0 99.6
719 EcFr4 4 id cl 1MA 4Ckt2 S2 4(10)MT C3 N 2 2D WO SGO St 164 .7
720 EcFr4 4-5 hid cl 0 4Ckt2 S2 4(6)MT5(4)TM C3 N 3 2D WO SGO St 340 .4
721 Hw 4-6 hd cl 0 4Dct2 S2 5(6)TP6(4)T C5 N 3 5D WO SGO 0 1041 .3
722 EcFr4 5-4 id cl 2SA 4Ckt2 S2 4(5)MD5(5)MT C5 N 3 3D WO SGO St 112 .9
723 EcFr4 5-4 id cl 2SA 4Ckt2 S2 4(6)MD5(4)MT C5 201-N 3 3D WO SGO St 225 .4
724 X 2 u cl-c 5SA 4Cwi St 5(10)NW D1 6W3-H U U WO SGO 0 75.0
725 Gy4 3 u I 2MA 4Bkvt1 SO 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W1 B SGO Mnc 270.7
726 Eel 1 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 290.1
727 Eel 1 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvtt S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WO SGO Mnc 152.3
728 Ec4 3-4 ud cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D W2G SGO Mnc 1518 .9
729 EcFr4 5-4 id cl 3SA 4Ckst2 S2 4(7)MD5(3)NT C5 N 3 3D W2G SGO St 473.0
730 E02 3-2 u cl-1 2SA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(8)MD5(2)D B2 N 2 2 W2B SGO Mnc 4954.3
731 EcFr1 4-5 hid cl 0 4Ckt2 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 3 2D W2G SGO St 640 .2
732 EcFr4 4-5 id cl-I 0 4Ckt2 S2 4(6)MT5(4)MT C5 N 2 2D W2G SGO St 484.7
733 Av27 3-4 uc cl-sil 4SA 4Dsv S1 4(5)MD5(5)NW C5 N 2 2 WIG SGO 0 544 .3
734 Eel 1 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 W2G SGO Mnc 2013 .4
735 Eel 1 3-4 ud cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D W2G SGO Me 2386 .5
736 HwAv1 5-6 hd cl-I 2SA 4Dct2 S2 4(4)MD5(3)TW6(3)T C3 201-N 3 5D WO SGO 0 754 .1
737 Eel 1 3-2 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2 W1B SGO Mnc 3080 .6
738 Fr4 4-7 hig cl-I 2MAD 3Dst2 S2 5(6)MT6(4)TE C5 N 3 4G W3G SGO 0 485 .1
739 Ec4 3-2 ud cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Me 1411 .6
740 Eel 2 3-2 u cl-I 3MA 4Bksv S1 4(7)MD5(3)ND B2 N 2 2 W2B SGO Mnc 4568.1
741 Ec4 3-2 ud cl 1MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Me 682.9
742 Eel 1 3 ud cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 St 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 1080.4
743 EcFr1 3-4 ud cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S2 4(10)MD B2 2A3-H 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 893.3
744 EcFr1 3 ud cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIBG SGO Mnc 779.3
745 Eel2 3-2 u cl-I 3MA 4Bksv S1 4(8)MD5(2)ND B2 N 2 2 WI B SGO Mnc 139.3
746 EcFr1 3 ud cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D W18G SGO Mnc 745.4
747 Eel 1 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 St 4(10)MD 82 N 2 2 WlK SGO Mnc 773.2
748 EcFr1 3 ud cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 1739.4
749 Eel 1 3 ud cl-I 3MA 4Bkst1 S1 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 415.9750 Rw 4-2 uid cl-I 2MA 4Dct2 S1 5(6)W4(4)ND C3 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 982.0751 Eel 2 3-2 u cl-I 3MA 4Bksv St 4(8)MD5(2)ND B2 N 2 2 WlB SGO Mnc 1363.2752 EcFr1 3 ud cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 827.9753 EcFr1 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvtl S1 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2 WIK SGO Mnc 903.6
754 Eel 2 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(7)MD5(3)ND B2 N 2 2 WIBG SGO Mnc 11883.4
755 Kd3 2 u c 3MA 4Dksv S1 5(10)WD C7 4W3-H 2 1 WO SGO Mnm 301 .1
756 EcFr1 3 ud cl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(8)MD5(2)D B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 1266.4757 Eel 1 3 ud cl-I 3MA 4Bkst1 S1 4(9)MD5(1)ND B2 N 2 2D WIG SGO Mnc 1611 .4758 EcFr1 3-4 hid cl 2MA 4Ckt2 S2 4(10)MD B2 N 2 2D W1 KG SGO Mnc 585.2
759 Eel2 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvtt S1 4(7)MD5(3)ND B2 N 2 2 W1 KG SGO Mnc 11 .9760 Rw 3 ud cl 3MA 4Dct2 S1 4(6)MD5(4)NW C3 N 2 3D WIG SGO 0 144 .9
761 Eel2 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 St 4(7)MD5(3)ND B2 N 2 2 WlKG SGO Mnc 53.9
76? Hrl 3 u sl-I 1MA 2Bsvt1 S1 4(10)M B2 N 3 1 WlK SGO 0 261 .7
763 Eel2 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(7)MD5(3)ND B2 N 2 2 W1 KG SGO Mnc 385.8
764 FrEci 3 u cl 2MA 3Bdst1 S1 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2 W1 K SGO Mxn 31 .1
765 FrEc1 3 u cl 2MA 38dst1 S1 4(10)MD B4 N 2 2 W1 K SGO Mxn 131 .3
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766 KdKn1 3-2 u sic-sicl 2MA 4Bkvt1 S1 4(8)MD5(2)MD C5 N 2 2 W1G SGO Mnm 877 .0
767 Gr4 2 u cl-I AMA 4Dwsv SO 5(7)W6(3)NW D1 N 2 1 WO SGO 0 141 .9
768 Ec12 3 u cl-I 2MA 4Bkvtl S1 4(7)MD5(3)ND B2 N 2 2 WIKG SGO Mnc 634 .6
769 Rw 3 ud cl 3MA 4Dct2 S1 4(8)MD5(2)DW C3 N 2 3D WO SGO 0 184 .4



Acid soil - A soil having a pH ofless than 7.0.
Aggregate - A group of soil particles sticking together in

such a way that they behave mechanically as a unit.
Alkali soil - (i) A soil having a high degree ofalkalinity (pH

of 8.5 or higher), or having a high exchangeable sodium
content(15% or more ofthe exchangecapacity),orboth.
(ii) A soil that contains enough alkali (sodium) to in-
terfere with the growth of most crops .
Note: The term "alkali soil" is often incorrectly used to
describe "saline soil".

Alkaline soil - A soil having a pH greater than 7.0.
Alluvial deposit - Refer to section "2.3 Surface Deposits"

on page 2-1 of this report.
Apron - Refer to section "2.4 Surface Forms" on page 2-2

of this report.
Aspect - The particular direction in which a slope faces.
Available water - The portion of water in a soil that can be

readily absorbed by plant roots . See also "field capac-
ity" .

Bedrock - The preglacial sediments, exclusive of stratified
deposits in preglacial valleys, that underlie the surficial
glacial sediments . These bedrock materials may ormay
not be consolidated into solid rock and may be exposed
at the surface.

Blanket - A mantle of unconsolidated materials thick
enough to mask minor irregularities in the underlying
unit but still conforming to the general underlying to-
pography.

Blowout - A small area from which soil material has been
removed by wind.

Channel - The bed where a natural stream of water runs or
has run.

Clay - (i) A soil particle that is less than 0.002 mm in
diameter. (ii) A soil textural class . See also "texture,
soil" .

Clod - A compact, coherent mass of soil varying in size,
usually produced by plowing or digging .

Cobble - Rounded or partially rounded rock or mineral
fragment between 8 and 25 cm in diameter .

Cobbly - Containing appreciable quantities ofcobbles . The
term is used to describe both soil and land .

Colluvium - A heterogenous mixture of material that has
moved down a slope and settled at its base, as aresult of
gravitational action .

Degradation - (i) The decline in a soil's fertility status as a
resultofloss oforganic matter, erosion by windorwater,
compaction, salinization, or acidification. (ii) The
changing of a soil to a more highly leached and more
highly weathered condition, usually accompanied by
morphological changes such as the development of an
eluviated (leached), light-colored Ae horizon .

Dissected - Where the original surface has been cut by run-
ning water, leaving a network of channels, shallow
gullies, or valleys.

7. GLOSSARY
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Dunes - Wind-built ridges and hills of sand formed in the
same manner as snowdrifts . They are started by some
obstruction, such as a bush,boulder, orfence, thatcauses
an eddy or otherwise thwarts the sand-laden wind . Once
begun, the dunes themselves offer resistance and they
grow to form various shapes.

Eluviation - The transportation of soil material in suspen-
sion or solution within the soil by the downward or
lateral movement of water.

Eolian deposit - Refer to section "2.3 Surface Deposits" on
page 2-1 of this report .

Erosion - The wearing away of the land surface by running
water, wind, ice or gravity .

Erosivity - The tendency fora soil to erode orpermiterosion .
Esker - Awindingridge ofirregularly stratifiedsand, gravel,

andcobbles deposited under the icebyarapidly flowing
glacial stream .

Fan - Refer to section "2.4 Surface Forms" on page 2-2 of
this report .

Fibric layer - A layer of organic material containing large
amounts of weakly decomposed fiber whose botanical
origin is readily identifiable.

Field capacity - The percentage of water remaining in the
soiltwo or threedays afterthe soil has been saturated and
free drainage has practically ceased .

Fluvial deposit-Refertosection -2.3 SurfaceDeposits" on
page 2-1 of this report .

Genesis - The mode of origin of the soil, especially the
processes or soil-forming factors responsible for the
development ofthe solum, the true soil, from unconsoli-
dated parent material .

Glacial till - See "till" .
Glaciofluvial - Refer to section "2.3 Surface Deposits" on

page 2-1 of this report.
Glaciolacustrine -Refer to section "2.3 Surface Deposits"

on page 2-1 of this report .
Gleyed soil - Soil affected by Geysation .
Gleysation - A soil forming process, operating under poor

drainage conditions, which results in the reduction of
iron and other elements, and in gray colors and mottles .

Gravel - Rock fragments between 2 mm and 7.5 cm in
diameter .

Grumic - A fine-textured (clay or heavy clay) soil which
cracks extensively when dry and forms angular blocky
structures with grooved surfaces in subsoils due to the
effect of swelling and shrinking during periods of wet-
ting and drying . Surface horizons are massive, often
with granular secondary structure under cultivation .

Gully - A channel caused by erosion from concentrated but
intermittent flow of water during and immediately after
heavy rains or snowmelt. It is deep enough to interfere
with and not be removed by tillage operations .
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Heavy soil - A soil having a high content of fine particles,
particularly clay, ora soil having a high drawbarpulland
therefore requiring more power to cultivate .

Horizon - Refer to section "2.1 TheSoilProfile"onpage 2-
1 of this report .

Humic layer - A layer of organic material containing large
amounts of highly decomposed organic material ; only
small amounts offiber are present that can be identified
as to their botanical origin . Fibers can be easily de-
stroyed by rubbing .

Hummocky -Referto section "2.4 SurfaceForms" on page
2-2 of this report.

Humus - (i) The fraction of the soil organic matter that
remains after most of the added plant and animal resi-
dues have decomposed . It is usually dark-colored . (ii)
Humus is also used in a broader sense to designate the
humus forms referred to as forest humus. (iii) All the
dead organic material on and in the soil that undergoes
continuous breakdown, change, and synthesis .

Hydraulic conductivity- The rate at which saturated soils
transmit water.

Inclined - Refer to section "2.4 Surface Forms" on page
2-2 of this report .

Infiltration - The downward movement of water into the
soil .

Kettle - Depression left after the melting ofa detached mass
of glacial ice that was buried in glacial debris .

Knob - A pronounced, rounded hill commonly found in
knob and kettle topography in morainic areas .

Knoll - A small, subdued, rounded hill commonly found in
knoll and depression topography in areas of till plains .

Lacustrine deposit - Refer to section "2.3 Surface Depos-
its" on page 2-1 of this report .

Landform - The various shapes ofthe land surface resulting
from a variety of actions such as deposition (eskers,
moraines) and erosion (gullies, valleys) .

Leaching - The downward removal from the soil of materi-
als in solution .

Level - Referto section "2.4 SurfaceForms" on page 2-2 of
this report .

Light soil - A soil having a high content of coarser particles,
particularly sand, orasoil having a low drawbarpull and
therefore easy to cultivate.

Loess - Material transported and deposited by wind and
consisting of predominantly silt-sized particles .

Mesic layer - A layer oforganic material in an intermediate
stage of decomposition ; intermediate amounts of fiber
are present that can be identified as to their botanical
origin .

Micro-relief - Small scale, local differences in topography,
including mounds, swales, or pits that are usually < 1 m
in diameter and with elevation differences of up to 2 m.

Mineral soil - A soil consisting predominantly of mineral
matter. It contains less than 17% organic carbon except
for an organic surface layer thatmay be up to 40 cm thick
ifformed ofmixed peat or60 cm ifformedof fibric peat.

Moraine - Distinct accumulations of glacial material,
mainly till, deposited directly by glaciers .

Mottles - Spots or blotches of different color or shades of
color interspersed with the dominant color.

Neutral soil - A soil having a pH of 7.0 .
Organic matter, soil - The organic fraction of the soil ; in-

cludes plant and animal residues at various stages of
decomposition, cells and tissues of soil organisms, and
substances synthesized by the soil population .

Parent material - The unconsolidated and more or less
chemically unweathered mineralor organic matter from
which the solum of a soil has developed .

Pedology - Those aspects of soil science involving the con-
stitution, distribution, genesis, classification and map-
ping of soils .

Permeability, soil - The ease with which gases and liquids
penetrate orpass through a bulkmass of soil oralayerof
soil .

pH, soil - The negative logarithm of the hydrogen ion ac-
tivity of a soil . The degree of acidity (oralkalinity) of a
soil as determined by an electrode or indicator at a
specified soil-water ratio, and expressed in terms of the
pH scale .

Ridged - Refer to section "2.4 Surface Forms" on page 2-2
of this report.

Rolling - Refer to section "2.4 Surface Forms" on page 2-2
of this report.

Runoff - Thatportion ofthe total precipitation on an area that
flows away through stream channels and that does not
enter the soil .

Runway - The channel of a stream .
Saline soil - A soil that contains enough soluble salts to

interfere with the growth of most crops. The amount of
salts, as measured by the electrical conductivity of the
saturation extract, is greater than 4 mS/cm. Very sensi-
tive crops may be affected at electrical conductivities of
2 mS/cm.

Sand - (i) A soil particle between 0.05 and 2.0 mm in
diameter. (ii) A soil textural class . See also "texture,
soil" .
very coarse sand - A soil particle between 1 .0 and 2.0
mm in diameter .
coarse sand - (i) A soilparticle between 0.5 and 1.0 mm
in diameter. (ii) A soil textural class . See also "texture,
soils".
medium sand - A soil particle between 0.25and 0.5 mm
in diameter.
fine sand - (i) A soilparticle between 0.10 and 0.25 mm
in diameter. (ii) A soil textural class . See also "texture,
soil" .
very fine sand - A soil particle between 0.05 and 0.10
mm in diameter .

Silt - (i) A soil particle

	

between 0.002 and 0.05 mm in
diameter. (ii) A soil textural class . See also "texture,
soil" .

Soil - (i) The unconsolidated mineral material on the imme-
diate surface of theearth that serves as a natural medium
for the growth of land plants . (ii) The unconsolidated
mineral matter on the surface of the earth that has been
subjected to and influenced by genetic and environ-



mental factors of. parent material, climate (including
moisture and temperature effects), macro- and microor-
ganisms and topography, all acting over a period oftime
and producing a product (soil) that differs from the
material from which it is derived in many physical,
chemical, biological and morphological properties and
characteristics.

Solum - The upper horizons of a soil in which the parent
material hasbeenmodifiedandin which mostplantroots
are contained . It usually consists of the A and B
horizons .

Stratification - The arrangement of sediments in layers or
strata marked by a change in color, texture, dimension of
particles, andcomposition . Stratification usually means
layers of sediments that separate readily along bedding
planes because ofdifferent sizes and kinds ofmaterial or
some interruption in deposition that permitted changes
to take place before more material was deposited.

Structure, soil - The combination or arrangement of pri-
mary soil particles into aggregates of secondary soil
particles, which are separated from each other by sur-
faces of weakness. These secondary particles may be,
but usually are not, arranged in the profile in such a
manner as to give a distinct characteristic pattern . The
secondary particles are characterized and classified on
the basis of size, shape, and degree ofdistinctness . The
general shape types are structureless, plate-like, block-
like and prism-like . The terms are:
structureless - Having no observable aggregation
or no definite orderly arrangement around natural
lines of weakness.

single grain - Loose, incoherent mass of
individual particles as in sands .
massive - A coherent mass showing no
evidence of any distinct arrangement of
soil particles.

block-like - Soil particles are arranged around a
point and bounded by flat or rounded sides .

blocky (angular blocky) - Havingblock-
like structures with flat, rectangular faces
and sharp, angular corners .
subangular blocky - Having block-like
structures with rounded or flattened faces
and rounded corners .
granular - Having block-like aggregates
that appear as spheroids having curved
surfaces which have slight or no accom-
modation to the faces of the surrounding
aggregates.

plate-like - Soil particles are arranged around a
horizontal plane and generally bounded by rela-
tively flat, horizontal surfaces .

platy - Having thin, plate-like aggregates
with faces mostly horizontal .

prism-like - Soil particles are arranged around a
vertical axis and bounded by relatively flat, vertical
surfaces .
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prismatic - Having prism-like structures
with vertical faces well-defined, and
edges near the top sharp and somewhat
angular.
columnar-Having column-like struc-
tures with vertical edges near the top of
columns not sharp (columns may be flat-
topped, round-topped or irregular) .

Substrate modifier - A material of different origin that
underliesthe material in which a soil is formed, at adepth
of 1 m .

Superglacial - A glaciolacustrine or glaciofluvial deposit
laid down in small ponds or lakes on the melting ice
surface, which subsequently becomes mixed with or
underlainby glacial till upon melting . It isnotasuniform
as typical lacustrine or fluvial deposits .

Terrace - A nearly level, usually narrow, plain bordering a
river, lake, or sea . Rivers are sometimes bordered by a
number of terraces at different levels .

Texture, soil - The relative proportions of the various soil
particles (sand, silt or clay) in a soil as described by the
classes of soil texture (see Figure 2 on the following
page) . The limits of the various classes and subclasses
are :
sand - Soil material that contains 85% or more
sand.

coarse sand - Soil material that contains
25% or more very coarse and coarse sand,
and less than 50% of any other one grade
of sand.
fine sand - Soil material that contains
50% or more fine sand or less than 25%
very coarse, coarse, and medium sand and
less than 50% very fine sand.
gravelly sand - Soil material which
meets the requirements of a sand but also
contains 20 to 50% by volume of coarse
fragments from 2 mm to 75 mm in diame-
ter.

loamy sand - Soilmaterial thatusually contains 70
to 85% sand but may contain as much as 90% sand
depending upon the amount of clay present .

gravelly loamy sand - Soil material
which meets the requirements ofa loamy
sand but also contains 20 to 50% by vol-
ume ofcoarse fragments from 2 mm to 75
mm in diameter.

sandy loam - Soil material that usually contains 52
to 70% sand but may contain as much as 85% or as
little as 43% sand depending upon the amount of
clay present.

fine sandy loam - Soil material that con-
tains 30% or more fine sand and less than
30% very fine sand or between 15 and
30% very coarse, coarse, and medium
sand.
gravelly sandy loam - Soil material
which meets the requirements of a sandy
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loam but also contains 20 to 50% by vol-
umeofcoarse fragments from 2 mm to 75
mm in diameter .
very fine sandy loam - Soil material that
contains 30% or more very fine sand or
more than 40% fine and very fine sand, at
least half of which is very fine sand, and
less than 15% very coarse, coarse, and
medium sand .

loam - Soil material thatcontains 7 to 27% clay, 28
to 50% silt, and less than 52% sand.
gravelly loam - Soil material that meets the re-
quirements ofa loambutalso contains 20 to 50% by
volume ofcoarsefragments from 2 mm to 75 mm in
diameter.
silt loam - Soil material that contains 50% or more
silt and 12 to 27% clay, or 50 to 80% silt and less
than 12% clay.
silt - Soil material that contains 80% or more silt
and less than 12% clay .
sandy clay loam - Soil material that contains 20 to
35% clay, less than 28% silt, and 45 % or more sand .
clay loam - Soil material that contains 27 to 40%
clay and 20 to 45% sand.
silty clay loam - Soil material that contains 27 to
40% clay and less than 20% sand .
silty clay - Soil material that contains 40% or more
silt and more than 40% clay .
clay - Soil material that contains40% or more clay,
less than 45% sand, and less than 40% silt .
heavy clay - Soil material that contains more than
60% clay .

Till - Unstratified glacial drift, deposited directly by the ice,
consisting of a mixture of clay, sand, silt, gravel, and
boulders.
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eroded till - Glacial till that has been subjected to water
erosion subsequent to deposition, often leaving a dense
stone lag or stony, gravelly lense on the surface .
water-modified till - Glacial till thathas had significant
amounts of water-sorted materials incorporated, usually
during deposition, that results in less stony than normal
glacial till with more sandy, silty orclayey textures than
unstratified glacial till .

Tilth - The physical condition of soil as related to its ease of
tillage, fitness as a seedbed, and impedance to seedling
emergence and root penetration.

Topography - The physical features of a district or region,
taken collectively ; especially, the relief and contours of
the land .

Undulating -Refer to section "2A Surface Forms" on page
2-2 of this report.

Veneer - Unconsolidated materials too thin to mask the
minor irregularities of the underlying unit surface . A
veneerwill range from 10 cm to I m in thickness and will
possess no form typical of the material's genesis . An
example ofthis is shallow lacustrine deposits overlying
glacial till .

Water, soil - Water occupying the pore spaces in the soil .
Water table - The uppersurfaceofgroundwater or that level

in the ground where the water is at atmospheric pressure.
Wilting point - The moisturecontentofasoilat which plants

wilt and fail to recover their turgidity when placed in a
dark, humid atmosphere .

Zone, soil - An area in which the dominant soils reflect the
zonal influence of climate and vegetation, and form a
natural land pattern with other soils that exhibit thezonal
influence only weakly or not at all . In Saskatchewan
soils, there is a gradual increase in the organic matter
content of the surface horizons as one moves from the
southwest to the northeast, as reflected by their surface
color . This forms the basis of soil zonal separations in
the province, namely Brown, Dark Brown, Black, Dark
Gray, and Gray.

Figure 2. The textural triangle shows the percentage of
sand and clay in the main textural classes of
soil ; the remainder of each class is silt .
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8. FURTHER INFORMATION
Page 8- 1

For more information about the data contained in this report or for more information about the
Saskatchewan Soil Survey, contact :

Ifmore copies of this report are required, please indicate the name ofthe Rural Municipality and the
number of copies required.
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The soil map for the Rural Municipality of Reno No. 51 is printed in four sheets, indicated
as Northwest, Northeast, Southeast and Southwest . Each sheet contains a complete map legend,
and can be found in the facing pocket .

The key map below shows the location of northwest, northeast, southwest, and southeast soil
maps for Reno rural municipality .
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